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ABSTRACT 

Application of seed treatments to enhance crop performance is an important practice in 

agriculture. Seed treatments are commonly applied to protect seeds from harmful pathogens, to 

provide mycorrhizae, or rhizobia bacteria. However, seed treatments may act as stimulants to 

germination and growth, which is a potential avenue for improving crop establishment and yield. 

In this thesis, we established treatment guidelines for spraying application of a biostimulant 

H2O2-FeSO4 catalytic seed treatment for alfalfa, hybrid bromegrass, carrot, sainfoin and wheat.  

 

To accurately assess the germination stimulating effects of the catalytic seed treatment, we 

explored various ways of quantifying germination, and surveyed the literature to determine 

typical practices. Ultimately, we discovered that the standard practices for the reporting of 

germination data are woefully inadequate, and lead to changes in germination speed, or 

uniformity being overlooked. The result of this inadequacy is that many papers may overlook 

significant trends in the data, thereby producing false negative results, due to their inability to 

differentiate between germination profiles. To remedy this issue, we developed the Radicand 

Germination Index (RGI), which accounts for germination speed, capacity, and uniformity, and 

can successfully differentiate between a representative array of germination profiles. 

 

Using RGI, and Arabidopsis mutants we explored the mechanisms which underlie the 

germination and growth stimulating properties of the seed treatment and identified the Abscisic 

Acid 8’- Hydroxylase gene CYP707A2, and de-novo synthesis of H2O2 through NADPH oxidase 

as key mechanisms driving the germination and enhanced lateral root growth responses to 

treatment. Furthermore, enhanced oxygen availability and nitric oxide production (NO) were 

identified as additional probable factors that underlie the treatment’s biostimulant properties.  

 

It was also discovered that the method of treatment application has a dramatic impact on its 

efficacy; with the effect size for sprayed seeds being reduced compared to soaked. A corollary of 

this is that the spraying experiments, designed based on the previously reported effect sizes 

determined by soaking, had insufficient samples to detect the effect of treatment applied by 

spraying. Thus, due to this failure in experiment design, the discussion of the results from 

spraying experiments focused primarily on effect sizes and trends, rather than significance.  
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% Dead: Percentage of Dead Seeds. 

% Emerge: Percentage of Seedlings Which Emerged. 
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8'-OH ABA: 8' Hydroxy-Abscisic Acid. 

ABA: Abscisic Acid. 

ABA-GE: Abscisic Acid Glucose Ester. 

ACC: 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid. 

APX: Ascorbate Peroxide. 

AUC.MF: AUC * Final Germination Index Value. 

AUC: Area Under the Germination Curve. 

CAT: Catalase. 

Constant CVt: Means that the germination profiles’ CVt was held constant, while all of FGE, 

LGE, TSG and % Germ were systematically varied. 

Constant MGT: Means that the germination profiles’ MGT was held constant while all of FGE, 
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cPTIO: 2(4 carboxypehnyl) 4,4,5,5 Teramethylimidazoline 1 Oxyl 3 Oxide. 
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CYP707A: Cytochrome P450, Family 707, Subfamily A. 
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DPA: Dihydrophaseic Acid. 
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Z: Germination Synchrony.
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Successful stand establishment of crops is strongly affected by the speed and uniformity of seed 

germination (Rajjou et al. 2012, Finch-Savage et al. 2016). At low temperatures typical of early 

spring seeding, seed germination is slowed which increases the time seeds are exposed to 

pathogens in the soil and depletes the seed nutrient reserve, resulting in less vigorous seedlings, 

which struggle to compete with weeds (Finch-Savage et al. 2016, Hamman et al. 2002). 

Improving germination and vigour is especially useful for crops known to be difficult to establish 

or poor competitors such as native forages, tame legumes, and horticultural crops like carrots 

(Tinsley et al. 2007). Additionally, legumes are frequently seeded into mature pastures to 

improve species composition; making rapid establishment crucial to ensure that the seeded 

legumes can compete with established plants (Leep et al. 2003). Horticultural crops, forages and 

legumes tend to be more expensive to seed compared to conventional field crops, making them 

ideal candidates for treatments that enhance germination and improve the odds of successful 

stand establishment to maximize return on investment (Government of Saskatchewan 2020, 

Bergtold et al. 2019, Omokanye et al. 2019, Clark et al. 2016, Meister et al. 2004).  

 

Unpublished research from our lab has demonstrated that a novel Hydrogen Peroxide – Ferrous 

Sulfate (H2O2 – FeSO4) catalytic seed treatment induced rapid, uniform germination at low 

temperatures and increased lateral root growth (Tanino et al. 2016). This novel treatment was 

patented in Canada #CA2949750 (Olkowski et al. 2014), is low cost, and has proven to be 

effective in a wide variety of species (Mostafa et al. 2020 & 2018, Tanino et al. 2016, Olkowski 

et al. 2014). However, the mechanisms of action are still unknown.  

 

Collectively H2O2 and FeSO4 are known to react in a Fenton-like/Haber Weiss reaction; in 

which, ferrous iron catalyzes the formation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) such as hydroxyl 

ions, or high valency iron, while also generating gaseous oxygen (Olkowski et al. 2014, 

Barbusinski 2009). The application of this seed treatment is expected to alter ROS homeostasis 

in the seed and trigger numerous downstream changes (Bailly 2019, Li et al. 2018, Li et al. 2017, 

Oracz & Karpinski 2016). While little is known about the mechanisms by which the catalytic 

seed treatment enhances germination, research on individual components of the seed treatment 

has been conducted and may provide insight. Prior research has demonstrated that application of 
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ferrous iron breaks down starch by a non-enzymatic process (Brown 1936, Srivastatva et al. 

2014). Additionally, a pure hydrogen peroxide seed treatment has been demonstrated to decrease 

levels of abscisic acid in the seed by increasing the activity of CYP707A (Cytochrome P450, 

Family 707, Subfamily A) ABA catabolism enzymes, thereby promoting early germination, and 

lateral root growth (Barba-Espin et al. 2012 & 2010, Liu et al. 2010). Furthermore, hydrogen 

peroxide is also known to act as a chemical scarification agent on the seed coat without 

damaging the embryo (Muller et al. 2009, Rosner et al. 2003). Aside from these direct chemical 

effects, the generation of oxygen may also affect germination, as prior research has shown 

increasing ambient oxygen levels around the seed enhanced germination (MacDonald et al. 2020, 

Yasin & Andreasen 2016, Bradford et al. 2007). Thus, the catalytic seed treatment may enhance 

germination by a combination of altering ROS homeostasis, mobilizing starch, regulating 

hormone levels, scarifying the seed coat, and raising oxygen availability to the seed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

To properly dissect the mechanisms by which the catalytic seed treatment enhanced germination, 

we must observe precisely which aspects of germination are enhanced. To do so requires 

understanding how to measure germination and identifying what elements of the process might 

be affected by the treatment so that the induced changes can be measured. Unfortunately, 

measuring germination is a complicated process and a satisfactory method did not exist (Al-

Ansri & Ksiksi 2016; Soltani et al. 2015; Ranal & Santana 2006; Kader 2005). Therefore, to 

ensure we are accurately capturing a complete picture of germination, we developed and 

identified a set of parameters that represent unique germination dynamics, which resulted in the 

development of a new comprehensive tool, the Radicand Germination Index (RGI), the 

development of which is described in Chapter 3. 

 

Chapter 4 addressed the hypotheses: Is there an optimal formulation of treatment in terms of 

buffer, pH, and hydrogen peroxide to ferrous sulfate ratio? Seeds subject to the application of our 

optimally formulated catalytic seed treatment will show increased germination and growth. The 

optimal concentration of treatment may vary by species, but once the treatment concentration has 

been optimized, enhancement of germination and growth will be observed irrespective of species 

or treatment application method.  
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Chapter 5 was informed by a desire to understand the mechanisms by which the treatment 

functions and attempted to answer the hypothesis that the increases to germination and growth 

are driven by a combination of physical and biochemical effects as well as by physiological 

changes to the expression of phytohormones. Specifically, that the treatment functions to 

promote morphological changes to the seed coat and starch mobilization, enhances oxygen 

availability to the seed, and alters nitric oxide and reactive oxygen species levels. 

 

The objectives of Chapters 4 & 5 are to: 1. Optimize the treatment for five different plant 

species: Alfalfa (Medicago sativa), Carrot (Daucus carota), Hybrid Bromegrass (Bromus 

inermis), Sainfoin (Onobrychis viciifolia) and Wheat (Triticum aestivum); 2. Characterize 

differences in response between species; 3.  Examine the effect of application method on 

treatment response; 4. Characterize the mechanisms by which the catalytic seed treatment 

enhanced germination, vigour and lateral root growth using Alfalfa, Arabidopsis, and Wheat. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Germination Fundamentals 

Germination is classically viewed as a three-stage process, Stage One is the imbibition phase, 

Stage Two is the plateau phase and Stage Three is the second water uptake phase; germination is 

considered complete when the radicle protrudes from the covering structures (Wolny et al. 2018, 

Das et al. 2015, Bentsink & Koornneef 2008, Bewley 1997).  

 

Briefly, Stage One is characterized by the rapid entrance of water into the seed, it requires the 

presence of water, oxygen and appropriate temperatures —between 0.9ºC and 36ºC for most 

crop species— Stage One continues until tissues are full hydrated (Wolny et al. 2018, 

Tribouillois et al. 2016, Bewley 1997). During Stage One, the rapid influx of water perturbs the 

membrane, which is in a dehydrated hexagonal II formation and results in the leakage of solutes 

and low molecular weight metabolites from the seed, this leakage ceases rapidly after the 

membranes stabilize into their lamellar liquid-crystalline configuration and damage from 

desiccation and rehydration is repaired (Yu et al. 2014, Bewley 1997). The stabilization of the 

membranes is also accompanied by a steep increase in oxygen consumption as respiration ramps 

up, DNA and mitochondria repair, the translation of extant mRNAs, protein synthesis, and DNA 

transcription occurs (Das et al. 2015, Bewley 1997).  

 

Stage Two is characterized by a levelling off of water uptake by the seed, producing the 

eponymous plateau, which characterizes the stage (Das et al. 2015, Bewley 1997). Despite being 

characterized by the slowdown of water uptake, Stage Two is a very active stage within the seed 

and is critically important for germination (Wolny et al. 2018, Bewley et al. 2013). During this 

stage, starch is broken down into sugars to provide energy for the embryo, primary metabolic 

pathways reactivate, new mitochondria are synthesized, ongoing translation of new mRNA 

occurs, and large-scale protein synthesis continues (Das et al. 2015, Han and Yang 2015, Bewley 

1997). Stage Two ends with the rupture of the testa, which transitions the seed into Stage Three, 

this transition point between Stage Two and Three is a key point for regulation of germination, 
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and in non-dormant seeds, high levels of abscisic acid (ABA) during the transition arrests 

germination (Nonogaki 2014, Bewley et al. 2013, Manz et al. 2005).  

 

All seeds that enter Stage Three will complete germination (Bewley et al. 2013). During this 

phase, water uptake increases again, though this is not properly imbibition, as it is associated 

with the expansion of the radicle (Bewley et al. 2013). Stage Three ends when the endosperm 

ruptures and the radicle emerges (Han and Yang 2015, Bewley et al. 2013). 

 

2.2 Dormancy 

Even under ideal conditions seeds may not germinate, a phenomenon known as dormancy. In 

many species, seeds are dormant when they are released from the plant, preventing premature 

sprouting either in the head or immediately after the seeds are released. This type of dormancy is 

referred to as primary dormancy and upon its release, allows germination by after-ripening of the 

seed which is associated with a decline in Abscisic Acid (ABA) levels in the seed (Chahtane et 

al. 2017, Gianinetti and Vernieri 2007). In some crop species like barley, primary dormancy has 

been bred-out making these species particularly susceptible to pre-harvest sprouting. Unlike 

primary dormancy where after-ripening is sufficient to release dormancy, some seeds need 

particular environmental triggers to release dormancy, these dormancy mechanisms can be 

classified into exogenous and endogenous dormancy (Si et al. 2016). 

 

Exogenous dormancy is defined as dormancy caused by conditions outside of the embryo. 

Exogenous dormancy can be split into three classes: physical dormancy, mechanical dormancy, 

and chemical dormancy (Si et al. 2016, Baskin and Baskin 2014). Physical dormancy is the 

inability of the embryo to germinate because water or oxygen cannot enter the seed, it can be 

released by scarification or weathering (Slator et al. 2013). Mechanical dormancy is the inability 

of the embryo to germinate because it is physically unable to penetrate the surrounding tissues, it 

can also be released by scarification or weathering (Slator et al. 2013). Chemical dormancy is 

defined as dormancy caused by growth regulators that may leach from non-embryonic tissues 

such as the pericarp/testa or the environment to affect the embryo; chemical dormancy can be 

released by breakdown of the chemicals by metabolic processes or by leaching of the chemicals 

from the seed by water (Finch-Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006).  
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Endogenous dormancy is defined as dormancy caused by conditions within the embryo. 

Endogenous dormancy can be broken down into two classes: physiological and morphological 

dormancy (Si et al. 2016). Physiological dormancy occurs when germination is prevented by the 

presence of inhibiting chemicals within the embryo, it is released by the breaking down of, or the 

ceasing of production of the inhibiting chemicals (Finch-Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006). 

These catabolic and anabolic pathways are frequently responsive to environmental conditions; 

thus, light, temperature, or moisture conditions may release physiological dormancy (Finch-

Savage and Leubner-Metzger 2006). Morphological dormancy is caused by immaturity of the 

embryo and can only be released by waiting for the embryo to mature (Finch-Savage and 

Leubner-Metzger 2006).   

 

Physiological dormancy can either be innate, meaning it is present in the mature seeds when they 

are released from the parent plant, or it can be a type of secondary dormancy —dormancy that 

arises in otherwise non-dormant seeds in response to unfavourable environmental conditions 

(Nonogaki 2014). By understanding the different types of dormancy, we will be able to more 

accurately assess if dormancy is affecting different species’ response to the seed treatment.   

 

2.3 Measuring Germination 

Many different methods have been used to measure germination (Al-Ansri & Ksiksi 2016, 

Soltani et al. 2015, Bewley et al. 2013, Ranal & Santana 2006, Kader 2005). There are three 

different fundamental approaches to representing germination: 1) parameters, 2) indices and 3) 

curves. A germination parameter is a direct measure of a property of germinating seeds. A 

germination index is a composite measure that combines two or more parameters. Both 

parameters and indices are a single value, that represents that property at the completion of a 

germination experiment. In contrast, a germination curve represents the values of a given 

germination parameter over the time course of germination, typically percent germination.  

 

Unfortunately, the two most popular germination parameters (Final Percent Germination (% 

Germ) and Mean Germination Time (MGT)) both have issues. Kader (2005) reported that % 

Germ fails to differentiate between seed lots with different speeds and uniformity of germination. 
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While MGT failed to differentiate between seed lots where germination occurred over different 

time spans, uniformity, or germination capacity (Kader 2005). 

 

Notably, the germination index (GI), could detect differences between many the simulated seed 

lots tested by Kader (2005). This indicates that a germination index might prove superior to 

reporting an individual germination parameter. However, Randal & Santana (2006) found GI to 

be a poor measure of germination rate when dealing with seed lots with non-equal germination 

capacities. While many of these issues are absent with germination curves, germination curves 

are difficult to analyze statistically, and lend themselves more to visual inspection. In 

summation, each method of measurement and representation of germination data appears to have 

specific shortcomings. Chapter 3 of this thesis includes a more detailed investigation of 

germination measurements and developed a new index, RGI, to address some of these 

shortcomings and present a more comprehensive picture of the germination event.  

 

2.4 Roles of Various Tissues in Germination 

Germination is a complex process driven by the activity of the various tissues that make up the 

seed; to understand how an external treatment might affect it, we must first understand the role 

of each tissue in germination. In brief, the pericarp, testa, pigment strand (in monocot species), 

and micropyle play a critical role in controlling the entrance of foreign substances into the seed 

and maintaining the internal environment within the seed (Radchuk and Borisjuk 2014, Bewley 

et al. 2013). The endosperm, and cotyledon/scutellum provide nutrients to the growing embryo 

and respond to external environmental signals (Bewley et al. 2013). Finally, the main role of the 

embryo during germination is to grow in response to environmental signals (Bewley et al. 2013). 

 

2.4.1 Pericarp 

The pericarp is removed during harvest in some species, such as in alfalfa and Arabidopsis where 

it makes up the seed pod, but remains attached in many of the species studied, including carrot 

and sainfoin (Altindal & Altindal 2018, Miranda et al. 2017, Dardick and Callahan 2014). In 

monocot species like hybrid bromegrass and wheat, the pericarp is commonly fused with the 

testa to form the caryopsis (Xiong et al. 2013).  
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In mature seeds, the dead pericarp cells can absorb water, store it, and transport it into the seed 

by funnelling it to the micropyle (Xiong et al. 2013). The net effect of this water absorption is a 

decrease in seed imbibition during the first 6h, however, it allows the seed to absorb a 

significantly higher amount of water (Hu et al. 2009). When seeds were grown under conditions 

with abundant moisture, removal of the pericarp significantly improved seedling establishment, 

however under dry conditions the effect is reversed, suggesting the pericarp is important to allow 

the seed to efficiently capture water in dry environments (Hu et al. 2009). By absorbing water 

and slowing down the initial imbibition, the pericarp ensures sufficient water is present for 

germination to succeed. 

  

Ogawa & Iwabuchi (2001) have demonstrated the presence of ethanol-soluble, germination 

inhibiting compounds in the dead cells of the pericarp. When extracted from the pericarp and 

applied to seeds where the pericarp had been removed, the ethanol-extracted compounds 

inhibited germination in a manner similar to the effect of an intact pericarp (Ogawa & Iwabuchi 

2001). Thus, the pericarp plays an important role in maintaining chemical dormancy.  

 

2.4.2 Testa 

In mature seeds, the testa is composed of a thin layer of dead cells that acts as a barrier to water, 

oxygen, light, pathogens, and radicle emergence. The testa is also believed to be a significant 

transducer of environmental signals to the embryo. 

 

Oxygen and water.  Despite the lack of living cells in the testa, its role in germination is 

complicated. Rathjen et al. (2009) found the testa acts as a significant barrier to water transport 

into the seed, and Radchuk & Borisjuk (2014) identified evidence the cuticle of the seed coat 

also acts as a barrier to oxygen movement from the atmosphere into the seed. The reason the 

testa acts as such an effective barrier to water and oxygen transport is due to the development of 

a thick cuticle in the cells prior to apoptosis and the suberization of the intercellular spaces 

(Radchuk & Borisjuk 2014).  

 

Control of water entry into the seed is crucial for maintaining dormancy as the uptake of water 

into the seed through imbibition is responsible for initiating phase one of germination (Das et al. 
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2015). Control of oxygen levels in the seed may be equally important. Most seeds maintain a low 

oxygen environment within the seed, which increases the efficiency of carbon use in the seed and 

limits the production of reactive oxygen species (Radchuk & Borisjuk 2014). Both effects are 

important for allowing the seed to persist in a dormant state in the soil.  

 

Research by Bueso et al. (2016) found light dependent activity of phytochromes and 

cryptochromes was associated with a Gibberellic Acid (GA) dependent suberization of the 

developing seed coat, and improved deterioration resistance of the seed. Decreasing oxygen 

concentration increased carbon use efficiency because mitochondrial phosphorylation is more 

efficient at oxygen conditions lower than atmospheric, due to the depression of uncoupled 

respiration (Gnaiger et al. 2000).  Higher carbon use efficiency lowers the maintenance energy 

expenditure which is important for maximizing seed carbohydrate reserve use efficiency, 

allowing the seed to remain viable in the soil for a longer period. Thus, the seed coat is important 

for ensuring the seed can survive in the soil until germination can occur. The low oxygen 

environment also acts to suppress the production of reactive oxygen species in the seed, due to a 

lack of oxygen to act as a precursor to their evolution, which serves to slow oxidation driven 

aging (Bailly et al. 2008).  

 

The embryo of seeds is two times more sensitive to ABA under hypoxic conditions (Benech-

Arnold et al. 2006). This change in sensitivity is important to the germination of the seed because 

ABA has a systemic role in suppressing germination. In addition to increased sensitivity to ABA 

under hypoxic conditions, both Benech-Arnold et al. (2006) and Hoang et al. (2013) have 

demonstrated that the levels of ABA in the seed rise under exposure to hypoxic conditions, the 

transcript abundance of GA biosynthesis enzymes declines, and GA inactivation transcripts rise 

in abundance. GA has an opposite and counterbalancing effect to that of ABA on the 

germination of seed, GA suppresses ABA activity and promotes germination. Thus, despite 

being dead, the cells of the seed coat play an important role in regulating the hormonal signals 

that regulate germination.  

 

Pathogens.  The effectiveness of the seed coat as a barrier also extends to various pathogens, 

which are by and large unable to penetrate it, barring physical damage (Gergerich & Dolja 
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2006). Additionally, research in legumes revealed that the dead cells released a variety of active 

hydrolytic enzymes upon hydration of the seed coat (Raviv et al. 2017). These hydrolytic 

enzymes included nucleases, proteases and chitinases which display strong antimicrobial 

activity. Thus, the seed coat acts not just as a passive barrier to pathogenic attack on the seed in 

the soil, but as an active one, further contributing to the persistence of live seeds in the soil.  

 

Light.  The seed coat also plays a significant role in seed responses to light due to the presence 

of various pigment compounds that accumulate there. In seeds with an attached pericarp, this 

function may be subsumed or played in part by the pericarp. Research by Goncalves and Takaki 

(1997) demonstrated intact radish seeds showed a strong anti-germination response to light, 

which could be abolished by removing the seed coat. Although evidence suggests that the colour 

matters, because the seeds of some model monocots like Brachypodium distachyon respond to 

red and far-red light, but this response has not been found in wheat, barley, or rice, leading to 

speculation this trait has been lost during breeding (Barrero et al. 2012). However, there is 

evidence blue light is a significant inhibitor of germination in barley, an effect that can be partly 

reversed by exposure to green light (Barrero et al. 2014). Evidence in Arabidopsis suggests the 

living endosperm rather than the dead seed coat may respond to changes in light, however the 

presence of tannins and other pigments in the seed coat do affect the transduction of light to the 

endosperm (Goncalves & Takaki 1997). Goncalves and Takaki (1997) state the seed coat 

reduced the irradiance of transmitted light by 33% and shifted the ratio of light transmitted by 

selectively transmitting short wavelengths like blue light. Overall, it is clear the testa alters the 

character of light passing through it, which will affect the phytochrome and cryptochrome 

responses, and thus may affect the release of physiological dormancy.  

 

Radicle emergence.  Another important role of the testa is to act as a physical barrier to radicle 

emergence, this is especially important in younger seeds, as the after-ripening process releases 

coat-imposed dormancy by promoting testa breakdown (Leubner-Metzger 2002). This process is 

associated with the GA stimulated production of glucosidase, cell wall remodeling proteins, and 

pectin methylesterase which cause the break down and rearrangement of cell walls in the testa 

leading to rupture by the growing radicle (Nonogaki 2014; Han and Yang 2015; Scheler et al. 

2015). 
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Transduction of environmental signals.  The seed coat is also believed to play a role in sensing 

changes in the environment and transducing those signals to the rest of the seed. Recent research 

by Footitt et al. (2016), suggested a possible mechanism for the transduction of signals. Namely, 

ultraweak photon emission by the testa in response to external changes to temperature and 

humidity, these photon emissions can activate existing light response pathways such as 

phytochromes and cryptochromes and produce systemic responses in the seed by releasing or 

enhancing physiological dormancy.  

 

2.4.3 Micropyle 

The micropyle is the primary conduit for water to enter the seed during imbibition (Rathjen et al. 

2009; Xiong et al. 2013). While there is evidence of significant water uptake by the pericarp, 

magnetic resonance imaging analysis for water localization by Rathjen et al. (2009) showed that 

water was unable to penetrate the testa. Instead, water was only able to accumulate in the 

pericarp and between the pericarp and the testa, thus it could not directly hydrate the seed. 

However, Rathjen et al. (2009) did find that placing the end of a wheat seed in water, without 

immersing the micropyle still resulted in a significant localization of water to the micropyle 

channel. These authors suggested localization of water to the micropyle was likely driven by 

transport of water through the crease of the wheat by the pigment strand to the micropyle.  

 

2.4.4 Endosperm 

The endosperm is the major site of energy storage in monocotyledonous seeds (monocots). It is 

composed of a large starchy endosperm layer and living aleurone layer, these tissues typically 

originate from the fertilization of the polar nuclei by sperm (Yan et al. 2014). The primary 

endosperm tissue is composed of cells with starch granules, with a mean diameter of 15-20 μm 

(Kiribuchi and Nakamura 1973).  These endosperm cells are also capable of holding water 

during seed drying, which reduces the harmful effects of drying during the transition period and 

prevents desiccation damage improving seed persistence in the soil (Allen et al. 2000). The water 

related properties of endosperm also come into play during seed imbibition, as the structure of 

the endosperm alters moisture diffusion in the seed. Research by Wen et al. (2017) found the 
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looser endosperm structure increased water diffusion into and throughout the seed, resulting in 

faster germination, conversely denser endosperm structure slowed germination.  

 

Aleurone Layer.  The aleurone layer of the endosperm has an important role to play during 

germination, while the primary endosperm cells store starch, the aleurone layer mobilizes starch 

reserves after imbibition to provide for the growing embryo (Yan et al. 2014). The mobilization 

of starch occurs through the production of catalytic enzymes, like α-amylase, by the aleurone 

layer in response to gibberellins produced by the scutellum and embryo (Yan et al. 2014).  

 

Light.  Seed bedding experiments in Arabidopsis have shown the endosperm layer is responsible 

for inhibiting germination in the presence of far-red light (Lee and Lopez-Molina 2013). More 

specific experiments by the same group discovered that phytochrome B activity is localized to 

the endosperm, and in response to far-red light, phytochrome B is inactivated, stimulating ABA 

release from the endosperm (Lee et al. 2012). 

 

Prior to the completion of germination, the endosperm cap ruptures (Voegele et al. 2012). This 

process occurs due to the physical pressure by the growing radicle and the weakening of the 

endosperm by enzymatic activity. Research by Voegele et al. (2012) and Oracz et al. (2012), 

showed some of the pathways involved in endosperm weakening were affected by light 

fluence.  In their research, the allelochemical Myrigalone A inhibited embryo growth and 

endosperm weakening under both light and dark conditions. However, the severity of these 

effects was influenced by the presence or absence of light (Voegele et al. 2012). Namely 

Myrigalone A significantly impaired endosperm weakening in the dark, this process was found 

to be independent of changes to GA or ABA, suggesting an alternative mechanism for 

controlling the production of cell wall modifying proteins which are typically under GA control 

(Voegele et al. 2012). While Myrigalone A mediated the strength of the endosperm, endosperm 

rupture was also inhibited due to the interference with apoplastic superoxide production which 

limits the growth of the embryo (Oracz et al. 2012, Voegele et al. 2012). 
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2.4.5 Cotyledons/Scutellum  

Cotyledons act as the primary site of energy storage in dicotyledenous (dicot) seeds, additionally, 

for epigeous germination, the cotyledons act as a primary site of photosynthesis prior to the 

establishment of leaves (Bewley et al. 2013). Most seeds experience hypoxia early in 

germination, thus cotyledons also play an important role in dealing with undesirable by-products 

of hypoxic respiration (Bewley et al. 2013). As an example of this, alcohol dehydrogenase has 

been found to be localized in pea cotyledons, ensuring that ethanol is converted to acetaldehyde 

(Bewley et al. 2013). Intriguingly, the proper unfolding of epigeous cotyledons is dependent on 

GA production, which suggests, at least in epigeous species, the cotyledons are receptive to 

phytohormone signals (Hauvermale & Steber 2020). 

 

The scutellum is the eponymous single cotyledon that monocots are named for. Like the 

cotyledons of dicots, the scutellum is a storage organ that holds nutrients for the seed, however in 

monocots, the endosperm is the primary storage organ, thus the scutellum plays a number of 

other roles in addition to its diminished storage function (Subbarao et al. 1998).  Much like the 

aleurone layer, the scutellum in wheat plays an important role in mobilizing nutrients for the 

growing embryo during germination. This occurs both due to direct effects like the synthesis of 

α-amylase by the scutellum reported by Subbarao et al. (1998), and indirect effects like the 

synthesis of gibberellins by the scutellum triggering α-amylase release by the aleurone layer 

(Radley 1969; Yan et al. 2014).   

 

The scutellum is also important for ensuring germination occurs, as it produces GA for two days 

in response to the onset of imbibition, meaning scutellar GA production is likely critical for a 

successful transition between Phase Two and Three of germination (Radley 1967). 

 

2.4.6 Embryo 

The embryo consists of all of the tissues that develop from the fusion of the sperm and egg cell, 

it is composed of the plumule and the radicle and the associated tissues that protect them, the 

root cap, and in monocots, the coleoptile and coleorhiza.    
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Research on ABA by Rodriguez-Gacio et al. (2009) found in desiccated Arabidopsis seeds, ABA 

synthesis gene expression is limited to the embryo. De novo ABA production by the embryo is 

important for the maintenance of physiological dormancy. Research by Radley (1967) found GA 

can also be synthesized by the embryo and that GA production increased in the embryo three 

days after the start of germination.  

 

Plumule.  The plumule is the young growing shoot of the plant. It typically emerges after the 

radicle and its main activity during the process of germination is to grow (Sanchez-Linares et al. 

2012). It is not responsible for testa or endosperm rupture (Sanchez-Linares et al. 2012). Plumule 

elongation is regulated by protein replication, transcription, and translation (Arcila and 

Mohapatra 1992).  

 

Differential growth and differentiation of the plumule and radicle occurs in response to different 

light conditions. In the dark the plumule will not develop chlorophyll and will develop a long 

skinny shoot, an etiolated phenotype (Sullivan et al. 2004). In contrast in the light, the plumule 

will develop chlorophyll and the shoot will remain short, the process of differentiation of the 

seedling in response to light is known as photomorphogenesis. 

 

Coleoptile (Monocots). The coleoptile is a sheath of protective tissue that surrounds and grows 

with the growing plumule. When seeds like rice are grown under hypoxic conditions, the 

coleoptile acts as a snorkel, allowing air to reach the actively growing shoot apical meristem 

(Adachi et al. 2015). 

 

Radicle.  The radicle is the first part of the growing embryo to emerge during Stage Three of 

germination. Prior to doing so, it needs to rupture the seed coat and the endosperm. Much like 

the plumule, the main role of the radicle during germination is to use energy from the endosperm 

and grow (Sanchez-Linares et al. 2012). Compared to the plumule, the radicle’s growth is 

especially vigorous, allowing it to apply significant pressure to the barriers it must rupture. 

Research on corn germination by Sanchez-Linares et al. (2012) found radicle growth was 

enhanced by acidification of the medium surrounding the radicle through the activity of proton 

pumps in the radicle.  
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As in the endosperm, research into the allelochemical Myrigalone A provides some insight into 

how environmental signals could impact the growth of the radicle. Specifically, the presence of 

superoxide in the apoplast plays an important role in speeding radicle elongation and can be 

impeded by the presence of Myrigalone A (Oracz et al. 2012; Voegele et al. 2012). The main 

source of control of radicle growth is the ratio of GA to ABA, both of these hormonal pathways 

are very responsive to environmental signals like light, which allows radicle growth to respond 

to environmental signals (Holdsworth et al. 2008).  

 

Coleorhiza (Monocots). The coleorhiza acts as a protective barrier for the growing radicle, 

however this barrier also acts as the main physical barrier to radicle protrusion (Chen et al. 2016, 

Sargent & Osborne 1980). In addition, research by Holloway et al. (2020) and Barrero et al. 

(2009) revealed the coleorhiza is partially responsible for maintaining primary dormancy in the 

seed. This effect fades with after-ripening and the associated release of primary dormancy, a 

phenomenon which is driven by cell wall remodeling of the coleorhiza, the effect can also be 

abolished by ablation of the coleorhiza (Holloway et al. 2020). Barrero et al. (2009) 

hypothesized the coleorhiza served as a physical barrier to the growth of the radicle, maintained 

by high levels of ABA in the tissue.  

 

When after-ripening occurred, ABA catabolism increased in the coleorhiza and ABA sensitivity 

declined, these concurrent changes released the mechanical barrier of the coleorhiza and allowed 

it to expand and grow (Barrero et al. 2009). Interestingly, the expression of the ABA 

8’Hydroxylase gene HvABA8’OH-1 was restricted to the coleorhiza, indicating that in monocots 

the coleorhiza is a key tissue for germination (Millar et al. 2006). Further evidence to support the 

critical role of the coleorhiza is that the majority of gene expression in barley during germination 

occurs in the coleorhiza (Barrero et al. 2009). Moreover, studies on rice have found that 

significant hydrogen peroxide production by polyamine oxidase occurs in the coleorhiza which is 

essential for cell wall loosening allowing for the expansion of the coleorhiza and radicle (Chen et 

al. 2016). Chen et al. (2016) also noted that blocking polyamine oxidase activity significantly 

reduced germination, indicating that the production of hydrogen peroxide in the coleorhiza is a 

key element of rice germination.  
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Root Cap.  Once the root has broken through the coleorhiza, the root cap is the primary 

protection for the root apical meristem. The root cap consists of parenchyma cells which can be 

sloughed off and replaced as the root pushes through the tough soil (Iijima et al. 2007). In 

addition to protecting the root apical meristem, the cells in the root cap are filled with starch-

storing amyloplasts that are sensitive to gravity (Ma and Hasenstein 2006). Essentially, gravity 

causes the amyloplasts to rest against the cell wall in the direction of gravity, this force is 

transduced to inform the growth of the root apical meristem to keep the root growing in the 

direction of gravity (Ma and Hasenstein 2006).  

 

2.5 Role of Hormones in Germination 

2.5.1 ABA & GA 

The two primary hormones involved in germination are ABA and GA, with ABA consistently 

suppressing germination while GA promotes germination (Nonogaki 2014, Bewley et al. 2013, 

Liu et al. 2010).  

 

GA activates the GAMYB transcription factor which triggers amylase biosynthesis leading to 

starch breakdown in Stage Two of germination (Han & Yang 2015). The synthesis of GA also 

triggers the production of beta-glucosidase, cell wall remodeling proteins and expansins which 

are required for endosperm rupture (Nonogaki 2014). In response to shading, –a far-red enriched 

light environment– phytochrome B inhibits GA biosynthesis suppressing germination (Cho et al. 

2012, Neff 2012). This effect is reversed when red light is enriched as GA biosynthesis is 

promoted and GA binds to DELLA proteins leading to their ubiquitination and degradation, 

thereby promoting downstream growth responses (Colebrook et al. 2014, Neff 2012). GA is also 

involved in the response to cold stratification. Prior to stratification GA biosynthesis is inhibited, 

after stratification occurs GA biosynthesis is disinhibited so long as the light requirements are 

met (Skubacz & Daszkaowska-Golec 2017).    

 

In contrast, ABA promotes seed dormancy, in part by inhibiting GA biosynthesis. One such 

mechanism is by promoting the activity of delay of germination 1 (DOG1) which inhibits GA 

biosynthesis (Skubacz & Daszkaowska-Golec 2017). ABA also acts in a variety of other ways, 
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research by Planes et al. (2015) found ABA driven cytosolic acidification is an important 

mechanism for impeding germination, by enhancing ABA Insensitive 5 (ABI5) activity. In 

Arabidopsis mutants with enhanced pH homeostasis, activity of the ABI5 transcription factor 

was depressed (Planes et al. 2015). ABI5 is responsible for activating cell cycle and metabolism 

inhibitors, thus the application of particularly acidic treatments to the seed may naturally enhance 

ABA suppression of germination. 

 

During seed development ABA naturally accumulates in the seed to help prevent germination 

prior to maturation (Matakiadis et al. 2009, Okamoto et al. 2006). Thus, one of the most 

important ways in which ABA is regulated during germination is through the relative 

biosynthesis and catabolism of ABA. If ABA catabolism is higher than biosynthesis, the seed 

will progress towards germination (Bewley et al. 2013, Liu et al. 2010, Matakiadis et al. 2009). 

  

Like GA, ABA can be regulated by the light environment. In barley, the presence of a white or 

blue light enriched environment increased ABA levels in the seed and repressed germination 

(Ma et al. 2017). This effect was the result of blue light triggered CRY1 (Crytochrome 1) 

inhibition of ABA 8’Oxidase activity (Barrero et al. 2014). Studies into the mechanisms of ABA 

activity have demonstrated the Phase II to III transition in seeds is a critical check point, where 

high levels of ABA can prevent the germination of the seed. Research by Manz et al. (2005) 

demonstrated that ABA impeded germination at this checkpoint by preventing endosperm 

rupture and the uptake of water by the emerging embryo.  

 

Another intriguing finding comes from research by Finkelstein and Gibson (2002), who found 

that low-moderate levels (25-90mM) of exogenous sugars (glucose, sucrose, or fructose) can 

overcome ABA inhibition of germination by decreasing endogenous ABA. However, at higher 

levels (>200mM) sugar can act to retard germination and seedling growth by promoting 

anthocyanin accumulation (Finkelstein & Gibson 2002). These results suggested increased 

sugars from starch breakdown may be sufficient on their own to promote germination, although 

sufficiently high levels will have the opposite effect. 
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2.5.2 Ethylene 

While ABA and GA may be the key regulators of germination, ethylene appears to play a 

significant role in regulating germination and dormancy through a well characterized ethylene 

response pathway (Arc et al. 2013a, Cheng et al. 2009). Through this pathway, ethylene is a 

positive regulator of germination. Ethylene binds to the receptor ETR1 (Ethylene Receptor 1), 

which proceeds to release inhibition of EIN2 (Ethylene Insensitive Protein 2) expression through 

negative regulation of CTR1 (Constitutive Triple Response) (Arc et al. 2013a). Once EIN2 

expression in increased, a signalling cascade occurs, activating EIN3 (Ethylene Insensitive 

Protein 3) and EILs (Ethylene Insensitive Like Proteins), which activate ERBPs (Ethylene 

Responsive Element Binding Proteins) and ERF1 (Ethylene Response Factor 1) which 

subsequently promote seed germination (Arc et al. 2013a). In addition to this ethylene response 

pathway, ethylene is also believed to play a role in the inactivation of ABA, which serves to 

disinhibit germination, and to act downstream on the ABA signalling cascade to reduce seed 

sensitivity to ABA (Arc et al. 2013, Kucera et al 2005, Beaudoin et al. 2000). In loss of function 

ethylene biosynthesis mutants, disruption to the ethylene signalling pathway results in enhanced 

seed dormancy and heightened ABA sensitivity and ABA concentration (Corbineau et al. 2014).  

 

Ethylene appears to engage in significant crosstalk with ABA and GA pathways in the 

germinating seed. Experiments on the ethylene response mutants etr1 and ein2 have revealed 

increased ABA accumulation in the seeds, associated with an up-regulation of NCED (9-cis 

expoycarotenoid dioxygenase), a key regulator which promotes ABA biosynthesis and the down 

regulation of CYP707A2 (Corbineau et al. 2014, Cheng et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2007). Moreover, 

ABA has been associated with a decrease in ethylene biosynthesis activity, through the 

regulation of ACO (ACC-Oxidase) transcript accumulation, which catalyses the conversion of 

ACC (1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid) to ethylene (Corbineau et al. 2014, Bailly et al. 

1992). Experiments on beechnut have found GA promoted ethylene production, and this effect 

appeared to be reciprocal as ethylene promoted GA biosynthesis in turn (Corbineau et al. 2014, 

Calvo et al. 2004). In addition to the interaction with other phytohormones, a review of 

interaction between ethylene and Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) in germination by Corbineau 

et al. (2014) revealed a complex set of interactions, both positive and negative that varied 
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depending on species and environmental conditions. Given the lack of clear interlocking, these 

authors suggested ROS and ethylene likely interact indirectly.   

 

Ethylene production begins in the seed immediately after inhibition, and peaks when the radicle 

penetrates the seed coat (Corbineau et al. 2014, El-Maarouf-Bouteau et al. 2014, Petruzzelli et al. 

2000). Notably, ethylene appears to act as one of the regulators of the Phase II/III transition, as it 

increased endosperm weakening in a concentration dependant fashion (Linkies et al. 2009). 

Research on Arabidopsis suggests the accumulation of NO stimulates ethylene biosynthesis (Arc 

et al. 2013a, Hebelstup et al. 2012). Notably, ethylene production has been associated with seed 

vigour in a wide range of species, and has even been suggested as marker of seed quality and 

vigour, which indicates ethylene continues to play an important role in seedling growth after 

germination has completed (Corbineau et al. 2014, Corbineau et al. 2012, Siriwitayawan et al. 

2003, Khan et al. 1994). Although interestingly, ethylene has been demonstrated to inhibit cell 

proliferation in the root apical meristem, which raises questions about how ethylene is enhancing 

vigour (Street et al. 2015). 

 

2.5.3 Other Hormones 

Many other hormones can also affect germination. Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) also known as 

auxin, has been shown to stimulate ABA signalling by inducing (ABA Insensitive 3) ABI3 

activation, thereby supressing germination (Liu et al. 2013). Brassinosteroids are also able to 

enhance the ability of seeds to germinate by acting as an ABA antagonist and promoting 

endosperm rupture by enhancing embryo growth (Miransari & Smith 2014). Both cytokinins and 

salicylic acid can promote germination under stressful environmental conditions, such as high 

salt concentrations by increasing stress tolerance (Lee et al. 2010, Vicente & Plasencia 2011, 

Miransari & Smith 2014). Jasmonic acid has an unclear role in germination with reports finding 

both inhibitory and enhancing effects on germination, however, the literature is conclusive that it 

is important for the release of dormancy following cold stratification (Xu et al. 2016). 

 

2.6 Role of Reactive Oxygen Species in Germination 

Patel et al. (2017) defined ROS as a chemically reactive oxygen radical or a non-radical 

derivative of oxygen. In chemistry, a radical is a molecule with at least one unpaired electron, the 
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hydroxyl radical OH. is an example of this sort of ROS. In contrast, Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) is 

an example of non-radical ROS. Both species are defined as ROS as they readily engage in 

oxidation reactions, a reaction that transfers oxygen to another molecule. 

    

Reactive oxygen species are known to play several important roles during germination. Bailly et 

al. (2008) have proposed ROS slowly accumulate in seeds as they age, and that there is an 

oxidative window for germination; a Goldilocks zone wherein ROS are present at sufficient 

levels to allow germination, but not at such an over abundance that oxidative damage occurs. 

This balance is not strictly based on the amount of ROS in the seed, but also the presence of 

antioxidants and reducing agents which can serve as protective agents against oxidative damage 

(Brewley et al. 2013, Bailly 2008). Furthermore, evidence has accumulated that ROS generation 

is an important signalling response to imbibition promoting downstream changes leading to 

germination (Wojtyla et al. 2016). There are numerous ROS generated within seeds, to better 

understand the effect of ROS on germination, we need to understand the roles each ROS species 

plays in the germination process.  

  

2.6.1 Hydrogen Peroxide 

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a relatively long-lived ROS, capable of being transported and 

acting as a signalling molecule (Moller et al. 2007). Hydrogen peroxide notably, has been found 

to travel through aquaporins indicating an ability to be transported between cells (Wang et al. 

2020, Jang et al. 2012). The concentration of hydrogen peroxide in the seed rapidly increased 

after imbibition as part of the oxidative burst observed to occur during germination, however this 

appeared to be the result of dismutation of superoxide to hydrogen peroxide (Wojtyla et al. 

2016). The effects of hydrogen peroxide on germination are manifold and an in-depth review of 

all the effects is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we shall highlight a few key findings on 

the role of hydrogen peroxide during germination.   

 

Firstly, the oxidation of stored mRNA transcripts and proteins can be a key step in mobilizing 

these components for use in the germinating seed (Wojtyla et al. 2016, Verma et al. 2015, Bazin 

et al. 2011, Job et al. 2005). These proteins and transcripts represent the essential machinery 

needed for germination to occur. In addition to affecting the pre-existing mRNA transcripts and 
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proteins, it has been suggested that hydrogen peroxide is also a regulator of gene expression 

(Wojtyla et al. 2016, Lariguet et al. 2013). Notably, while hydroxyl radicals directly impact cell 

wall strength, hydrogen peroxide is believed to play a role in the breakdown of the endosperm 

and testa, allowing for germination to occur, by promoting the production of hydrolyzing 

enzymes (Lariguet et al. 2013, Rosner et al. 2003).  

 

Secondly, hydrogen peroxide interacts with phyotohormones, which impact germination. 

Exogenous application of hydrogen peroxide has been demonstrated to promote the catabolism 

of ABA though the CYP707A family genes, while promoting the production of gibberellins (Liu 

et al. 2010). Although this does not appear to be universal to all plants, as Bahin et al. (2011) 

found, hydrogen peroxide predominately increased GA signalling, without a corresponding 

impact on ABA catabolism. These effects are reciprocal, with ABA also inhibiting hydrogen 

peroxide production, while GA enhances it (Wojtyla et al. 2016, Richards et al. 2015, Lariguet et 

al. 2013, Liu et al. 2010, Schopfer et al. 2001). 

 

Thirdly, hydrogen peroxide is linked to germination and seedling stress tolerance, with 

exogenous application thereof being protective against a wide range of abiotic stressors including 

salt, drought, heat, chilling, and arsenic, which implies that hydrogen peroxide induces abiotic 

stress tolerance (Asgher et al. 2021, Gammoudi et al. 2020, Hajihashemi et al 2020, Mostafa et 

al. 2020, Zheng et al. 2018, Mostafa et al. 2016, Kilic & Kahraman 2016).  

 

Finally, hydrogen peroxide signalling during germination appears to be tightly linked to NO 

signalling, with Liu et al. (2010) reporting the effects of a hydrogen peroxide seed treatment 

could be quenched by the application of an NO scavenger. NO is believed to act downstream of 

hydrogen peroxide in the regulation of ABA-catabolism (Arc et al. 2013a, Liu et al. 2010). 

  

2.6.2 Superoxide 

Unlike hydrogen peroxide, superoxide is relatively short-lived and must act close to where it is 

produced (Richards et al. 2015). The exact effects of superoxide in germination are somewhat 

difficult to parse out as it can easily be converted to either hydrogen peroxide or hydroxyl 

radicals, meaning that many effects attributed to it may in fact be driven by one of the other 
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common radicals (Richards et al. 2015, Schopfer et al. 2001). It is clear however, that superoxide 

is produced during germination, with concentrations rising in both the embryo and seed coat as 

the seeds are incubated (Schopfer et al. 2001). This rise is associated with the intense increase in 

respiratory activity, resulting in production of superoxide as a by-product of the mitochondrial 

electron transport chain (Wojtyla et al. 2016). While superoxide’s effects are at times unclear, it 

has been noted that seed ageing is linked to an impaired ability to generate superoxide during 

germination, while vigour has been linked to the inverse (Kranner et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2007). 

This indicates that seed viability is to some extent dependant on the ability to produce 

superoxide, suggesting either that superoxide plays a key role in germination, or that it is an 

unwanted by-product of the reactivation of respiration.  

 

Besides germination, an extracellular burst of superoxide is associated with radicle elongation 

during early seedling growth; experiments on superoxide localization in seedlings have found 

high concentrations localized at the root tip (Singh et al. 2014, Kranner et al. 2010). Moreover, 

superoxide has been observed to form spots along the growing root, which are associated with 

the formation of lateral roots and root hairs (Ishibashi et al. 2017, Li et al. 2017, Richards et al. 

2015, Muller et al. 2009). Although, the hyper-accumulation of superoxide has been associated 

with reduced lateral root formation (Dvorak et al. 2020, Zhang et al. 2014).   

 

2.6.3 Hydroxyl Radical 

OH• is particularly reactive and capable of inflicting oxidative damage on anything in its 

immediate environment, that, coupled with its short lifetime of approximately 10-9 seconds, has 

led to the suggestion that its generation is tightly controlled and limited to specific sites where it 

is immediately utilized (Richards et al. 2015). However, as OH• can easily form from hydrogen 

peroxide in the presence of superoxide or a transition metal like ferrous iron through the Fenton 

reaction, it likely plays a major role in the effect of our catalytic seed treatment (Richards et al. 

2015, Bataineh et al. 2012). 

 

To understand the effect of extra-cellular application, we must first understand the intracellular 

roles OH• plays during germination. Notably, Whittaker et al. (2010) found evidence suggesting 

OH• plays a role in breaking dormancy.  Oracz et al. (2009 & 2007) found protein carbonylation 
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induced by OH• resembled that of natural-after ripening, inferring a likely mechanism for OH• 

induced dormancy release.  

 

Moreover, there is evidence that OH• plays a key role in cell wall weakening, through oxidation 

of polysaccharides, particularly those localized near the growing tip of the radicle (Muller et al. 

2009). The localization of OH• to the radicle has reliably been associated with endosperm 

weakening (Muller et al 2009). This weakening allowed for the defining event of the Phase II/III 

transition to occur, namely endosperm rupture by the radicle (Bewley et al. 2013, Muller et al. 

2009). Given that ABA can lower OH• production, and GA and Ethylene can promote it, OH• is 

likely a key regulator of the Phase II/III transition (Richards et al. 2015).  

 

Shine et al. (2017) have found that magnetopriming of maize seeds enhanced germination and 

growth. Interestingly the magnetopriming treatment appeared to enhance OH• levels across all 

tissues of the seed with elevated concentrations observed in the embryo, coleoptile, mesocotyl, 

and radicle. While the increase in the radicle is consistent with the results reported by Muller et 

al. (2009) on endosperm weaking, the enhanced concentrations elsewhere point to a potentially 

unique mechanism. As OH• radicals are also produced as a by-product of mitochondrial 

respiration, magnetopriming might serve to elevate metabolic activity within the seed (Ratajczak 

et al. 2019). 

 

In addition to its direct effects on germination, OH• plays a role in enabling root elongation and 

root hair outgrowth (Richards et al. 2015). This effect is believed to occur by the promotion of 

cell wall loosening allowing elongation to occur (Richards et al. 2015). One notable piece of 

evidence in support of this hypothesis is that the Arabidopsis mutant Atrbohc, which has OH• 

concentrations half those of wild-types, has stunted roots and root hairs (Richards et al. 2015, 

Renew et al. 2005, Foreman et al. 2003).     

 

2.6.4 Nitric Oxide 

Nitric Oxide (NO) is not technically a reactive oxygen species, instead it is usually classed as a 

reactive nitrogen species (Wojtyla et al. 2016). However like ROS, NO accumulates rapidly after 

imbibition, and has been associated with the promotion of germination and release of dormancy 
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(Liu et al. 2019, Signorelli and Considine 2018, Arc et al. 2013b, Liu et al. 2010). Intriguingly, 

NO has also been linked to the regulation of the cell cycle, in an ethylene biosynthesis dependant 

fashion, which may be one means by which it influences germination and growth (Sami et al. 

2019, Novikova et al. 2017). 

 

Research by Liu et al. (2010) links NO to the regulation of ABA catabolism through the 

CYP707A family and hydrogen peroxide, with Arc et al. (2013), suggesting that NO acts as an 

intermediate step between ROS and ABA catabolism. Curiously, Signorelli and Considine 

(2018) have catalogued four additional ways in which NO impedes upon the ABA signalling 

network, by nitration or nitrosylation of key upstream and downstream components of the ABA 

signalling pathway, indicating that it is a robust germination enhancer.  

 

In addition to its effects on the ABA pathways, NO appears to enhance oxygen content within 

the seed and reduce the level of ROS in chickpeas (Pandey et al. 2019). This suggests that while 

hydrogen peroxide may depend on NO for its effects on ABA catabolism, the accumulation of 

excess ROS is limited by NO activity. Pandey et al. (2019) suggested the likely cause is 

regulation of respiration, lowering oxygen consumption and ROS formation, rather than new 

oxygen formation and ROS degradation.  

 

2.7 Seed Treatments  

2.7.1 Hydrogen Peroxide Seed Treatments 

Hydrogen peroxide has been shown on numerous occasions to improve germination of seeds 

(Rajashekar and Beck 2014, Barba-Espin et al. 2012 & 2010, Liu et al. 2010, Sasaki et al. 2005, 

Rosner et al. 2003, Ogawa & Iwabuchi 2001, Narimanov et al. 2000). Over the course of 

multiple experiments, this germination enhancement has been demonstrated to be multifaceted.  

 

Experiments by Rajashekar and Baek (2014) have shown that hydrogen peroxide seed treatments 

can relieve hypoxic conditions due to the evolution of oxygen from hydrogen peroxide by 

catalase. They found 20mM of hydrogen peroxide during hypoxic imbibition, or germination 

conditions was sufficient to relieve the symptoms of hypoxic conditions. Rajashekar and Beck 

(2014) also reported imbibition in the presence of 20mM of H2O2 resulted in faster water uptake 
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by the seed. Although observation of seed swelling by Narimanov (2000) revealed that a 

hydrogen peroxide seed treatment resulted in lower consumption than control seeds, collectively 

these results suggest hydrogen peroxide enhanced germination by increasing oxygen availability 

and may enhance water uptake and utilization in the seed. Results from both Sasaki et al. (2005) 

and Narimanov (2000) have found that a hydrogen peroxide treatment enhanced shoot and root 

growth, suggesting these effects may carry on beyond germination. 

 

However, that does not provide a complete picture of the effects of hydrogen peroxide on 

germination. Research by Liu et al. (2010) also demonstrated application of hydrogen peroxide 

to freshly harvested seeds can enhance germination compared to untreated controls. In Liu et al. 

(2010) hydrogen peroxide enhanced the transcription of GA synthesis genes, and ABA 

catabolism genes. These effects collectively resulted in a shift in the hormone balance in the seed 

in favour of enhanced GA levels and reduced ABA levels, which promoted germination. The 

regulation of ABA catabolism by hydrogen peroxide is dependent on nitric oxide activity (Liu et 

al. 2010). The effects on germination reported by Liu et al. (2010) were significantly reduced in 

non-dormant seeds. These results reinforce the oxidative window for germination model 

proposed by Bailly et al. (2008).  This model suggests that in freshly harvested seeds, a ROS 

dependent after-ripening process needs to occur before germination can take place (Bailly et al. 

2008). Thus, by applying hydrogen peroxide to freshly harvested seeds, Liu et al. (2010) raised 

the level of ROS in the seed, bringing the seed into the oxidative window for germination (Bailly 

et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2010). Subsequent research by Li et al. (2018) confirmed that application of 

hydrogen peroxide to seeds raises endogenous hydrogen peroxide levels in the seed. In non-

dormant seeds, the effects on germination were likely decreased because the seeds were already 

in the oxidative window for germination, thus other factors were primarily responsible for 

delaying germination (Liu et al. 2010). Additionally, at high concentrations of hydrogen 

peroxide, germination began to fall below that of controls, likely representing seeds exiting the 

oxidative window for germination and moving into oxidative damage, which can be used as 

method of artificial aging (Liu et al. 2010, Bailly et al. 2008). 

 

Barba-Espin et al. (2012, 2010) demonstrated the timing of hydrogen peroxide application to the 

pea seed was critical under normoxic conditions. While application of 20mM of hydrogen 
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peroxide during imbibition produced a significant increase in germination as well as fresh 

weight, application of H2O2 during germination reduced germination in a concentration 

dependent fashion (Barba-Espin et al. 2012). Additional research by Barba-Espin et al. (2010) 

explored hydrogen peroxide induced changes to hormone levels and the proteasome. In those 

studies, they found a seed treatment of 20mM of hydrogen peroxide decreased ABA, Salicyclic 

Acid, Jasmonic Acid, Indole-3-acetic-acid and Zeatin Riboside levels, while ACC and Zeatin 

levels were unchanged. They also found applying 10µM ABA during imbibition was sufficient 

to quash the effect of hydrogen peroxide on germination. Analyses of the proteome revealed in 

general, antioxidant enzymes were upregulated, except for catalase which decreased during 

germination in the dark in hydrogen peroxide treated seeds (Barba-Espin et al. 2010). 

Furthermore, these authors reported polypeptides related to plant growth, development, 

signalling and cell cycle control were upregulated after a seed treatment with 20mM hydrogen 

peroxide.  

 

Intriguingly, research by Ogawa & Iwabuchi (2001) found that hydrogen peroxide enhancement 

of germination in Zinnia elegans was pericarp dependent. When the pericarp was removed, 

hydrogen peroxide inhibited germination. They determined the disinhibition of germination that 

occurs when the pericarp is present was caused by the oxidation of ethanol soluble compounds 

within the pericarp (Ogawa & Iwabuchi 2001). 

 

In addition to affecting oxygen availability and hormones, application of hydrogen peroxide to 

the seed can also affect the integrity of cell membranes and kill pathogenic organisms on the 

seed. Reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide can protect against pathogens in the 

seed either by toxicity to the pathogen or by inducing a hypersensitive response in the 

surrounding tissue in the seed preventing the spread of infection (Wojtyla et al. 2016, El-

Maarouf-Bouteau and Bailly 2008). In seeds which had physical or mechanical dormancy, the 

dormancy was released by treatment with hydrogen peroxide solution, because the solution acted 

as a chemical scarification agent (Müller et al. 2009, Rosner et al. 2003). Research by Müller et 

al. (2009) also revealed hydroxyl radicals from hydrogen peroxide treatment served to stimulate 

cell wall loosening. This loosening contributed to elongation, as well as testa and endosperm 
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weakening. The weakening of the testa and the endosperm facilitates Phase 2 and 3 of 

germination, respectively (Han and Yang 2015, Bewley et al. 2013).    

 

2.7.2 Metal Catalyst Seed Treatments 

Transition metal catalysts such ferrous sulfate, copper, silver, and manganese can interact with 

reactive oxygen species in the seed to evolve oxygen. Of the metal catalysts tested by Rajashekar 

& Baek (2014), iron was the most effective at evolving oxygen from reactive oxygen species; 

thus, like the hydrogen peroxide treatment, transitional metal catalysts can increase oxygen 

availability in the seed. 

 

Research by Brown (1936) found that ferrous sulfate could break down starch into sugar by a 

ROS dependant, enzyme independent process, which may involve the evolution of hydrogen 

peroxide (Srivasta et al. 2014). By bypassing alpha amylase dependent starch breakdown, this 

mechanism may trigger Phase II of germination even in the absence of changes to GA & ABA 

homeostasis (Han and Yang 2015, Finkelstein & Gibson 2002). However more recent research 

by Srivastava et al. (2014) found both silver and iron nano-particle catalysts could induce this 

non-enzymatic break down of starch to sugar, and while they confirmed this was independent of 

alpha-amylase, they did find the non-enzymatic breakdown of starch could still be blocked by 

the addition of ABA. Subsequent experiments on iron pyrite as a seed treatment have found it to 

be a potent promoter of germination that also increased growth and final yield across a wide 

range of species (Boutchuen et al. 2019, Masawada et al. 2018, Das et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 

2014).  Beyond iron pyrite, application of other sources of ferric and ferrous iron have also been 

found to act as an inhibitor of both germination and growth at 2% concentrations under highly 

acidic conditions (Dhulgande et al. 2016, Bartakova et al. 2001).  

 

Transition metal catalysts can also facilitate germination by increasing water uptake into the 

seed. Mahakahm et al. (2017) reported both upregulation of aquaporin synthesis and the creation 

of micropores in the testa. By increasing water uptake, transition metal catalysts can speed up 

rehydration of the seed in Phase I of germination.  
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Metal catalyst treatment was also found to increase the activity of the antioxidant CAT 

(Mahakahm et al. 2017). This might occur because transition metal catalysts are not just 

associated with the evolution of oxygen from ROS, but also with the production of ROS 

necessitating the upregulation of antioxidant enzymes (Mahakahm et al. 2017, Rajashekar and 

Baek 2014, Srivasta et al 2014). The ROS produced by metal catalysts are primarily localized in 

and around the developing radicle and have been shown to be correlated with an upregulation of 

cell wall remodelling enzymes, facilitating radicle emergence through the testa and endosperm 

(Mahakahme et al. 2017). Overall, the germination enhancement associated with metal catalysts 

appear to be linked to the presence ROS as the application of ROS quenching compounds such 

as CeO2 or FeS2 abolished the metal catalyst driven increase in germination and growth (Das et 

al. 2016).   
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3. MEASURING SEED GERMINATION  

 

3.1 Introduction 

Seed germination is a deceptively complicated process to measure. For the purposes of 

improving the state of scientific research including seed germination, Baskin & Baskin (2014) 

have included a section of guidelines for conducting experiments on seed germination, focused 

on experiments which seek to be transferable to field conditions. Their guide is comprehensive, 

and addresses the experimental design as a whole, rather than focusing on simply how to 

measure germination. Their guidelines can be summarized as: use mature seeds, test seeds within 

7-10 days after harvesting, check that seeds can imbibe water, test entire natural dispersion units, 

use 3-5 independent replicates of ~50 seeds, germinate in petri-dishes with a substrate, ensure 

seeds are dispersed uniformly on the substrate, ensure the substrate is well hydrated, with an 

appropriate pH for the species being studied, limit disinfectant/fungicide use or control for its 

effects on germination, select temperature for germination based on long-term soil or air data for 

species habitat, control for the effect of light/photoperiod, store seeds under natural or simulated 

habitat conditions, for stored seed—test frequently, test viability of non-germinated seeds, 

germination studies should last no longer than 2 weeks. Finally, they recommend reporting final 

germination percentage (% Germ), mean germination time (MGT), the coefficient of velocity of 

germination (CVG) and the synchrony (Z), and highlight potential issues with using Timson’s 

Germination Index (TGI) as a measure of germination rate, when germination capacity varies 

between groups.  

 

Various papers have assessed the sensitivity and utility of various different germination 

parameters and indices (Al-Ansri & Ksiksi 2016, Soltani et al. 2015, Ranal & Santana 2006, 

Kader 2005). A germination parameter is a direct measure of a given property of a set of seeds 

during germination, whereas an index is a composite measure composed of two or more 

parameters.  
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Kader (2005) compared eight germination parameters/indices (% Germ, MGT, CVG, First 

Germination Event Time (FGE), Last Germination Event Time (LGE), Time Span of 

Germination (TSG), Germination Index (GI) and Germination Rate Index (GRI%)) against 

hypothetical germination data to assess the utility of the parameters. They noted that % Germ 

measured germination capacity but provided no information about speed or uniformity of 

germination, and that MGT measured germination speed, but failed to account for time spread, 

uniformity or germination capacity. CVG measured the rapidity of germination but fails to 

account for germination capacity. Of the two indices tested, Kader (2005) favours GI since 

GRI% proved non-sensitive to specific changes in germination rate. 

 

In contrast, Ranal and Santana (2006) suggest that GI is only useful as a measure of rate when 

samples or treatments have the same germination capacities. While the conclusion that GI is a 

poor measure of germination rate when germination capacity differs is accurate, it seems to 

rather miss the point. GI is useful precisely because it is sensitive to changes to both germination 

speed and capacity. Capturing that variation is precisely the point when examining a treatment or 

a seed lot where there may be concurrent differences in both germination capacity and speed. 

Ranal & Santana (2006) instead favour the reporting of multiple parameters, specifically they 

recommend reporting %Germ, MGT, Coefficient of Variation of Germination Time (CVt), and 

Z, with analyses focusing on parameters based on the purpose of the germination experiment in 

question.  

 

To assist with this process, Ranal and Santana developed an excel spreadsheet which 

automatically calculates the aforementioned parameters, as well as mean germinations rate (v) 

and Uncertainty (U), which were suggested as possible alternatives to MGT and Z respectively 

(2009). A similar approach was developed by Silva et al. (2019), who built an R package 

‘SeedCalc’ which can be used to calculate a wide array of germination parameters and indices 

from time series data, however reporting all of the parameters is overwhelming and Silva et al. 

make no recommendations on what an appropriate combination of data to present would be. 

 

Soltani et al. (2015) highlight a number of problems with MGT. Specifically, that when the MGT 

of two samples is compared, those times correspond to different levels of germination. Such that, 
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if you examine the germination curves at the MGT one sample might have reached 80% 

germination while another is only at 40%. They liken this fact to having racetracks of two 

different lengths. Instead, they suggest studies utilize Time to 50% Germination (T50), likening 

it to racetracks of fixed length.  

 

This paper also erroneously claims that MGT is not a measure of the mean germination time as it 

is not equal to T50, which is an unfortunate misapprehension of the nature of how averages 

work. T50 can be more accurately conceived of as an estimate of the population median 

germination time, though not the sample’s median germination time, however, as that is the time 

at which the 51st seed of out a set of 101 seeds germinated. While they are both measures of 

central tendency, the median and mean are measures of different things, and depending on the 

shape of the distribution may have different values. Despite these issues, the principle of using 

T50 for comparisons instead of MGT has merit. However, they downplay some of the issues 

with T50, namely that it cannot be calculated for samples with germination capacities less than 

50%. Soltani et al. (2015) suggest that for samples of seeds with germination capacities below 

50%, an arbitrary X% germination can be used as target instead —determined based on % 

Germ— and comparisons can be made based on those TX values. Unfortunately, Soltani et al. fail 

to establish clear criteria for choosing X, leaving it as a post-hoc decision, and thus opening the 

door to type I errors and p-fishing where researchers select the final target (X%) based on which 

value of X gives a significant result. One potential solution to this problem is to instead use Time 

to 50% of Maximum Germination (T50m). This produces “racetracks” of length proportional to 

a sample’s germination capacity, which can be compared. While MGT is potentially 

problematic, Khajeh-Hosseini et al. (2009) have successfully used it as an estimate of seedling 

vigour in the field, which suggests there is some biological underpinning to MGT as a measure 

of germination. 

 

Al-Ansri & Ksiksi (2016) assessed the correlation between various germination parameters 

(MGT, v, % Germ, CVG, GRI% and GI) with TGI and found strong correlations between each 

parameter or index and TGI, and recommended reporting GI and % Germ as potential 

alternatives to what they describe as the widely used TGI. However, in recent papers TGI has 
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fallen out of favour with GI being more commonly reported (Figure 3.1). They also showed that 

reporting only MGT or % Germ can give wildly different results.  

 

There have been other attempts to create more complicated representations of seed germination, 

one notable example is from Berry et al. (1988) who utilized Richard’s curve fitting with four 

parameters to produce a number of parameters for the germination curve as well as derived 

quantities (1988). The basic parameters are the % Germ, time scale constant, rate of change and 

curve shape. Derived quantities are % germination at the inflection point, time at the inflection 

point, maximum % germination/day and T50m. This approach has also been taken by Mostafa et 

al. 2020, Joosen et al. 2010 & El-Kassaby et al. 2008 who have built upon the curve fitting 

approach by also using the area under the germination curve as parameter for analysis.  

 

Much like curve fitting, using survival analysis models to create and compare germination curves 

is a powerful tool, particularly for handling weedy species which can have non-steady state 

germination (Onofri et al. 2010). The downsides of using survival analysis is lack of familiarity 

for many researchers, the complexity of implementing the analysis, and difficulties discussing 

the results for those unfamiliar with survival models.  

 

Sileshi (2012) provided examples of 429 papers that performed analysis on % Germ data and 

found most studies generally failed to report if their data met the standards of normality, 

heteroscedasticity and independence required to conduct the statistical tests chosen, most 

frequently ANOVAs. Violation thereof may introduce type I and type II errors. They suggested 

that when using any test, a clear indication that the data meets the assumptions of that test must 

be provided. Having catalogued common violations, they suggest several potential alternative 

tests which may be appropriate for data the violates the assumptions of an ANOVA, included 

generalized linear models (GLM). Additionally, they suggest experiments should be designed to 

minimize post-hoc testing wherever possible, instead recommending the use of pre-planned 

comparisons. Furthermore, they suggest that effect sizes be reported alongside the significant 

values from hypothesis testing for germination experiments. 
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Unfortunately, there is no consensus or consistency in the reporting of germination data, despite 

the fact that depending on the parameters or indices reported a single set of data can be 

interpreted differently. There seems to be two camps in terms of germination reporting, the first 

recommends that multiple parameters be reported, while the second advocates for the use of 

composite indices which account for multiple parameters. Despite these recommendations, the 

most common approach in the literature is to report a single parameter, frequently % Germ.  

 

Given these inconsistencies, this paper attempts to evaluate how germination is reported in the 

literature and develop a new index and guidelines for comparing germination.  

 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Evaluating the State of Germination Research  

A survey of one-hundred-fifty papers was conducted. Papers were drawn from literature cited 

elsewhere in this thesis, supplemented by twelve recent papers drawn from a search of the 

University of Saskatchewan library database for ‘Germination’ with default sorting, selecting 

only peer reviewed research articles, and an additional twelve papers drawn from a search for 

‘Seed Vigour Germination’, under the same search conditions.  

 

For each paper, the germination parameters used were recorded and tabulated in Table 3.1 —

parameters that describe seedling growth, rather than germination were excluded. This table was 

used to generate a histogram of the number of parameters reported per paper. 

 

Additionally, the usage of each parameter/index as a frequency out of one-hundred-fifty was 

calculated. For ease of presentation any parameter or index that was not reported in at least 3 

papers was excluded from this visualization.   

 

3.2.2 Partitioning the Germination Process. 

Ranal & Santana (2006) described five different types of germination parameters.  

1. Measures of Germination Capacity (ex. Final Germination Percentage {% Germ}) 

2. Measures of Germination Time (ex. Mean Germination Time {MGT}) 

3. Measures of Germination Rate (ex. Mean Germination Rate {v}) 
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4. Measures of Germination Uniformity (ex. Coefficient of Variation of Germination Time 

{CVt}) 

5. Measures of Germination Synchrony (ex. Z-Index {Z})  

 

A set of 300 alfalfa germination curves experimentally produced from both ‘Equinox’ and 

‘Grazeland’ cultivars grown in the dark at 10ºC for either 120 or 240 hours, were used to 

generate correlation curves comparing sample parameters for each of these five categories. 

 

As an initial investigation suggested several of these parameters were strongly correlated, a 

second set of 120 Equinox germination curves was used to investigate a broader range of 

germination parameters. The following parameters were investigated: (MGT, % Germ, T50m, 

T50, CVt, v, Z, FGE, LGE and TSG), the formulae used to calculate these parameters were 

reported in Table 3.5. Correlation curves were generated for sets of three parameters, which, 

based on the set 300 germination curves were assumed to include % Germ.  

 

One candidate set of three parameters with low R2 values were identified. Correlations between 

each of the parameter in the candidate set were evaluated for significance in R using a linear 

model with combined data from the 420 Alfalfa Germination curves mentioned above.  

 

The identified set of uncorrelated parameters was used to generate a novel germination index, the 

RGI.  

 

3.2.3 Evaluating Independence of Germination Parameters  

To determine if the sets of uncorrelated parameters represented independent variables, an 

independence test was run using the Hilbert Schmidt Independence Criterion (Pfister et al. 2017), 

for the set of three uncorrelated germination parameters. This test was performed in R using the 

dHSIC package, with a discrete kernel.  

 

3.2.4 Developing a Novel Germination Index, the Radicand Germination Index (RGI)  

The RGI was created from the previously identified set of uncorrelated germination parameters 

—comprised of T50m, % Germ and CVt. 
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T50m was used as the base value, and then modified by % Germ and CVt. Each parameter was 

implemented such that a lower RGI value corresponded to a desired outcome: Faster 

germination, higher germination capacity and increased uniformity. Thus higher % Germ values 

result in lower RGI, and lower CVt, (corresponding to increased uniformity) decreased RGI.  

 

To keep the units strictly as hours, both % Germ and CVt, which have units of % were divided 

by 100 to convert them to unitless measures of proportion. 

 

As T50m is the time required to reach 50% of a sample’s final gemination, it was divided by the 

final proportion of seeds which germinated to give an estimate of the time required to reach 50% 

germination if 100% of the sample germinated.  

 

Next, was CVt which corresponds to the standard deviation of the mean germination time, 

standardized by the mean germination time, and converted to a percent. For example, if the MGT 

is 10h and the standard deviation of the MGT is ±5h than the CVt is 50%. The CVt was 

converted to a ratio, added to one, and the estimate of time to 50% total germination above was 

multiplied by the resulting sum. The end result of these calculations is the upper bound estimate 

in hours for 50% of the seeds to germinate, if 100% germination occurred.  

 

The resulting index value however, had very high variation particularly when comparing 

multiple curves from the same seed lot with disparate final germination percentages. To improve 

the detection ability of the test, the square root of the index value was taken to produce the RGI, 

which has units of h0.5.  For ease of interpretation, the original estimate can be restored by 

squaring the RGI value. However, for analysis purposes it is recommend the RGI value be 

used. The formula for RGI is  

a description thereof can be found in Table 3.5. 

 

3.2.5 Comparing Germination Parameters and Indices 

To test the utility and sensitivity of the RGI, it was assessed against other germination 

parameters and indices using the theoretical framework established by Kader (2005). For the 
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purposes of this paper, nine artificial sets of germination curves were generated to test the 

sensitivity of each of the seventeen parameters and indices to changes in the germination profile.  

 

The first table (Table 3.7) assessed index and parameter sensitivity to changes in % Germ when 

FGE, LGE, TSG and Germination Slope were all held constant. 

 

In the second (Table 3.8), FGE & LGE varied while % Germ, TSG and Germination Slope were 

held constant.    

 

In the third (Table 3.9), TSG & LGE varied while % Germ, FGE and Germination Slope were 

held constant. 

 

In the fourth (Table 3.10), Germination Slope varied, while remaining linear, but % Germ, FGE, 

LGE and TSG were held constant. 

 

In the fifth (Table 3.11), Germination Slope was varied without requiring linearity, with 

germination occurring following linear, bimodal, normal, quadratic, logarithmic, unimodal, or 

flat distributions, while % Germ, FGE, LGE and TSG were held constant.  

 

The sixth (Table 3.12), assessed index and parameter sensitivity to changes in order of 

germination events, while % Germ, FGE, LGE and TSG were held constant. 

 

The seventh (Table 3.13), tested non-linear slopes with non-standard distributions, while % 

Germ, FGE, LGE and TSG where held constant.  

 

The eighth (Table 3.14), held MGT constant while varying % Germ, FGE, LGE & TSG. 

 

The ninth (Table 3.15), held CVt constant while varying % Germ (set A) or FGE, LGE & TSG 

(set B).  
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The following parameters and indices were evaluated against the gauntlet of tables, % Germ, 

MGT, Median Time, T50, T50m, v, CVt, FGE, LGE, TSG, Area Under the Germination Curve 

(AUC), GI, GRI%, TGI, AUC.MF (AUC x Final Germination Index Value), RGI.  

 

For each table, a parameter/index was classified as sensitive if its value was unique for each 

germination profile, whereas if any two of the values were identical, then the parameter was 

classified as non-sensitive to that manipulation.   

 

3.2.6 Generating Germination Curves 

Aggregate germination curves are frequently generated and reported as part of germination 

experiments, however the method used to produce these aggregate curves matters. 

 

Aggregate germination curves from multiple samples can be made by one of two methods: 1) 

Sum/Total Method— creates an aggregate curve by summing the number of seeds germinated at 

the same time point across all replications and dividing by the total number of seeds across all 

replications. 2) Averaging Method— creates an aggregate curve by taking the average % Germ 

at the same time points across all replications and using that to generate the aggregate curve. 

 

Data was used from 84 carrot germination curves grown at 10ºC in the dark for 120 hours and 54 

sainfoin germination curves under the same growing condition for 528 hours. Aggregate 

germination curves were produced using both the Sum/Total method and the Averaging Method.  

 

After the aggregate germination curves had been generated, the T50m, CVt, % Germ, RGI, 

AUC.MF and MGT were calculated for the aggregate curves produced by each method. 

AUC.MF was used as an index for comparison instead of GI as both had the same sensitivity 

pattern in Table 3.6 and AUC.MF had already been calculated as it was our first attempt to 

produce a new germination index. These parameters & index values were compared between the 

two aggregation methods and to the mean values produced by taking the mean of each parameter 

across all the independent replications. This comparison was done to highlight situations where 

the aggregate germination curve may not reflect the values reported for individual parameters, 

particularly where the results would suggest a different optimal treatment concentration.   
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3.2.7 Limitation and Shortfalls of Current Germination Reporting  

For germination experiments in subsequent chapters, the T50m, CVt, % Germ, RGI, MGT and 

AUC.MF values were all calculated. These values were compared to determine if changes to the 

parameter/index being reported led to a different conclusion. In other words, if the parameter 

selected resulted in a different treatment condition being selected as the optimal treatment based 

on enhancing germination. Additionally, differences in the trend were examined.  

 

Examples where different parameters or indices affected the conclusion were presented to 

highlight the pitfalls of drawing conclusions based on single variable.  

 

3.2.8 Data Handling in Excel 

To facilitate better reporting of data in the future, an Excel spreadsheet was developed where a 

record of germination could be input, and T50m, CVt, % Germ, and RGI were calculated 

automatically.  

 

The file has been included in the digital submission, and it can be found in Appendix X.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

3.3.1 The State of Germination Research  

Of the 150 papers reporting on seed germination, % Germ was the most commonly included 

response with 81.3% of papers reporting this parameter. The next most commonly reported 

parameter was the germination curve, included in 52.7% of papers; and MGT, reported in 20% 

of papers (Table 3.1, Table 3.2). T50 was reported in 12% of papers; % Emerge and GI were 

both reported in 9.33% of papers; FGE was reported in 6.67% of papers and v was reported in 

6% of papers; none of the other parameters were reported in >5% of papers.  
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A large plurality, 39.3% of papers, only reported a single parameter, with an additional 27.3% 

only reporting 2 parameters. Of which, the most common combination to include was % Germ 

and a germination curve (Figure 3.1, Table 3.3).   

 

 

 

Reporting only a single germination parameter can result in a skewed or incomplete picture of 

germination. The two most commonly reported numerical parameters % Germ and MGT, in 

particular are lacking, especially when compared to various germination indices. Limitations are 

the result of % Germ providing no information about the speed of germination, while MGT fails 

to convey any information about germination capacity. Thus, reporting either on its own may 

omit crucial information regarding how an experiment affects germination dynamics. 
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Reporting only a germination curve on the other hand provides a more complete picture of 

germination, as it conveys information on both germination speed and capacity. However, 

germination curves are difficult to compare statistically, without borrowing tools from survival 

analysis, due to the presence of censored data (seeds which failed to germinate). Thus, many 

experiments which present germination curves do so without conducting statistical analysis. 

Additionally, as alluded to in Section 3.2.6, aggregate germination curves are frequently not an 

accurate representation of the mean parameter values reported in a paper. While AUC seems like 

a good solution for converting germination curves to numerical values, it proved incapable of 

distinguishing between certain distributions, more on that later.   
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By reporting and analyzing more germination parameters, differences can be properly accounted 

for, ensuring that the effects of the treatments on seed germination are more comprehensively 

understood.  

 

3.3.2 Partitioning the Germination Process 

Comparisons of parameters of each of the five types described by Ranal & Garcia de Santana 

(2006) found several instances in which the parameters were correlated, Figure 3.2. 

 

Instances where two parameters are correlated suggests that several of these types of germination 

parameters may actually be measuring the same underlying property. Consider v for example. 

Labouriau (1983) defines as v as the reciprocal of MGT. Thus, both MGT and v are functionally 

redundant, and reporting both does not increase the amount of information on a particular 

germination profile.  

 

Of the principal types of germination measurements described by Ranal & Garcia de Santana 

(2006), only % Germ (a measure of germination capacity) is not-linearly correlated with an 

example parameter from each of the other four types. But are all the other germination 

parameters necessarily correlated? It was posited that there should exist set of parameters, that 

are mutually uncorrelated. Those uncorrelated parameters would represent a unique set of 

information about the dynamics of a germination profile, with no overlap. Furthermore, this set 

of uncorrelated parameters would represent the minimum standard for reporting on germination, 

because failure to include any of these parameters would mean that unique information had been 

excluded. Identifying this set of uncorrelated parameters, was the guiding principle behind the 

creation of RGI. 
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Cursory inspection of the correlation plots in Figure 3.2, revealed that Synchronicity (Z) and 

Uniformity (CVt) were negatively correlated. This is unsurprising as CVt decreased towards 0 as 

uniformity increases, whereas Z increases as synchrony increases. Thus, there appears to be an 

underlying dynamic related to the uniformity/synchronicity which both parameters are capturing. 

However, both of these parameters are relatively weakly correlated with rate (v) and time (MGT) 

suggesting that collectively CVt/Z may be primarily representing one unique germination 

dynamic, while MGT/v represent another underlying germination dynamic related to 

germination speed.  

 

Thus, based on the five parameters examined, there appeared to be three unique underlying 

dynamics, one related to germination capacity, another to germination speed and the last to 

germination uniformity/synchronicity.  

 

In an attempt to find a set of uncorrelated parameters, correlation charts were made with 120 

alfalfa germination curves, for sets of three parameters including % Germ, and two of MGT, 

T50m, T50, CVt, V, Z, FGE, LGE or TSG, (figure not included). Of the 36 sets of three 

parameters tested, only one set of candidate parameters was discovered where R2 values were 

low for each comparison. This sets was: T50m, CVt and % Germ. Correlation curves for the 

candidate set was produced with the full set of 420 alfalfa germination curves and presented in 

Figure 3.3. There is no significant correlation between any of the three parameters (Table A1). 

 

Intriguingly, the candidate set matches the proposed trio of underlying germination dynamics, 

with T50m representing germination speed, CVt representing germination 

uniformity/synchronicity, and % Germ representing germination capacity.  
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3.3.3 Parameter Independence 

It was predicted that, since this set of three variables (T50m, CVt and % Germ) were non-

correlated, they might represent independent properties.  

 

However, when this set of three variables was tested for independence using the HSIC test, it 

was found to be non-independent. Indicating that, to some extent, the values of one or more of 

the parameters is affected by a common factor (Table 3.4). 

 

While the candidate set may not be a set of three independent variables, given that each 

parameter is a measure of the same event — germination, the hypothesis that these parameters 

are independent was flawed. But it does not disprove the concept that these uncorrelated 

parameters each represent a unique set of information about a germination profile. 
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3.3.4 Comparing Germination Parameters and Indices  

A wide array of germination parameters and indices are reported in scientific literature. Each 

parameter or index has a specific method of calculation and range of values; for each of the 

parameters tested, the means of calculation and the limits for that parameter were recorded in 

Table 3.5. 

 

Comparing the various germination parameters and indices using artificial germination profiles 

to test their responsiveness to particular manipulations revealed that only the Radicand 

Germination Index was sensitive to all of the manipulations tested (Table 3.6).  
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All parameters except Z, AUC and % Germ were unable to distinguish between germination 

profiles with a variable % Germ (Table 3.6 & 3.7). However, all the germination indices tested 

were able to distinguish between germination profiles with variable % Germ (Table 3.6 & 3.7), 

indicating that all the germination indices are successfully accounting for germination capacity.  

 

In contrast, of the parameters tested, only Z, % Germ and TSG were unable distinguish between 

germination profiles with variable FGE/LGE times (Table 3.6 & 3.8). Once again, all 

germination indices were able to distinguish between the germination profiles (Table 3.6 & 

Table 3.10). 

 

A similar trend was observed for Table 3.9 —variable TSG.  FGE and % Germ were both unable 

to distinguish between the various germination profiles, while all other parameters and indices 

successfully identified the various germination profiles as being different (Table 3.6 & 3.9). 

 

When the slope of germination rates was varied in a linear fashion, none of % Germ, Median 

Time, FGE, LGE or TSG were able to distinguish between the various profiles. Once again 

however, the various indices were all able to distinguish between the germination profiles (Table 

3.6 & 3.10). 

 

A test of various germination distributions, following common mathematical patterns revealed 

that only T50, CVt and Z were capable of distinguishing between all germination profiles. 

Additionally, of all the indices, only GRI% and RGI were capable of distinguishing between all 

the profiles (Table 3.6 & 3.11). Notably, most germination indices failed to distinguish between 

germination profiles with a bimodal, normal, and flat distributions.  

 

When the same distribution was presented multiple times, testing each potential order, of the 

parameters, only, the AUC, MGT, v and CVt were capable of distinguishing between the various 

profiles (Table 3.6 & 3.12). Once again, all of the tested indices were able to detect the 

differences between the presented profiles (Table 3.6 & Table 3.12).  
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Except % Germ, Median, FGE, LGE and TSG, almost all parameters are able to distinguish 

between profiles with variable non-linear rates (Table 3.6 & 3.13). However, of the indices, 

GRI% is unable to distinguish between any of the three germination profiles, indicating it is 

insensitive to specific distributions (Table 3.6 & 3.13).  

 

When germination profiles are generated by holding MGT constant, of the parameters only CVt 

is able to distinguish between all six germination profiles, and of indices, only GRI% and RGI 

are able to distinguish between the profiles (Table 3.6 & 3.14). This once again demonstrates that 

when MGT and % Germ are both fixed, most germination indices failed to distinguish between 

profiles.  

 

Finally, when CVt is fixed, only AUC, % Germ, T50 and Z can distinguish between the first 

pairing, when % Germ is allowed to vary. However, neither % Germ, or Z are capable of 

detecting the difference between the second pairing where the TSG, FGE and LGE are allowed 

to vary (Table 3.6 & 3.15). These tables were split into two pairings as it was difficult to 

generate profiles where the different manipulations produced the same CVt values. In this 

instance, once again, all the indices tested were able to distinguish between both pairings (Table 

3.6 & 3.15). 

 

Thus, of all the parameters tested, RGI was the only one that if presented alone would not result 

in two unique germination profiles being confounded with one another, thereby preventing a 

potential type I or type II error.  
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3.3.5 Aggregate Germination Curves  

Aggregate germination curves for carrot and sainfoin were created for each of the treatment 

conditions, using the Sum/Total method and the Averaging Method. Germination profiles from 

these aggregate germination curves were entered into the Excel spreadsheet to calculate the 

T50m, CVt, % Germ, RGI, AUC.MF and MGT. These values were compared to the mean values 

calculated for each of the parameters from the independent germination profiles. In each 

instance, the best value was highlighted in grey (lowest T50m, highest % Germ, etc.). 

 

For both carrots and sainfoin, the values for each parameter differed depending on the derivation 

method. Parameters calculated for the aggregate germination curves using either the Sum/Total 

Method or the Averaging Method were never equal. Similarly, the parameters derived from the 

Sum/Total aggregate germination curve also differed from the mean values for those parameters 

calculated using the individual independent germination profiles. In fact, the only instance where 

the parameters values were consistent was when comparing the parameters derived from the 

aggregate curve generated by the Averaging Method to mean values from the independent 

germination profiles, and in this instance only the % Germ was reliably the same. 

 

In the case of carrot, focusing on only T50m or CVt would have resulted in identifying the same 

optimal treatment irrespective if an aggregate germination curve (generated with either the 

Sum/Total, or the Averaging method) or the mean parameter values were used to make the 

decision. However, if % Germ was the only parameter considered, then using the Sum/Total 

method that parameter is highest for seeds treated with a T1 treatment solution. If instead the 

aggregate curve was produced using the Averaging method than % Germ is highest for seeds 

treated with a T20 treatment solution. Seeds treated with a T20 solution would also be reported 

to have the highest % Germ if the parameter was determined by calculating the mean value of 

the independent germination profiles (Table 3.16). 

 

A similar discrepancy occurs with RGI where the RGI values derived from the aggregate 

germination curve produced by the Sum/Total method would lead to a different conclusion than 

if RGI values were produced with the Averaging Method or if the independent profiles were 
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used to calculate a mean RGI value (Table 3.16). Thus, the methodology used to generate 

aggregate germination curves matters, because it changes the results. 

 

 

This discrepancy is even more pronounced with Sainfoin where some of the values for the 

parameters are radically different between the means and the aggregate curves (regardless of 

method used to produce the curve). In this the case, the largest difference is in CVt, and reflects a 
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distinction between the replications, as one of the replications had suppressed germination 

compared to the others. However, within each replications the standard deviation of MGT was 

relatively low, but aggregate standard deviations were high due to the difference between 

replications (Table 3.17).  

 

Additionally, Sainfoin illustrates that RGI is not uniquely impacted by the change in parameter 

values between the aggregate curves and the mean calculated from independent profiles. For 

Sainfoin, a T50 treatment is optimal according to RGI for all three methods. However, the T50m, 

MGT and AUC.MF all differ between the two aggregate curves and the parameters means (Table 

3.17). Thus, if an aggregate curve and the mean index/parameter values are presented together, 

the conclusion may be ambiguous, as they will not necessarily both point to the same treatment 

as being optimal. Moreover, when examining AUC.MF and RGI values for controls we find that 

the values are extremely different for the aggregate curves and the mean values. Indicating that 

the curve that accurately reflected the mean parameter values would likely appear very different 

than the aggregate curves we have produced. To prevent interpretation of the aggregate curves in 

this paper error bars have been omitted. 

 

Overall, when aggregate germination curves are produced, and germination parameters are 

derived from those curves, those derived parameters do not reflect the mean values for the same 

parameters calculated from the independent germination profiles. Furthermore, these changes are 

not a uniform transformation, which is why disparate conclusions may be reached depending on 

if an aggregate germination curve or mean parameter/index values was used to make a decision. 

 

Of the two, mean parameter values allow for the calculation of standard deviations for each 

parameter value, and the subsequent application of statistical analysis using the full set of 

parameters calculated from each germination profile. While standard deviations can be 

calculated for the curves to produce a likely range, standard deviations cannot be produced for 

the parameter/index values produced from the aggregate curves. Thus, it is preferable to make 

decisions based on the mean parameter/index values, rather than on parameter values derived 

from aggregate curves. This also applies to attempting to draw conclusions based on looking at 

the shape of aggregate germination curves, as the shape of the aggregate curve is different than 
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the shape of a germination curve that would accurately reflects the mean values of each 

parameter. Thus, because aggregate germinations curves misrepresent the values of parameters, 

any attempt to draw conclusions about the underlying dynamics of germination based on 

aggregate curves should be approached with caution, and error bars have been omitted.  

 

This caution only applies to aggregate germination curves, individual independent germination 

curves will accurately portray the germination parameters derived from them. If aggregate 

germination curves are included in a paper it is recommended that the curves are produced by the 

Averaging Method, without rounding, as unlike the Sum/Total method the % Germ of the curve 

will be equal to the Mean % Germ, even if the rest of the parameter values may not be equal to 

their Mean Parameter/Index Value. 
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3.3.6 Pitfalls & Shortcomings  

The RGI index was developed after the completion of the majority of experiments conducted in 

subsequent chapters. As such, the decisions for which treatment to select were based on MGT 

values. Thus, this section provides the opportunity to reflect on some of the shortcomings of 

those decisions and the potential pitfalls that were avoided by not using % Germ. It also gives us 

an opportunity to compared RGI with another germination index. In this case AUC.MF was 

already calculated for all values, as it was the candidate index before RGI was discovered. 

 

For ten germination experiments conducted in sections 4 and 5, the % Germ, MGT and AUC.MF 

were compared with the RGI values to see if the same conclusion for optimal treatment would be 

reached for each value, and if the values followed the same general trend.  

 

Using % Germ in particular proved undesirable. In only 3 of 10 instances would the same 

conclusion have been reached with % Germ as with RGI; the same issue occurred with observing 

trends (Table 3.18). 

 

MGT was slightly better, with 5 of 10 instances resulting in the same conclusion as with RGI, 

with trends following the same pattern. However, AUC.MF was much better, resulting in the 

same conclusion 8 of 10 times and the same trends were apparent 7 of 10 times (Table 3.18).   

 

The examples where the conclusions are very different provide an interesting case study. For the 

purpose of demonstration, the Averaging Method aggregate curves were presented for the 

conditions in question. Bear in mind that these curves may not properly reflect the parameter 

values being discussed, however, they do provide a striking visual representation of some of the 

pitfalls of relying on a single germination parameter.  

 

For example, in alfalfa (Figure 3.4, Table 3.19), if only % Germ were reported, the wrong 

conclusion would be reached. Based on % Germ alone, one would be right to conclude there was 

no difference between control and treated seeds after dipping (Figure 3.4), because at the end of 
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the germination process the final % germination is similar, in fact, slightly elevated for control 

seeds. However, it is readily apparent that the treated seeds undergo faster germination than the 

controls, which would have been overlooked if only % Germ was reported (Table 3.19). 

 

 

Similar problems occur with MGT. Returning to the Sainfoin data, if only MGT data was 

reported, the T20 treatment solution would be considered to have enhanced germination 

compared to controls, as it has the fastest MGT out of all the germination curves. However, 

according to the aggregate germination curves, T20 appears to have suppressed germination 

compared to controls (Figure 3.5). Even when one examines the values calculated for the 

aggregate germination curve, the MGT is still lower for T20 than controls, though it is no longer 

the best performing treatment, indicating that curve is not accurately reflecting the reported MGT 

values (Table 3.17). In every case, % Germ is clearly suppressed in T20 compared to controls, 

reinforcing why using MGT to make decisions is a non-optimal choice. 

 

A less striking, but no less problematic, example occurs with Alfalfa, where T50 was the optimal 

treatment, but, because at that point, decisions were being made based on MGT, instead T30 was 

chosen. In this case the difference between the two treatments was less pronounced, however, 

one does wonder how all the additional alfalfa experiments might have been affected if the better 
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treatment was chosen. Might we have seen a large effect on biomass and emergence? Comparing 

the two curves, Alfalfa germinates slightly faster in T30 by 48 hours, however T50 surpasses it 

by 96 hours (Figure 3.6). When comparing the mean parameter values, the MGT is faster for 

seeds treated with T30, rather than T50 treatment solution, however the opposite holds true for % 

Germ, with more seeds germinating when seeds were treated with T50. Looking at the mean RGI 

indicates that the T50 solution produced a stronger germination enhancement (Table 3.20).  

 

 

 

Interestingly however, the parameter derived from the aggregate curve (generated with the 

Averaging method) tell a different story. The difference between T30 and T50 treated, T50m/ 
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MGT values is exaggerated for the aggregate curve compared to the mean values. While the 

difference between the % Germ remains unchanged, consequently, the RGI for the T30 

aggregate curve is less than the RGI from T50 aggregate curve, despite the opposite holding true 

for the mean RGI values. This means that the enhancement in germination by 48 hours seen in 

T30 treated seeds in Figure 3.6, is larger than what would be seen if a germination curve was 

reconstituted from the mean values, further highlighting the dangers of making decisions based 

on aggregate germination curves. 

 

 

 

When mean AUC.MF values are compared to mean RGI values, the situations where a different 

conclusion would be reached are little more ambiguous. The main example is in Carrot, where 

T30 treatment was chosen as the optimal treatment based on MGT, and coincidently also has the 

highest AUC.MF, however the optimal choice based on RGI would have been to go forward 

with a T10 treatment solution. However, if one examines the germination curves, it would be 

difficult to decide one way or the other as the two curves are quite close (Figure 3.7). This 

ambiguity reinforces the reason why it is preferable to make decisions based on parameters 

instead of curves.  
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3.4 Conclusion and Connection to the Next Study 

We have concluded that many papers which include experiments on germination fail to report 

enough parameters to properly distinguish between many germination profiles or rely on 

potentially misleading aggregate germination curves. Meaning, in many cases these papers are 

needlessly producing false-negative results, where if they had reported additional parameters an 

effect would have been successfully detected. To rectify this situation, we have developed the 

RGI, which is capable of differentiating between all of the germination profiles tested. Using our 

new germination index, and the component parameters that make it up (T50m, % Germ and CVt) 

we will determine how our catalytic seed treatment affects germination. 
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4.  OPTIMIZING THE CATALYTIC SEED TREATMENT SOLUTION AND 

DETERMINING TREATMENT GUIDELINES 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The exogenous application of hydrogen peroxide is a well-established seed treatment for 

breaking dormancy and enhancing germination across a wide range of horticultural and crop 

species (Wojtyla et al. 2016, Barba-Espin 2010, Liu et al. 2010, Rosner et al. 2003, Narimanov 

2000). Iron is also frequently applied as a micro-fertilizer, either by a foliar application, a seed 

dressing, or a soil amendment (Masawada et al. 2018, Chatterjee et al. 2017, Rajaie & Tavakoly 

2017, Das et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 2014). Interestingly, the reaction between ferrous iron and 

hydrogen peroxide though the Fenton reaction has also been extensively studied, as it is often 

used as a non-toxic means of treating organic waste products through oxidation (Chen 2019, 

Ebrahiem 2017, Kishimoto et al. 2013, Barbusinski 2009, Linxiang et al. 2009). However, a 

combined application of ferrous sulfate and hydrogen peroxide — utilizing the Fenton reaction— 

was not studied until recently. Our lab has filed a patent with Andrew Olkowski and Bernard 

Laarveld CA2949750 (Olkowski et al. 2014) on a catalytic seed treatment believed to function 

though the Fenton/Haber Weiss reaction; in which transition metals catalyze the formation of 

ROS such as hydroxyl ions, or high valent iron from hydrogen peroxide, while also generating 

gaseous oxygen (Barbusinski 2009).  

 

This catalytic seed treatment has been shown to enhance germination capacity, speed and 

subsequent growth in a wide variety of species under ambient conditions, more effectively than 

hydrogen peroxide alone (Mostafa et al. 2020, Mostafa et al. 2018, Tanino et al. 2016). However, 

it has been especially effective at enhancing germination in aged seeds, and seeds under abiotic 

stress, with seeds affected by chilling, heat, high temperature and salinity stress all showing 

pronounced response to seed treatment (Mostafa et al. 2020, Sakai-Quartey et al. 2020). 

Interestingly, although the treatment composition is different, an iron pyrite seed treatment has 

been demonstrated to have similar effects on germination, growth/biomass, and subsequent yield 
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of vegetable crops (Das et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 2014). This iron pyrite seed treatment may 

operate by a similar mechanism as it generated hydrogen peroxide in-situ on the surface of the 

nanoparticle resulting in a pyrite-only Fenton-like reaction (Srivastava et al. 2014).  

 

Despite the effectiveness of this catalytic seed treatment, there has been limited research 

performed on optimizing its composition. However, both the ratio of ferrous iron to hydrogen 

peroxide and the buffer solution used to maintain the pH of the treatment solution have been 

demonstrated to dramatically affect the ability of the Fenton reaction to catalyze organic reagents 

—a proxy measure for the production of ROS (Roudi et al. 2018, Kishimoto et al. 2013, Hastrup 

et al. 2011, Linxiang et al. 2009, Chan & Chu 2002). Thus, for maximal effectiveness, it is 

crucial the buffer and ferrous sulfate:hydrogen peroxide ratio be studied and optimized for use as 

a seed treatment. Furthermore, since preliminary evidence has shown that different species and 

cultivars respond optimally to different doses of catalytic seed treatment, each species of 

interested should first be optimized independently (Sakai-Quartey et al. 2020, Tanino et al. 2019, 

Tanino et al. 2016). Additionally, the method of seed treatment application must be considered, 

as application by different methods can alter the effects of a seed treatment (Riccioni et al. 2019, 

Farooq et al. 2012). 

 

These experiments addressed the hypothesis that: seeds treated with H2O2-FeSO4 catalytic seed 

treatment will induce increased germination and root growth. The objectives of this study are to 

optimize the catalytic seed treatment in terms of composition, concentration and application 

method for five different plant species: Alfalfa (Medicago sativa), Carrot (Daucus carota), 

Hybrid Bromegrass (Bromus inermis), Sainfoin (Onobrychis viciifolia) and Wheat (Triticum 

aestivum) and to characterize differences in the response to treatment between species. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods  

4.2.1 Seed Varieties, Cultivars and Mutants 

The following seed varieties, and cultivars were used for all experiments. Alfalfa (Medicago 

sativa) ‘Equinox’ (harvested 2018); Hybrid Bromegrass (Bromus inermis x Bromus riparius) 

harvested 2018, S9356M; Carrot (Daucus carota) ‘Scarlet Nantes’ (purchased 2018, Early’s 

Farm & Garden Centre, 2615 Lorne Ave. Saskatoon, SK, S7J 0S5); Sainfoin (Onobrychis 
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vivifolia) ‘Melrose’ harvested 2018 and Wheat (Triticum aestivum) ‘CDC Utmost’ (Harvested 

2013, University of Saskatchewan). Unless otherwise stated, all crops and cultivars will be 

referred to by their crop name. All forages species were generously donated by Dr. Biligetu at 

the University of Saskatchewan. 

 

The species chosen were selected to represent a wide range of agriculturally important species, 

with both crop, forage and horticultural species represented, as well as both monocot and dicot 

species, such that the effectiveness of the treatment across those factors could be assessed. Carrot 

in particular was chosen, as prior research has shown the treatment has a pronounced effect on 

root growth which could be economically beneficial for carrot production (Tanino et al. 2016).   

 

4.2.2 Seed Treatment Solution 

The seed treatment solution was prepared using 30% Hydrogen Peroxide (Fisher Chemical Co. 1 

Reagent Lane, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410), Ferrous Sulfate Heptahydrate (Fisher Chemical Co.)  and a 

0.1M buffer solution. The type of buffer, pH, treatment concentration and the ratio between 

Hydrogen Peroxide and Ferrous Sulfate were all manipulated variables during the experiments to 

determine the optimal seed treatment solution composition and concentration. 

 

The seed treatment was prepared by pipetting a volume of 69.78mM solution of FeSO4 * 7H2O 

and a volume of 9.79M solution of H2O2 (30% H2O2) into a prepared solution of 0.1M buffer and 

mixed by shaking for 30 seconds. The treatment solution was freshly prepared for each 

experiment to prevent changes in redox state from affecting experimental outcomes. 

 

Three 0.1M buffer solutions were tested in order to assess a broader pH range at the optimum 

buffering capacity: Acetate (pH 3.6-5.6), Citrate (pH 3.6-5.6) & Phosphate (pH 6.6-7.6). Acetate 

Buffer was prepared by mixing 0.1M solutions of Acetic Acid (Fisher Chemical Co.) and 

Sodium Acetate (Sigma Chemical Co. P.O. Box 14508 St Louis, MO 63178) with distilled 

water. Citrate Buffer was made by mixing 0.1M solutions of Citric Acid (Fisher Chemical Co.) 

and Sodium Citrate (EMD Chemicals Inc. Gibbstown, NJ 00827) with distilled water. Phosphate 

Buffer was made by mixing 0.1M solutions of Sodium Phosphate Monobasic (EMD Chemicals 

Inc,) and Sodium Phosphate Dibasic (EMD Chemical Inc.) with distilled water. The proportions 
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of acid to base used for each pH can be found in the appendix and are derived from the 

guidelines set out by Mohan (2003) (Table A2).  

 

4.2.3 Seed Treatment Application Method 

4.2.3.1 Seed Spraying 

Treatment solution was applied to the outside of the seeds using a process designed to mimic 

spraying with an on-farm seed treater (STORM, Ag Growth International). The volume of 

treatment applied was based on the surface area of the seeds. 

 

 Seed Surface Area 

The maximum application rate for a liquid treatment in wheat using the STORM seed treater is 

4mL/kg. This corresponds to 4µL/g, which was used as the application rate for wheat. Thirty 

wheat seeds were photographed, and their surface area was estimated using ImageJ with a 

cylindrical surface area model, which was used to calculate the volume of treatment solution per 

mm2 of surface area (0.718µl/mm2). For each of the other species ten seeds were photographed, 

and their surface areas were determined digitally using ImageJ with simplified geometric surface 

area models. For carrot and hybrid bromegrass seeds, the cylinder was used as the surface area 

model. Whereas for sainfoin and coated alfalfa seeds, the sphere was used as the surface area 

model. These photographs were used to calculate surface area per seed for each species, which 

was then used to determine the volume of seed treatment to apply. 

 

Seed Spraying Method 

Seeds were weighed and placed in a 15ml Falcon tube of 17mm diameter and 120mm height.  A 

volume of 0.718μL of treatment per mm2 of seed surface area was placed using a micropipettor 

on the side of a Falcon tube. The tube was shaken by the researcher for 30 sec, vortexed for 90 

sec, shaken for an additional 30 sec and finally vortexed for 60 sec. This distributes the seed 

treatment across the surface of the seeds, and is the methodology used anytime the seeds are 

described as being sprayed.   

 

Uniformity of treatment distribution on the seed surface was assessed by adding water soluble 

green food colouring to the treatment prior to spraying. A sample of 1g of wheat seeds were 
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sprayed. Seeds were then photographed using a stereoscopic dissecting scope at 15x 

magnification, and the distribution of the dye was assessed for uniformity of treatment and 

localization (Figure A1).  

 

4.2.3.2 Seed Dipping 

Concerns about uniformity of application of the treatment onto the seeds led to the development 

of the dipping method, used for hormonal analysis. The procedure was developed based on best 

practices from several experiments conducted on alfalfa by Rensong Liu, in 2020. The optimal 

procedure for dipping seeds, using the same concentration of treatment solution as spraying, was 

a 25 second immersion with gentle stirring to limit floating. Additionally, it was found that the 

efficacy of the treatment was not affected by the presence or absence of the anti-fungal coating.  

 

As such, a single experiment was conducted using washed alfalfa seeds, with three Petri dishes 

of sprayed seeds and three Petri dish of seeds that were dipped for 25 seconds to ensure that 

effect was consistent across experimenters.   

 

4.2.3.3 Seed Soaking 

Prior experiments conducted in our lab, and by Kamal Mostafa (Ph.D. Student, Iwate University, 

Morioka, Japan), have focused on treating the seeds by soaking.  

 

In the case of Arabidopsis, a one-hour soaking time produced the optimal results with a weaker 

concentration than that used for spraying. As such, Arabidopsis was treated by soaking in a 

29mM H2O2, 0.29mM FeSO4 solution for one hour, which closely resembled the conditions 

used by Mostafa et al. (2020).  

 

For experiments where wheat seeds were treated via soaking, a solution of 58mM H2O2, 

0.58mM FeSO4 with pH 5.6 citrate buffer was used and seeds were soaked for four hours. This 

concentration was chosen to replicate the conditions used in prior experimentation performed in 

our lab (Tanino et al. 2016), and the soaking time was selected after experimentation 

demonstrated it perform optimally (Figure A2).  
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Aside for the experiments with Arabidopsis, only the pH and buffer determination were 

conducted using soaked seeds, because those experiments were conducted prior to the 

development of a spraying protocol.  

 

4.2.4 Germination Method 

Unless otherwise stated, seeds (typically ~20 seeds per crop, per petri dish) were germinated in 

100 mm round plastic Petri dishes (Fisher Scientific) lined with one sheet of Whatman # P5 filter 

paper and regularly moistened with distilled water to 1/5th up the seed. These Petri dishes were 

placed on stainless steel trays and kept in a controlled environment chamber (Conviron 

CMP6010) set to a constant 10ºC under continuous darkness. This temperature was chosen to 

mimic the soil temperature near Saskatoon at sowing time for all crops (Environment and 

Natural Resources Canada 2018, Wittrock 2017, Alberta Government 2000) (Table A3).  

 

For monocots, germination was assessed by counting the number of seeds in which both a radicle 

and plumule could be clearly identified. The presence of both the radicle and plumule were 

necessary, as some seeds underwent irregular germination in which either the radicle or the 

plumule failed to emerge. For dicots, seeds were counted when the radicle could be clearly 

identified. These counts were performed every 24 hours.  

 

4.2.5 pH and Buffer Determination 

Wheat seeds were grown as described in the Petri Dish Germination Method (section 4.2.4). 

About 15-20 seeds (0.5g) of wheat seed were placed in each petri dish. Prior to transferring to 

the Petri dishes, seeds were soaked for 4 hours in either a treatment solution of 58 mM H2O2 & 

0.58mM FeSO4 buffered with 0.1M solutions of various buffers (acetate, citrate, phosphate), or 

with a control solution of 0.1M buffer (acetate, citrate & phosphate). The acetate and citrate 

buffers were prepared at pH 3.6, 4.6 & 5.6 and phosphate buffer at pH 6.6 & 7.6. These ranges 

were chosen based on the PKa and PKb values of the acids and bases, such that the buffer 

solutions had a high buffering capacity at all pHs tested. Germination of seeds was recorded 

every 24 hours until the seed had incubated for 240 hours. An initial experiment was conducted 

on citrate and acetate only where four Petri dishes were prepared of treatment and control 

solutions for each pH and buffer combination. As the acetate buffer impaired seed germination, it 
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was dropped in subsequent experiments. Two additional replications were conducted using both 

citrate and phosphate buffer with three Petri dishes for treatment and control solutions for each 

pH and buffer combination. Finally, an additional replicate using just phosphate buffer was 

conducted to bring the total number of replicates up to 3 for both citrate and phosphate buffers. 

 

The T50m, % Germ and CVt were determined for each buffer-pH combination for both treated 

and controls seeds, these values were used to calculate the RGI value according the formula 

reported in Table 3.5. The resulting RGI data was analyzed using the method described in 

section 4.2.8.  

 

4.2.6 Hydrogen Peroxide to Ferrous Sulfate Ratio Optimization  

Seeds were sprayed and grown as described in the Seed Spraying Method and the Petri Dish 

Germination Method (Section 4.2.3 & 4.2.4). A total of 0.5g of wheat seeds were used for each 

Petri dish. Seeds were sprayed with solutions consisting of varying concentrations of FeSO4 ∙ 

7H20 (0.0087M, 0.0174M, 0.0348M) with a fixed H2O2 concentration of 1.740M, and pH 6.6 

0.1M phosphate buffer. Control seeds were sprayed with only pH 6.6 phosphate buffer. These 

concentrations corresponded to a Hydrogen Peroxide:Ferrous Sulfate ratio of 200:1, 100:1 and 

50:1 respectively. Three petri dishes of each treatment condition were prepared, and this 

experiment was repeated once. 

 

4.2.7 Treatment Concentration Optimization  

Seeds were sprayed following the Seed Spraying Method and grown following the Petri Dish 

Germination Method (Section 4.2.3 & Section 4.2.4). Alfalfa, hybrid bromegrass, sainfoin & 

wheat seeds were treated with different concentrations of the seed treatment. These solutions 

were prepared with hydrogen peroxide concentrations of 0.580M (T10), 1.160M (T20), 1.740M 

(T30), 2.320M (T40) & 2.900M (T50) at a 100:1 hydrogen peroxide:ferrous sulfate ratio and 

buffered with a phosphate buffer at pH 6.6. Three Petri dishes were prepared for each treatment 

condition for each of the species, and the experiment was repeated 3 times for each of these four 

species, except in the case of Wheat in which case the experiment was repeated 4 times.  
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For both Alfalfa and Wheat, additional data for both the control and the optimal treated 

conditions from experiments conducted in Chapter 5 was incorporated into a subsequent analysis 

to increase the statistical power and counteract the insufficient sample size issue discovered due 

to the smaller effect size of spraying. 

 

Seeds were distributed to dishes by weight which corresponded to 15 – 20 seeds per dish, with 

approximately 0.07g of Alfalfa per dish, 0.06g of Hybrid Bromegrass, 0.27g of Sainfoin and 0.5g 

of Wheat. Alfalfa was grown for 120 hours, Bromegrass for 312 hours, Sainfoin for 528 hours, 

and Wheat was grown for 240 hours. The experiments were terminated after the germination 

curve had plateaued, which varied for each species.  

 

For carrots, 0.06g of seed was used per Petri dish which corresponded to ~45 seeds. In carrots, 

the treatment was prepared as in the other crops, however, Hydrogen Peroxide concentrations of 

0.058M (T1), 0.290M (T5), 0.580M (T10), 1.160M (T20), 1.740M (T30) & 2.320M (T40) were 

tested, as Carrots were expected to be more sensitive. Carrots were grown for 120 hours. The 

experiment was repeated twice with T1, T5, T10, T20 and T40 solutions, n=8. The experiment 

was repeated an additional 2 times with only control and T30 conditions (n=24). 

 

4.2.8 Statistical Analysis for Germination Experiments 

RGI values were calculated independently for each petri dish using the equation in Table 3.5. 

  

Following the recommendations of Sileshi (2012), based on histograms of the RGI 

data, generalized linear models were prepared for each germination experiment, based on the 

distribution of the histograms both gamma and normal distributions were evaluated, and in each 

instance the gamma distribution was selected as the model having the higher AIC value. After 

these models had been built, the assumptions required to utilize each model was tested. A 

Shapiro-Wilk test for normality was run on the resulting residuals in R (Shapiro & Wilk 1965), 

and for each experiment the result was significant, ie. the residuals significantly differed from 

normality. These results indicated that the datasets violated the assumptions required to use these 

GLM models, meaning an alternative statistical test was required, as the data sets had non-

normal distributions of residuals a non-parametric test was selected, the Wilcoxon-Mann-
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Whitney (WMW) U-test. As uneven heteroscedasticity can dramatically increase the true type I 

error for WMW U-tests (Sileshi 2012, Fagerland & Sandvik 2009, Nachar 2008), each data set 

was subjected to a studentized Breusch-Pagan test for heteroscedasticity using the bptest function 

in the lmtest R package (Koenker 1981, Breusch & Pagan 1979). In every instance the 

heteroscedasticity is non-significantly different between the two groups. For the purposes of 

doing this analysis each petri-dish was treated as a single independent replication, while some of 

these replications are in-fact pseudo-replications as multiple Petri dishes in the same condition 

were prepared simultaneously, for example, in alfalfa where three technical replications were 

carried out with three Petri dishes prepared for each condition within each technical replication. 

For the purposes of analysis, it is assumed that these pseudo-replications are functionally 

independent.    

 

Additionally for both alfalfa and wheat, as additional experiments were conducted on both 

species as part of Chapter 5, that additional data from control and treated seeds was folded into 

the original data to increase the power. That analysis was done in parallel to the analysis on the 

original data by itself, and both were presented. 

 

For each germination experiment, the best performing treatment, defined as the treatment with 

the lowest mean and median RGI value, was analyzed. In the case of a disagreement between 

mean and median values, both treatments were analyzed. Thus, the RGI values of the best 

performing treatment(s) were compared directly to the RGI values of an appropriate control 

using a WMW U-test (Kerby 2014, Mann & Whitney 1947). In addition to the results of the U-

test, following best practices for non-parametric inferential testing, effect sizes were reported 

(Kerby 2014, Nakagawa et al. 2007). Given the compatibility with the WMW U-Test, WMW 

Odds Ratios were selected as a measure of effect size, furthermore, the underlying values of the 

Mann-Whitney Parameter Estimate (ϕ) used to produce the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney Odds 

Ratios were included in the appendices (Fay & Malinovsky 2018, Divine et al. 2013, Fay & 

Proschan 2010). 

 

In any instance where the mean and median RGI values disagreed on the best performing 

treatment, the treatment with the largest WMW odds ratio, indicating the condition where a 
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randomly selected RGI value from the control had the highest probability of being greater than a 

randomly selected value from the given treatment group, was selected as the best performing 

treatment. 

 

WMW U-Tests are commonly thought to compare the median values between two conditions, 

however Divine et al. (2013), have demonstrated that that is a misapprehension. Indeed, the 

WMW U-Test is not a test of either measure of population central tendency (Divine et al. 

2013).  Divine et al. (2013) suggested a WMW odds ratio is the optimal choice of summary 

statistic to use for data analyzed using the WMW U-Test, as either mean or median values may 

not correspond to the results of the test. However, there are several downsides to presenting 

WMW odds ratio values, primarily the need to be calculated for each pairing, and the fact that 

WMW odds ratio values do not say anything about the actual value of RGI. Consequently, for 

these experiments, composite violin-boxplot-mean graphs were produced which provide 

information about RGI value distribution, median values, interquartile range, outliers, and the 

mean. In some cases, the median values overlap with a quartile, making it difficult to see. 

Additionally, as WMW odds ratio values were calculated as part of the WMW U-Test using the 

wmwTest function included in the asht R package developed by Fay & Malinovsky (2018), 

WMW odds ratios values were only calculated for comparisons of the best performing 

treatments to controls to limit the number of statistical tests performed and reduce the probability 

of making a type I error.  

 

Analysis was conducted as above for all germination experiments, except in the case of pH and 

buffer determination, section 4.2.5. For that experiment, WMW U-Tests were performed 

assessing the effect of citrate versus phosphate buffer on RGI values as well as the effect of 

treatment on RGI values. However, as the WMW U-test is only capable of comparing two 

groups, a Kruskal-Wallis one-way non-parametric ANOVA was performed on the RGI values to 

determine the effect of pH on RGI (Tomczak & Tomczak 2014, Kruskal & Wallis 1952). Eta-

squared effect sizes were reported along with the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test (Tomczak & 

Tomczak 2014). As above, the best performing treatments’ RGI values were compared to the 

pH-Buffer matched controls using a WMW U-Test. 
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4.2.9 Emergence 

To assess the efficacy of the treatment in conditions that more closely mimic the field, the 

optimal treatment concentrations for three species, alfalfa, carrot and wheat were grown in two 

different types of soilless mix in a growth chamber (Conviron E8H) with day-length and 

temperature conditions that mimicked those of spring planting in Saskatchewan. These 

conditions were based on climate data from Kernen Climate Research Station, 18ºC/5ºC, 

15.5/8.5 hr day/night cycle (Environment Natural Resource Canada 2018, Wittrock 2017). The 

light in the growth chamber produced 200-300 μmol*m-2s-1 at a colour temperature of 4100K 

(Bright White). 

 

The optimal treatment concentration used for these experiments may not match the optimal 

treatment concentration determined in section 4.2.7/4.2.8, as treatments were chosen for these 

experiments prior to the development of RGI, instead MGT was used as the criteria to determine 

the treatment used. 

 

4.2.9.1 Alfalfa Emergence 

Alfalfa seeds were sprayed following the Seed Spraying Method using a T30 solution (section 

4.2.3).  Seeds were immediately planted 1cm deep in a 38 well deep-cell nursery planting tray 

filled with Sunshine mix #3 (Sun Gro Horticulture, P.O. Box 189 Seba Beach, AB T0E 2B0), 

with a single alfalfa seed for each well. These trays were placed in the conditions described in 

section 4.2.9. Due to the poor drainage characteristics of the soilless mix, plants were watered 

with distilled water once a week to saturation. Water was initially surface drenched until 

seedlings began to emerge, thereafter, watering was transitioned to a bottom root drench in 

which water was added to the tray. Emergence was recorded for each well daily. Nine days post-

emergence, seedlings in each well were harvested, and the fresh weight for shoot and root 

biomass was recorded. The percent emergence, days to emerge and the shoot to root ratio were 

calculated from the daily observation data. Each tray consisted of a mixture of control and 

treated seeds which were arranged using a completely randomized design. This experiment was 

replicated three times.  
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4.2.9.2 Carrot Emergence 

Carrot seeds were sprayed following the Seed Spraying Method using a T30 solution (section 

4.2.3). Carrot seeds were immediately planted 2mm deep in a 38 well planting tray filled with 

Sunshine mix #4 (Sun Gro Horticulture). Prior to seeding, carrot seed was weighed and counted, 

before being randomly broadcast seeded in the wells and covered with a thin layer of potting 

mix. Wells were thinned to contain only 2 emerged carrot seedlings. These trays were placed in a 

growth chamber with conditions described in Section 4.2.9. Emergence was recorded for each 

well every 6 hours using a Raspberry Pi NOIR cam, and 22 days post emergence, seedlings in 

each well were harvested, and the fresh weight of shoot and root biomass was recorded. Biomass 

from each seedling was dried at 40ºC and weighed to determine dry weight for each sample. 

Unfortunately, dry weight was only recorded from one of the two replicates, as biomass from the 

second sample rotted during the drying process. Each tray consisted of only control or treated 

seeds, with two trays per experimental run and 2 replicates.  

 

4.2.9.3 Wheat Emergence 

Wheat seeds were sprayed following the Seed Spraying Method using a T30 solution (section 

4.2.3).  Seeds were immediately planted 1cm deep in a 38 well planting tray filled with Sunshine 

mix #3 (Sun Gro Horticulture, P.O. Box 189 Seba Beach, AB T0E 2B0), with a single wheat 

seed for each well. These trays were placed in a growth chamber under the conditions described 

in section 4.2.9. Due to the poor drainage characteristics of the soilless mix, plants were watered 

with distilled water once a week to saturation. Water was initially surface drenched until 

seedlings began to emerge, thereafter, watering was transitioned to a bottom root drench in 

which water was added to the tray. Emergence was recorded for each well daily. Seven days post 

emergence, seedlings in each well were harvested, and the fresh weight for shoot and root 

biomass was recorded. The percent emergence, days to emerge and the root to shoot ratio were 

calculated from the daily observation data. Each tray consisted of only control or treated seeds, 

with two trays per experimental run. This experiment was repeated three times, and biomass data 

was collected from the first two replicates. 
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4.2.9.4 Statistical Analysis for Emergence Experiments 

A similar procedure was conducted to Section 4.2.8, where Shoot biomass, Root biomass and 

Days to emergence were assessed for suitability for use with a GLM, and while shoot biomass 

residuals were normal, neither root biomass nor days to emerge were normal. Thus, the datasets 

were tested for heteroscedasticity using the studentized Breusch–Pagan Test, and as none of 

these tests were significant, the WMW U-Test was used for analysis as described in section 

4.2.8. 

 

WMW U-tests were conducted to assess the effect of treatment application on shoot and root 

biomass, root-shoot ratio, and days to emerge. In each case, the results of the test, and the WMW 

odds ratio were reported.  

 

Additionally, composite violin-boxplot-mean plots were generated for each of the four 

parameters as described in Section 4.2.8. Finally, the totally number of seeds sown, versus 

emerged was calculated for each species to determine the % Emerge. For Alfalfa, as non-

emerged seeds were dug up and assessed for germination % Germ was also reported.  

 

4.2.10 Seed Treatment Application Method 

To assess the effects of application method on the seed treatment, the data from the experiment 

conducted in section 4.2.3.2 was combined with data on sprayed alfalfa from section 4.2.5, 

5.2.4.4 and data from seeds dipped by Rensong Liu. A total of 48 petri dishes of Alfalfa were 

subject to spraying and 46 Petri dishes of Alfalfa were subject to dipping, in each case half of 

which were treated and half controls.  The resulting aggregate data was assessed using the same 

methodology described in section 4.2.8 for effect of application method on RGI. As half of the 

dipped seeds were coated and half had the coating washed off, the effect of coating on RGI for 

dipped seeds was also assessed using the methodology from section 4.2.8. All sprayed seeds 

were coated.  
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To further assess the effects of treatment, data from dipped and sprayed seeds was separated and 

WMW U-Tests were run on each group to determine the effect of treatment on RGI, T50m, % 

Germ and CVt.  

 

While all the ‘Equinox’ Alfalfa seed used for spraying was coated, one experimental trial on 

uncoated ‘Grazeland’ Alfalfa was conducted with ten Petri dishes per condition, comparing the 

effects of dipping and spraying on germination, for treated and control seeds.  

 

‘Grazeland’ Alfalfa data was plotted and analyzed following the same methods as the ‘Equinox’ 

data above. 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Buffer (Acetate, Citrate, Phosphate) and pH (3.6 to 7.6) 

After 240 hours of continuous incubation at 10ºC in the dark, the germination of soaked wheat 

seeds in Petri Dishes showed variable germination responses depending on the pH, buffer used to 

prepare the solution used for soaking, and to a lesser extent, the presence or absence of seed 

treatment in the solution (Figure 4.1). To assess the response, mean RGI values, median RGI 

values and the distribution of RGI values were all considered. Mean and median RGI values 

were often considerably different, indicating that the data was skewed. As the WMW U-Test is 

not a measure of difference between mean, or median values, and instead tests for a significant 

shift in the distribution of the values between two groups, a visual representation of the data’s 

distribution is useful for understanding the results of the WMW U-tests. For this purpose, the 

violin plots were presented, along with the boxplot. The shaded region of the violin represents 

the entire range of RGI values present in the sample for a given condition. The total area for each 

shaded region is held constant, regardless of the number of observations — although for figures 

with multiple panels like Figure 4.1 the total area is not constant between panels. The width of 

the violin plot represents the proportion of observations that have RGI values in a given region. 

Coupled with the 0.25 and 0.75 inter-quartile ranges from the boxplot and the whiskers, the 

violin plot gives a complete picture of the dataset.  
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Both pH, and buffer had a significant effect on RGI p<0.05, while the effect of treatment on RGI 

was non-significant p>0.05 (Table A4). Specifically, the odds that a random seed soaked in a 

solution prepared with phosphate buffer had a lower RGI —faster, more uniform and more 

complete germination— compared to a random seed soaked in a solution prepared with citrate 

buffer was 1.96:1. The effect of pH was also significant, although the effect of pH on RGI was 

small, and as there was no-overlap between the pH range of the phosphate and citrate buffers it is 

difficult to differentiation the two effects. 

 

While the effect of treatment was non-significant, in general a seed that was soaked in a solution 

prepared with seed treatment, as opposed to solution of buffer alone had 1.39:1 odds of having a 

lower RGI value. These odds increased to 1.98:1 if the solution in question was prepared with 

pH 6.6 phosphate buffer (Table A4).  

 

The effect of treatment was most pronounced in solutions prepared with acetate buffer, instead of 

either phosphate or citrate, however acetate buffer on its own, especially at lower pHs inhibited 

germination, thus the experiments on acetate were terminated without replication (Figure 4.2). 

 

In general, soaking seeds in treatment solution increased % Germ across all pH-Buffer 

combinations, regardless of if mean or median % Germ was evaluated (Table 4.1). In contrast, 

the effect of treatment on T50m did not consistently vary with pH or Buffer, indeed, the reported 

effect of treatment frequently switched depending on if median T50m or mean T50m values 

were evaluated.  Only pH 3.6 Citrate and pH 6.6 Phosphate demonstrated any consistent 

enhancement of T50m for both median and mean values (Table 4.1). Furthermore, generally 

soaking in treatment solutions increased CVt, compared to pH-Buffer matched controls (Table 

4.1). This indicates treatment did not make germination more uniform regardless of the pH. 

 

Of the citrate and phosphate buffers tested, pH 6.6 treatment solution decreased RGI most 

compared to controls although this effect was not significant (Table A4). For this reason, pH 6.6 

with a phosphate buffer was selected as the optimal pH and buffer solution for future 

experiments.  
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4.3.2 H2O2:FeSO4 ratio (50:1, 100:1, 200:1) 

After 240 hours of continuous incubation at 10ºC in the dark, wheat seeds showed variable 

germination responses depending on the ratio of hydrogen peroxide to ferrous sulfate. Generally, 

all three ratios tested showed decreased RGI (enhanced germination) compared to controls 

(Table 4.2). However, mean, and median RGI values suggested different optimal treatments.  

 

The 100:1 ratio was used for all prior research on the seed treatment, and, as at the time of 

experimentation, decisions were being made based on % Germ, the 100:1 ratio was used going 

forward, despite 200:1 and 50:1 having lower median or mean RGI values. Insufficient data was 

collected for analysis; however, the discrepancies suggest an avenue for future investigation. 

  

4.3.3 Concentration Optimization 

Germination curves were generated for alfalfa, hybrid bromegrass, carrot, sainfoin and wheat to 

provide a visual representation of germination for control seeds and the best performing 

concentration of treatment solution, applied by spraying (Figure 4.3).  

 

Although caution should be exercised when considering germination curves due to the 

discrepancies highlighted in Chapter 3, in general the trend for the optimal treatment in each of 

the five species is faster initial germination, and for alfalfa, sainfoin and wheat a pronounced 

enhancement of germination capacity (Figure 4.3). 
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4.3.3.1 Alfalfa  

Alfalfa germination showed a differential germination response to seed treatment concentration. 

Comparing either median or mean RGI to controls, RGI values were lower for seeds treated with 

T20, T30 & T50 solutions (Figure 4.4). 

 

The general trend and best performing treatment concentration differ depending on if mean or 

median RGI values are considered. In general for median values, RGI seems to drop as 

concentration rises until T30, after which the median RGI values begin to rise. By comparison, 

with the exception of T40, mean RGI values decreased as concentration increased all the way to 

T50 (Figure 4.4). 

 

Thus, seeds treated with either T30 or T50 were compared to control seeds using the WMW U-

Test. In either case, the effect of treatment was not significant, p>0.05. However, of the two, the 

WMW odds ratio was higher for T50 treated seeds, 1.897:1 versus 1.627:1, which indicates that 

when a random data point was selected from the T50 data set, the RGI value was more likely to 

be smaller than a datapoint drawn from the control seeds, than if a data point was selected 

instead from the T30 distribution (Table A5). 

 

Thus, T50 was considered to be the optimal concentration for application to coated Alfalfa seeds 

via spraying. However, as RGI had not been developed when the decision of which treatment 

concentration was to be used going forward, and the mean (and median) MGT was lower for T30 

than T50 treated seeds, experiments on Alfalfa emergence used the T30 treatment solution 

(Table 4.3). 

 

Comparing the two treatments on germination speed, capacity, and uniformity, both T30 and T50 

treatments had faster mean/median T50m compared to control seeds, however the enhancement 

was more pronounced for seeds treated with T30 treatment solution than T50. In contrast, while 

once again both treatment solutions improved mean/median % Germ compared to controls, T50 

induced a more pronounced enhancement of germination capacity than T30 (Table 4.3). Neither 

of these trends demonstrates a linear relationship with treatment concentration. Finally, while 
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both T30 and T50 treated seeds germinated in a less uniform fashion than control seeds, the 

effect was less pronounced for seeds treated with a T50 solution.  

 

When data from subsequent Alfalfa germination experiments was included in the analysis, 

allowing for a larger data set of Control and T30 treated seeds, the effect of treatment was found 

to be significant p<0.05 (Figure 4.5 & Table A5).  

 

Comparing the two distributions for the larger control and T30 data sets, the violin plots show 

similar distributions, with a three lobed pattern in both cases. However, the controls seeds had a 

long tail of higher RGI values, and the entire distribution for T30 treated seeds had shifted 

downwards, indicating that the treated seeds were germinating better than controls (Figure 4.5). 

 

With the larger data set, T50m, and % Germ, were both enhanced by treatment but at the cost of 

germination becoming less uniform (CVt increased). These treatment effects are the same as 

those observed with the initial experimental data.    

 

Comparing the germination curves between Alfalfa T50 and controls, beginning at 48 hours, the 

treated seed petri dishes showed a small, but sustained increased in germination compared to 

controls which increased at 96 hours. Thus, there was an increase in both initial speed and 

capacity (Figure 4.3A).  
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4.3.3.2 Hybrid Bromegrass  

Hybrid Bromegrass germination had a concentration dependent response to the seed treatment. 

Seeds treated with concentrations between T20-T40 had enhanced germination compared to 

controls, whereas both T10 and T50 had impaired germination (Figure 4.6). The effect was more 

pronounced for seeds treated with the T20 treatment solutions, with the effect tapering off as the 

concentration continued to increase.  

 

Generally, all of the bromegrass data had a consistent skew, with elevated mean RGI values 

compared to median RGI values. This indicates distributions of RGI values were not evenly 

spread around the median, instead there was a cluster of values around the median, and then a 

much larger tail for high RGI values than low RGI values. This indicates there was a floor where 

a many seeds began to germinate (Figure 4.6).   

 

Comparing the RGI values of seeds sprayed with a control solution and those sprayed with the 

best performing treatment solution (T20), the effect of treatment was non-significant, p>0.05 

(Table A6). While the effect of the optimal treatment on germination was still positive, the effect 

was small, with only a 1.298:1 odds of the RGI value for a given Petri dish with seeds treated 

with T20 solution being lower than for a random Petri dish with control seeds (Table A6).    

 

Generally, for the treatment concentrations that enhanced germination, both mean/median T50m 

and % Germ were enhanced compared to controls, while CVt increased, indicating that the 

treatment decreased uniformity of germination (Table 4.4). 

 

Comparing the germination curves between T20 and controls, the T20 treated seeds showed a 

pronounced increase in germination at 120hrs, to which the control seeds eventually caught up 

by 216 hours (Figure 4.3B). This suggested for bromegrass, that the effect of treatment was 

primarily an enhancement in speed rather than capacity. However, the bromegrass seed tested 

already had a high germination capacity, >85% for controls.  
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4.3.3.3 Carrots 

The germination of carrot seeds showed a concentration dependent response to seed treatment. 

Germination was enhanced for treatment concentrations between T1 to T30, but it was impaired 

at T40 (Figure 4.7). The general trend was the RGI continued to decrease as concentration 

increased until T10, where RGI began to rise, before increasing to be higher than controls when 

seeds were sprayed with T40 treatment solution (Figure 4.7).  

 

Generally, unlike bromegrass, mean and median values were quite close for carrots, with only 

controls showing signs of skewed distribution, which is apparent in the long tail of the violin 

plot, compared to the much more compact distributions for all of the treated seeds (Figure 4.7). 

 

As the initial decision of what treatment to use for emergence experiments was made based on 

mean MGT, despite not being the best performing treatment, WMW U-Tests were performed 

comparing Control seeds to T30 treated seeds, in addition to the WMW U-Test performed 

comparing the best performing T10 treated seeds with controls. In both cases, the effect of 

treatment was significant p<0.05 (Table A7). With a random petri dish of T30 treated seeds 

having 4.439:1 odds of having a smaller RGI than a random Petri dish of control seeds. The 

effect was even more pronounced for T10 treated seeds with a WMW odds ratio of 6.271:1 

(Table A7).     

 

Generally, the primary effect of treatment was to enhance germination capacity, seeds treated 

with solutions with concentrations between T1 to T30 all had increased % Germ compared to 

controls (Table 4.5). By comparison, the effects of treatment on T50m and CVt were both more 

ambiguous, while mean T50m was faster for treated seeds than controls, for concentrations about 

T10, the median T50m was slower than controls. Uniformity did not vary much between treated 

and control seeds, but once again the general trend was a slight decline in uniformity of 

germination in treated seeds (Table 4.5). 

  

Comparing the germination curves for Carrot T10 and control seeds, the treated seeds established 

an early advantage in germination at 24 hours, which increased until 48 hours before the controls 

began to catch up (Figure 4.3C).  
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4.3.3.4 Sainfoin  

Sainfoin also had a concentration dependent germination response to the seed treatment solution, 

with median RGI values decreasing as treatment concentration increased (Figure 4.8). However, 

the mean RGI values for Controls, T40 and T50 treated seeds all showed signs of skewing 

upwards. Regardless, for mean and median RGI, the best performing treatment solution was T50 

(Figure 4.8).  

 

The effect of spraying T50 treatment solutions versus controls was non-significant p>0.05, 

although the odds of a random RGI value for seeds treated with T50 being lower than a random 

RGI value from control seeds was 1.627:1. This indicates that the trend for the effect of the 

treatment was an enhancement of germination, though not a significant one (Table A8). 

 

The same trends held true for sainfoin as in other species, where generally the treatment 

enhanced T50m and % Germ, while slightly reducing the uniformity —higher CVt values (Table 

4.6).  

 

Despite the lack of significant enhancement, comparing germination curves for T50 and control 

sainfoin seeds revealed that the treated seeds established a pronounced early advantage in 

germination at 96 hours, which persisted and increased over the course of the 528-hour 

experiment (Figure 4D). 
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4.3.3.5 Wheat 

In wheat the effect of the seed treatment on mean RGI was concentration dependent, though 

median RGI appeared to be concentration independent (Figure 4.9). Consequently, mean, and 

median RGI values are minimal at different treatment concentrations. 

 

Comparing the two candidate concentrations T20 and T30 to controls using WMW U-tests, in 

both cases the effect of treatment is non-significant p>0.05 (Table A9). However of the two, T30 
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has better odds of having a lower RGI than controls than T20 — 1.398:1 versus 1.285:1, 

respectively. As such T30 was selected as the optimal treatment concentration. Coincidently, this 

is the same concentration with the lowest mean MGT, thus T30 was actually the concentration 

used for emergence experiments (Table 4.7). 

 

Taking the aggregate data from all the later experiments using wheat seeds, a distribution was 

produced for both control and T30 treated seeds (Figure 4.10). While both distributions are 

similar, three lobes and a couple of higher outliers, the majority of RGIs for control seeds were 

around the same value, whereas RGI values were more evenly distributed between the three 

lobes for treated seeds (Figure 4.10). When the aggregate data was compared using a WMW U-

test, the effect of treatment was still non-significant, p>0.05, although the WMW odds ratio had 

increased to 2.056:1, indicating that the full data set suggested a stronger effect of treatment 

(Table A9). 

 

Unlike some of the other species, the effect of treatment on T50m was fairly weak, although 

generally, treatment still led to faster T50m values. Additionally, treatment tended to decrease 

the CVt values for wheat, indicating that the uniformity of germination was increased, contrary 

to the effects seen in other species. Finally, the % Germ was enhanced across all treatment 

concentrations above T10 (Table 4.7). These effects were consistent both with the partial and 

complete data sets (Table 4.7).    

 

Comparing the germination curves of T30 and the controls, control seeds initially germinated 

faster than treated seeds, showing slightly enhanced germination at 120 hours. However, T30 

seeds germinated at a higher rate than control seeds for all subsequent time points resulting in the 

T30 germination curve crossing the control germination curve at ~140 hours (Figure 4.3E). This 

is consistent with the relatively weak effect on germination speed but the pronounced effect on 

germination capacity.  
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4.3.4 Emergence & Biomass 

Although previous studies from our lab (Tanino et al. 2016) have shown an enhancement in 

biomass, especially root biomass, a common critique is that the treatment effect on biomass may 

be caused by advanced germination. To address that concern, biomass data was collected a fixed 

number of days post-emergence, thereby removing the effect of early emergence on biomass. 

 

4.3.4.1 Alfalfa 

Alfalfa (cultivar Equinox) sprayed with T30 seed treatment prior to planting in soil-less media 

showed a slight decrease in both shoot and root biomass fresh weight as well as root-shoot ratio, 

when harvested 8 days after emergence (Figure 4.11ABC).  

 

Although in some cases the mean and median values for biomass disagree as to the direction of 

the effect of treatment on biomass, MWM odds ratios were used as a tiebreaker, and the odds of 

a treated alfalfa plant having more shoot biomass than a control alfalfa plant were 0.922:1 (Table 

A10). Similarly, the odds of treated alfalfa having a larger root biomass were 0.867:1 (Table 

A10). The root to shoot ratio also was more likely to be smaller for treated plants than controls, 

WMW-odds 0.984:1. None of these effects on biomass were significant p>0.05. Thus for Alfalfa, 

the seed treatment effect on biomass is negligible, and if there is an effect once early emergence 

is accounted for, it is to slightly reduce biomass under the spraying application method.  

 

In contrast, the percentage of alfalfa seeds that successfully emerged increased from 66.56% of 

control seeds emerging to 68.75% emergence for treated seeds. When the seeds which failed to 

emerge were dug up, this effect was found to persist for germination, with 74.35% germination 

for controls and 75.98% germination for treated seeds.  

 

This increase in final emergence was also accompanied by a slight decrease in the time for 

emergence to occur, with treated seeds emerging faster than controls (Figure 4.11D). Evaluation 

with WMW U-Test showed the effect of treatment on emergence time to be non-significant 

p>0.05. However, the WMW odds ratio confirmed that treatment slightly increased the odds of 

an alfalfa seed emerging early. With a random treated seed having 1.159:1 odds of emerging 

earlier than a random control seed.  
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4.3.4.2 Carrot 

In contrast to Alfalfa, Carrots sprayed with T30 seed treatment prior to being grown in soil-less 

media showed a significant increase in both shoot and root fresh weight biomass harvested 22 

days after emergence p<0.05 (Figure 4.12AB, Table A11). The distribution of both shoot and 

root biomass was shifted upwards by the treatment. Treated plants had a 1.936:1 odds of having 

heavier shoot biomass fresh weight than controls, and a 1.962:1 odds of having heavier root 

biomass fresh weight than controls (Table A11). 

 

As these increases in biomass are more evenly distributed between shoot and root biomass, the 

effect on root-shoot ratio is less pronounced with a slight but non-significant increase in root-

shoot ratio p>0.05 (Figure 4.12C, Table A11).  

 

The effect of the treatment on emergence time was a slight, but significant enhancement in 

emergence speed for treated seeds p<0.05– the WMW odds ratio of treated seeds having a faster 

emergence time than controls is 1.680:1 (Figure 4.12D, Table A11). The effect on biomass is 

independent of this enhancement of germination time as the biomass was collected exactly 22 

days post-emergence.  

 

In addition to the effects on emergence speed, application of treatment also increases the 

emergence capacity of carrots, with only 78.24% of control seeds emerging, while 86.20% on 

treated seeds successfully emerged. Unlike alfalfa, percent germination was not assessed.  
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4.3.4.3 Wheat 

Wheat grown in soil-less media also showed an increase in fresh weight for both shoot and root 

biomass compared to controls when sprayed with a T30 treatment solution prior to sowing 

(Figure 4.13AB), although the effect of treatment was non-significant. Unlike carrot, the effect 

on biomass was more pronounced for the shoot than the root, with 1.595:1 odds of a random 

treated seed having enhanced shoot biomass compared to controls and 1.243:1 odds of treated 

seeds having an enhanced root biomass compared to controls (Table A12).  Despite the 

enhancement by treatment being more pronounced for shoot biomass than root biomass, the 

root:shoot ratio was also slightly increased for treated wheat compared to controls (Figure 

4.13C). The effect on root-shoot ratio was also non-significant p>0.05 (Table A12).  

 

As wheat was harvested exactly 7 days after emergence, before root binding in the wells could 

occur, the effect on fresh weight should be independent of the effect of treatment on emergence 

time. Like alfalfa, wheat showed a slight enhancement of emergence speed, with a random 

treated wheat seed having 1.098:1 odds of emerging before a random control seed, but this 

increase in emergence time was also not significant p>0.05 (Figure 4.13D, Table A12). 

 

Like Alfalfa and Carrot, treated Wheat seeds also emerged in greater numbers than controls. 

With 75.00% emergence for controls seeds compared to 78.81% emergence for treated seeds.  

 

4.3.5 Seed Treatment Application Method 

In terms of RGI, there was no significant difference between spraying and dipping p>0.05, 

although this does not account for any interactions between treatment and application method as 

all dipped seeds (control and treated) were compared to all sprayed seeds (Table A13). 

Additionally, though the effect was not significant, dipped seeds did have 1.668:1 odds of having 

a lower RGI than sprayed seeds. Comparing the distributions between sprayed and dipped seeds, 

the effect of treatment on RGI appeared to be more pronounced for dipped seeds, with a larger 

shift between the two distributions, however the variability in RGI was lower for sprayed seeds 

(Figure 4.14).  
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Looking at the component parameters that make up RGI, dipped seeds had a more pronounced 

enhancement of germination speed (T50m) than sprayed seeds, with seeds dipped in treatment 

having 11.618:1 odds of having a faster T50m than seeds dipped in buffer—a significant 

enhancement of germination speed p<0.05. By contrast, seeds sprayed with treatment only had 

1.941:1 odds of having a faster T50m than seeds sprayed with buffer —a non-significant 

enhancement in germination speed p>0.05 (Table 4.8, A14 & A15).   

 

Similar differences were observed for uniformity, measured by CVt where treated dipped seeds 

had 13.565:1 odds of having a lower CVt than controls —a significant enhancement of 

germination uniformity— while Alfalfa seeds sprayed with buffer had 0.536:1 odds of having a 

lower CVt than control —a non-significant reduction in uniformity p>0.05 (Table 4.8, A14 & 

A15). 

 

In contrast, Alfalfa seeds dipped in T30 treatment solution had 0.914:1 odds of having a higher 

% Germ —a non-significant reduction in germination capacity p>0.05— whereas seeds sprayed 

with T30 treatment solutions had 3.417:1 odds of having a higher % Germ than phosphate buffer 

sprayed controls —a significant increase in germination capacity p<0.05 (Table 4.8, A14 & 

A15).   

 

These individual differences in the component parameters also translated to a larger effect size 

for seeds that were dipped compared to sprayed seeds, with RGI having 8.054:1 odds of being 

lower for dipped-treated seeds than controls, while RGI only had 2.988:1 odds of being lower for 

spray-treated seeds than controls (Table 4.8). For both application methods, the effect of 

treatment on RGI was significant p<0.05 (Table A14 & A15).  

 

 Furthermore, there was no significant difference in RGI between Alfalfa seeds that were coated 

compared to those where the coating was washed off p>0.05 (Table A13). And the magnitude of 

that difference was small, with uncoated seeds having only 1.047:1 odds of having a lower RGI 

value than coated seeds (Table A13).   
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The response of ‘Grazeland’ alfalfa was markedly different from that of ‘Equinox’ (Figure 4.15). 

For dipped seeds, the responsiveness to treatment was reduced, while for sprayed seeds the 

treatment inhibited germination with the majority of the distribution of RGI values for treated 

seeds were higher than controls (Figure 4.15). 
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Comparing the mean, median and MWM odds values for RGI, T50m, % Germ and CVt, it was 

observed that for ‘Grazeland’ alfalfa the effects on each parameter were in the same direction as 

those in ‘Equinox,’ however the magnitude of the enhancements was reduced, and the magnitude 

of the inhibition of germination capacity was increased (Table 4.8 & 4.9). For dipped seeds, the 

effect of treatment on all parameters was non-significant p>0.05 (Table A16). By contrast, in 

sprayed ‘Grazeland’ the effect of treatment on all parameters was now an inhibition of desirable 

germination properties, with the effect of increasing RGI and reducing % Germ in particular 

being significant p<0.05 (Table 4.9 & Table A17).     
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 pH and Buffer Effect  

Generally, as pH increased, the RGI decreased. Seeds generally germinated faster, and 

germination capacity rose with increasing pH from acidic to neutral, however there was no 

apparent relationship between uniformity and pH. For both citrate and phosphate buffers, the 

relationship between pH and germination enhancement was weak (Figure 4.1, Table 4.1). 

 

In contrast, for the experiment conducted on acetate buffers, the relationship between pH and 

RGI was much stronger, with seeds soaked in pH 3.6 acetate buffer having much slower and 

more incomplete germination than pH 5.6 acetate buffer (Figure 4.2). This change was 

associated with an increase in acetic acid concentration (Table A3). Curiously, while germination 

is still inhibited for treated seeds at pH 3.6 in Acetate compared to Citrate buffer, the effect of 

treatment is much larger. There are two obvious hypotheses to explain this phenomenon. The 

first is that the treatment is simply more effective at lower pHs, the second is that it protected 

against the inhibiting effects of higher concentrations of acetic acid on seed germination.  

Treatment prepared with pH 3.6 Citrate buffer enhanced germination, while the same treatment 

prepared with pH 5.6 Citrate buffer inhibited germination. Thus, the second hypothesis —that 

treatment protects from the germination inhibiting effects of acetic acid— seems more likely 

given the difference in scale of the treatment effect between Citrate and Acetate buffers, 

although either is possible. 

  

Prior research found a concentration dependent effect of acetic acid (and other organic acids) on 

seed germination, with suitably low concentrations sometimes reported as useful for dormancy 

breaking, but higher concentrations demonstrating significantly impaired germination and 

seedling growth characteristics (Tunes et al. 2012, Janovicek et al. 1997, Cohn et al. 1987). 

Tunes et al. (2012) in particular studied the effect of acetic acid on wheat germination and 

seedling growth and reported as acetic acid concentration rose from 0 to 16mM, there was a 

significant reduction in shoot and root growth, with the effect on root growth being particular 

pronounced. While no significant effect on % Germ was reported for any of the concentrations 

tested, the trend was towards a reduction in germination capacity as acetic acid concentration 

rose (Tunes et al. 2012). Additionally, the highest concentration of acetic acid tested by their 
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group was 16mM, by comparison in our treatment, pH 3.6 acetate buffer had an acetic acid 

concentration of 46.3mM, pH 4.6 a concentration of 25.5mM and pH 5.6 a concentration of 

4.6mM. Thus, the concentrations of pH 3.6 & 4.6 where a pronounced inhibition of germination 

were observed in this study were subjected to acetic acid concentrations well above those tested 

by Tunes et al. (2012).   

 

Armstrong & Armstrong (2001) have shown that application of acetic acid to rice seedlings 

reduces lateral root formation by premature hardening of cell membranes and reduces the oxygen 

diffusion rate and the radial oxygen loss —a proxy measure of the oxygenation of the 

rhizosphere by rice and other semi-aquatic plants. They  hypothesized that the changes to cell 

membrane permeability prevented the diffusion of phytotoxic acetic acid further into the 

seedling. According to Allen & Allen (2020), the phytotoxic properties of acetic acid are directly 

related to the concentration of undissociated acetic acid, and increased dissociation by raising the 

pH protects against the inhibition of root growth. Given the de-oxygenating properties of acetic 

acid observed by Armstrong and Armstrong (2001), one possible reason for the treatment’s 

particular effectiveness coupled with acetate buffer is the production of oxygen during the 

Fenton reaction relieving the oxygen deficiency induced by the buffer.  However, while the 

effects on oxygen are likely one piece of the puzzle, another element may be the relative 

chelation properties of the three buffers.  

 

Research by Kishimoto et al. (2013) found the effectiveness of the Fenton reaction for treating 

wastewater was affected by the chelating properties of the buffer solution itself. In particular, 

Kishimoto et al. (2013) noted that effectiveness of the reaction (as measured by breakdown of 

another substance), dropped off as the pH rose. For oxalic acid and ethylene diameinetetraacetic 

acid (EDTA), this was associated with increased chelation and the ability of the buffer to form a 

more tightly associated complex with iron. It has long been hypothesized that chelators like 

oxalic acid inhibit the Fenton reaction by complexing with Fe (II) and making it less available 

for the reaction, however, Linxiang et al. (2009) have demonstrated this is not the case. The rate 

of reaction and associated production of radicals is unaffected by the presence and strength of the 

chelators, but what is affected is the quenching of the produced radicals (Linxiang et al. 2009). 
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This quenching is especially pronounced in the presence of Fe (II) and varies depending on the 

chelation properties of the buffer. 

 

So, how do Citrate, Phosphate and Acetate buffers compare? As both citrate and phosphate are 

buffers commonly used with Fenton reactions, Linxiang et al. (2009) calculated the 

concentration of citrate and phosphate required to quench 50% of the hydroxyl radicals produced 

by the Fenton reaction. For citrate, the concentration was 1.8mM, whereas for phosphate, the 

concentration was 10.0mM.  For acetate, there was no direct comparison available, however 

Hastrup et al. (2011) compared the effect of the Fenton reaction (produced using Fe (II) and 

hydrogen peroxide) on cotton cellulose depolymerization for solutions prepared with 10mM 

oxalic acid to solutions where a pH 4.2 acetate buffer was used instead. Hastrup et al. (2011) 

found when the Fenton reaction was prepared with acetate buffer, it was more than fifteen-fold 

more effective at depolymerizing cellulose at the same pH as the 10mM oxalic acid and was 

superior to oxalic acid solutions at all pHs tested. Oxalate was one of the compounds tested by 

Linxiang et al. (2009) who found a 1.2mM concentration was all that was required for 50% 

quenching. While the two experiments are not directly comparable, this would suggest for 

acetate buffer, which was 15x less inhibitory than oxalic acid, it is likely more comparable to 

phosphate than to citrate in terms of its effect on quenching (Hastrup et al. 2011, Linxiang et al. 

2009).  

 

These differences provide a compelling explanation for the differences observed in treatment 

response between citrate, acetate, and phosphate buffers. If reactive oxygen species (ROS) are 

being quenched rapidly in citrate buffer, compared to much slower quenching with phosphate 

and acetate buffers, then those radicals would have a lower ability to affect germination in 

citrate. This may explain why acetate and phosphate showed enhanced germination in response 

to the seed treatment whereas the effect was null or inhibited under citrate. Furthermore, this also 

allows us to explain the non-linear response to pH; the shift in response to pH between pH 5.6 

and 6.6 may be the result of different levels of ROS quenching between citrate and phosphate 

and not due to the shift in pH. Viewed from this perspective, the pH trends begin to make sense 

within each buffer’s response to the treatment.  
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Another potential quandary was that the radicals produced by the Fenton reaction have been 

shown to change as the pH rises, from hydroxyl radicals to various species of high valent iron 

complexed with oxygen (Bataineh et al. 2012, Lee et al. 2013, Lu et al. 2018).  Thus, the 

‘treatment’ composition might be changing due to the production of high valent iron species 

rather than super oxide radicals. However, for this experiment, this is likely a non-issue as Chen 

(2019) has shown phosphate buffer specifically impacts the production of radicals biasing the 

reaction towards hydroxyl radicals instead of high valent iron even at neutral pHs.  

 

For the experiments conducted, the best buffer was pH 6.6 phosphate, however the above results 

suggest that further experiments should be conducted on other buffers which are known to be 

non-reactive with iron, for example HEPES may more accurately determine which pH produces 

the optimal germination response without these confounding effects (Mohan 2003).  

 

Additionally, further experiments could be conducted on acetate buffer to determine if the 

enhancement of treatment response is associated with lower ROS quenching potential, or if there 

is a unique response induced by acetic acid that the treatment is protecting against, as ROS is a 

common response to a variety of abiotic stressors (Zandalinas et al. 2020, Choudhury et al. 2016, 

You & Chan 2015). Intriguingly, research on yeast has found that exposure to acetic acid 

promotes the activity of super oxide dismutase, which catalyzes the conversion of superoxide 

radicals to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, indicating that acetic acid stress may actually provoke 

a specific alteration of ROS homeostasis (Martani et al. 2013). 

 

Even if phosphate buffer is chosen going forward, to reduce the cost of the seed treatment, the 

concentration might be reduced, since at the concentrations used for these experiments, some 

quenching behaviour is expected. Thus, by reducing the concentration of buffer, we expect that a 

similar response can be induced with less hydrogen peroxide and iron as the effective dose can 

be kept constant due to the decline in quenching. Another possible solution is to use water, 

instead of a buffer, although given the acidic nature of the treatment solution, a base might need 

to be added to bring the resulting solution to an optimal pH.         
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4.4.2 Concentration Trends 

While responses varied by species, the general trend —with the occasional outlier— is towards a 

U-shaped response curve to treatment concentration. RGI decreased as treatment concentration 

increased, indicating faster, more uniform, more complete germination, until reaching an optimal 

concentration; thereafter, as concentration rose so did RGI. That said, there was typically an 

initial inhibition of germination, where the weakest concentrations tested had higher RGIs than 

the controls before the enhancement in germination occurred with increasing concentrations. 

Given that the treatment consists of an external application of reactive oxygen species, this U-

shaped curve may be a reflection of the oxidative window for germination hypothesis proposed 

by Bailly et al. (2008).  

 

Bailly et al. (2008) described ROS as an enhancer of germination, under the stipulation it is 

present at the appropriate amount. Too much ROS, and oxidative damage occurs, resulting in the 

breakdown of lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids. But when the ROS levels are optimal, protein 

oxidation, gene expression, hormone signaling, and calcium movements all induced by ROS 

promote germination. Bailly et al. (2008) also suggest that when insufficient ROS is present, 

these necessary functions cannot occur, thereby preventing the seed from germination and 

suggest it is one of the many seed dormancy factors. While this oxidative window for 

germination does provide an explanation for the U-shaped response to increasing concentrations 

of ROS, it does not explain why the low levels of treatment might have impaired germination 

compared to controls. The presence of those low levels of ROS should push the seed towards the 

oxidative window for germination compared to controls. The answer to this seeming paradox 

may lie in the role ROS signaling plays in seed germination. ROS is particularly important as a 

means of integrating environmental signals (Bailly 2019). Consequently for crop species that are 

adapted to the growing conditions in Saskatchewan where spring can be unpredictable, it is 

important not to germinate prematurely, thus an inadequate level of ROS may signal to the seed 

that the environmental conditions are not yet right for germination. In contrast, a sufficiently 

large ROS signal induces a self-sustaining elevation of ROS at a level appropriate to trigger 

important cellular events associated with germination (Bailly 2019). Ergo, beyond just 

dormancy, a sudden low-level increase in ROS, either exogenously applied or endogenous may 

inhibit seed germination, which explains the general trend observed in this study.   
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These concentration dependent differences were often quite small, especially when compared to 

the overall range of RGI values observed for each concentration. This indicates the effect of 

treatment on the RGI of a sample of seeds is likely smaller than the natural variance in RGI due 

to variability in the seeds.  

 

While the distributions could vary, especially where an outlying high or low RGI value was 

present, generally the shape of the distributions was similar. This is especially apparent when 

considering the aggregate data presented in Figure 4.5 and 4.10.  While the magnitude of the 

various peaks varied, they shared similar patterns where the width of the violin plots increased 

and decreased across a similar number of lobes, which indicates that distributions are 

fundamentally similar and that the effect was to shift the RGI in a uniform fashion indicating a 

linear improvement in germination.  

 

4.4.3 Seed Treatment Guidelines by Species 

One of the goals of this research was to develop treatment guidelines for alfalfa, hybrid 

bromegrass, carrot, sainfoin and wheat. However, due to issues determining the optimal pH and 

buffer outlined above, the resulting recommendations may not represent the true optimal 

formulation of the buffer for the species and cultivar in question.  

 

Additionally, optimal treatment concentration was originally determined by comparing MGTs 

between the various conditions, however, MGT provides an incomplete picture of germination, 

particularly where enhancements in germination capacity are concerned (Chapter 3). As such, 

several subsequent experiments were performed using treatment concentrations which were later 

realized to be sub-optimal with the subsequent development of the RGI. For the purposes of this 

chapter, the optimal treatment based on RGI is presented as a recommendation, but not all 

experiments were conducted using the described treatment.  

 

For the optimal concentration on all five species tested, there was an initial enhancement in 

germination, corresponding to a faster T50m. In alfalfa, sainfoin and wheat, the treatment also 

resulted in a trend towards a clear enhancement in overall germination capacity (Figure 4.3). 
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Notably, the seed lots tested of sainfoin and wheat have relatively poor germination capacity, 

even control alfalfa had relatively lower germination capacity compared to hybrid bromegrass 

and carrot. Thus, the treatment effect on germination capacity may depend on the overall 

germination capacity of the seed lot, with seeds which exhibit higher germination capacity 

having less treatment induced enhancement. More specifically, this difference likely reflects a 

change in the population of seeds which fail to germinate. For seedlots with a relatively high 

final germination percent, seeds which fail to germinate may predominantly be non-viable, 

whereas for seed lots with lower final germination percentages a greater proportion of those non-

germinated seeds may actually still be viable but failed to germinate regardless. This population 

of viable but non-germinated seeds is the pool of seeds which the treatment can act on to 

increase germination capacity. To confirm this, future research could be conducted using a 

simple tetrazolium chloride test for seed viability to confirm that the differences in response, in 

terms of germination capacity, reflect a change in the number of viable non-germinated seeds.    

 

The results of Sakyi-Quartey (2020) on the seed treatment seem to confirm this hypothesis. In 

Sakyi-Quartey (2020), the oat cultivars ‘Dancer’ and ‘Minstrel’ and the barley cultivars 

‘Copeland’ and ‘Kindersley’ were all artificially aged for 30 days while % Germ and Viability 

were measured over time. For ‘Dancer’, ‘Minstrel’ and ‘Copeland’, the decrease in viability over 

time was predominately linear. In contrast for ‘Kindersley’, the viability followed a reverse-

sigmoid function, with a rapid decline in viability (Sakyi-Quartey, 2020). Each of these cultivars 

was treated with the same Hydrogen Peroxide-Ferrous Sulfate seed treatment used in this paper, 

and interestingly after 8 days of aging, all cultivars except ‘Kindersley’ had significantly 

enhanced final % Germ compared to controls (Sakyi-Quartey, 2020). This seems to confirm the 

treatment’s ability to enhance germination capacity is dependent on a pool of viable but non-

germinating seeds.  

 

In terms of actual recommendations, for ‘Equinox’ Alfalfa, the best performing treatment 

concentration was T50. In this case both median and mean pointed to different conclusions, with 

the tie breaker of WMW odds ratio indicating the effect size of T50 compared to controls was 

greater than T30. With that said, while there does seem to be a general trend towards RGI 

decreasing as treatment concentration rises, there is a discrepancy with T40, which has much 
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higher RGI values. This may indicate that T30 is actually the optimal treatment especially when 

the skew between the mean and median are compared.  T30’s mean is higher than the median 

suggesting the RGI values may be skewed high, and for T50, the mean is less than the median 

suggesting the values may be skewed low (Figure 4.4).  

 

Regardless, focusing on MGT originally suggested that T30 was the optimal concentration so 

additional concentrations were not considered. However, to confirm the trend, additional 

concentrations higher than T50 should be tested to confirm if increasing concentrations 

continued to result in lower RGI values or if for higher concentrations RGI increased. 

 

For hybrid bromegrass, the best performing treatment based on mean and median RGI was T20, 

although the effect size compared to controls was quite low, in part likely due to the relatively 

high germination capacity of the seed (Figure 4.6).  

 

For ‘Nantes’ Carrot, there was a strong U-shaped curve, with T10 having the lowest mean and 

median RGI (Figure 4.7). Unlike the other four species tested, there was no indication that carrot 

had a negative response to low treatment concentrations. Similar to Alfalfa, based on mean 

germination time, T30 was the selected optimal treatment condition, however, T10 was 

definitely the recommended concentration for spraying for optimal germination enhancement 

based on RGI.  

 

For Sainfoin, like Alfalfa, the RGI response to treatment concentration seemed to increase as 

concentration rose straight through to T50.  Therefore, that was the preliminary recommended 

concentration. However, further testing on higher concentrations is required.  

 

Finally, for wheat there was once again a U-shaped treatment response, with either T20 or T30 

having the lowest RGI depending on if mean or median RGI were considered.  T30 had a higher 

WMW odds ratio, indicating it had a higher probability of a lower RGI than controls compared 

to T20.  Thus, T30 was the recommended concentration for spraying for ‘CDC Utmost’ Wheat.  
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4.4.4 Emergence & Accounting for Advanced Germination  

When ‘Equinox’ Alfalfa sprayed with a T30 treatment solution or a pH 6.6 phosphate buffered 

controls was planted and grown out in potting mix under conditions which mimic spring 

conditions, there was a slight enhancement in emergence speed and germination capacity. These 

differences were less pronounced than those observed for the same treatment in Petri dishes 

(Table 4.3C, Figure 4.5). In Petri dishes, T30 treatment solution increased % Germ from ~77% 

in control seeds to ~85% in treated seeds, whereas in potting mix the increase in % Emerge for 

treated seeds was only from ~66% to ~68%. This does not reflect a failure of treated seeds to 

emerge however, since when the wells were dug out to calculate the % Germ it was discovered 

that ~76% of treated seeds had germinated compared to ~74% of control seeds. Thus, the reason 

the effect on % Emerge was lower than the enhancement in germination capacity in Petri dishes 

was that the effect of treatment on germination capacity was reduced in soilless mix.  

 

As discussed previously, there is evidence to suggest for Alfalfa that T50 or higher treatment 

concentrations may actually be optimal for germination enhancement, as such it possible that a 

greater effect would have been observed with the appropriate treatment. However, when 

comparing the response to the same treatment concentration (T30) in both Petri dishes it does 

seem that the treatment response is blunted in soilless mix for Alfalfa. 

 

To account for the enhancement of germination speed, each Alfalfa plant was harvested eight 

days after it emerged. At this point the roots had not yet become pot bound, which was a 

limitation on root growth in prior experiments that made it difficult to assess the differences in 

growth between treated and control plants (Tanino 2016). For Alfalfa, when the effects of faster 

germination were removed, the shoot and root growth appeared to be the same between treated 

and controls or even slightly impaired for treated seedlings compared to their age matched 

controls. This is contrary to previous experiments from our lab which found that the treatment 

enhanced root biomass.  

 

In contrast to Alfalfa, the response of ‘Nantes’ Carrot to treatment in soilless mix was quite 

pronounced, with clear upward shifts in shoot and root fresh weight. Unlike Alfalfa where the 

effect on emergence time was non-significant, treatment significantly enhanced emergence time 
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in carrots. Furthermore, carrot % Emerge was also enhanced at higher levels than the treatment 

induced enhancement of % Germ observed in Petri dishes. This suggested the enhancement of 

seedling vigour may also have improved carrot ability to successfully emerge, above and beyond 

simply enhancing germination capacity.  

 

Even accounting for the earlier emergence time, both shoot and root fresh weight were 

significantly higher for treated seeds compared to controls, indicating the effect of treatment in 

carrot not only enhanced germination but also increased subsequent growth rate in carrots.  

 

Even though the treatment concentration may have been sub-optimal (T30 instead of T10), the 

enhancement of fresh weight and emergence for carrots suggested the treatment may have 

promising application in carrots, which are sold by fresh weight. Thus, treatment may directly 

increase yield, as a similar iron pyrite treatment has been shown to do. In field studies, iron 

pyrite seed treatment enhanced final carrot root yield by 19% (Das et al. 2016), which is similar 

to the 23% enhancement in total root fresh weight observed in our study between treated and 

controls after 22 days in this experiment. 

 

Finally, wheat response was intermediate of that observed in alfalfa and carrot, with shoot and 

root fresh weight, emergence time and root-shoot ratio all following the same positive trends as 

carrots. However, the magnitude of these effects was small and as such non-significant. As in 

Alfalfa, the effect on emergence was less pronounced than the effect on germination capacity 

reported in Petri dishes.  

 

Of note, the germination capacity in initial experiments was ~50%, while the percent emergence 

was closer to 75%, but this is not a discrepancy. The Petri dish experiments were conducted with 

older seed, of which insufficient supply was available for the emergence experiments. This shift 

to fresher seed is one potential reason for the drop in effect size in terms of enhancing total 

emergence, as the fresher seed likely had a small proportion of viable non-germinating seeds.  

 

Overall, the experiments revealed the effect of the treatment on subsequent growth may be 

species dependent, as carrot and wheat both trended towards enhanced growth, while alfalfa did 
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not. For both wheat and carrot, the effects of the treatment in soil-less mix mirror what was 

observed in Petri dishes where an enhancement in germination was observed, but this 

enhancement was only significant for carrot (Table A7, A9 & A11-A12). 

 

The greater puzzle was Alfalfa, where a significant effect of treatment was observed in petri-

dishes but was reduced in soil-less mix and resulted in no-enhancement of growth. One probable 

explanation was the presence of the seed coating. While the seed coating was present for both 

Petri dish and soil-less mix experiments, it does act a barrier between the treatment and the seed. 

For seeds germinated in petri-dishes, there was little in the external environment that would 

interact with the seed treatment. In contrast, the soil-less mix consisted of organic material that 

may be oxidized by the residual seed treatment present on the outside of the seed coating, 

perhaps reducing the effective dose to the seed due to changes in redox potential prior to 

penetrating the seed coating. To test this hypothesis, in a future study ‘Equinox’ seeds with the 

coating removed should be grown in soilless mix to see if the treatment effect more closely 

resembles the observed effect in petri-dishes. A drop in dose is potentially deleterious as the 

experiment in Petri-dishes showed that lower doses could impair germination compared to 

controls.  

     

4.4.5 Application Method 

Both dipped and sprayed seeds had a significantly lower RGI value for treated seeds than 

controls, however the response of dipped seeds to treatment was more pronounced than for spray 

treatment. As there was no significant effect of application method on RGI, when testing all 

seeds (control and treated as a single group), the observed difference in response to treatment is 

entirely due to the interaction between treatment and application method.  

 

Specifically, when each of the individual components that constitute RGI were compared, it 

became evident that the application method did affect how a seed responded to treatment. 

Notably, seeds treated by dipping had a large —and significant— enhancement of germination 

speed and uniformity, while the effect on germination capacity was non-existent or negative 

(Table A14). By contrast for sprayed seeds, there was a small enhancement in germination time, 

a large increase in germination capacity, and a decrease in uniformity. 
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Why is there a large difference in the effect of treatment based on application methods? There 

are several probable reasons. Firstly, dipped seeds receive the same dose of treatment. In 

contrast, while the treatment distribution on seeds based on spraying appears to be relatively 

uniform (Figure A1), the amount of treatment each seed is exposed to is not identical. These 

small differences in amount of treatment on each seed could have a disproportionate impact on 

the uniformity of germination.  Treated seeds respond to the true dose to which they were 

exposed, while the control seeds have a comparatively more uniform response as there is no dose 

variation to affect uniformity. Secondly, the process of spraying the seeds involved a physical 

vortexing process where the seeds collide in the tube.  These collisions may result in abrasions 

that break down the seed coat and enhance germination, as Mostafa (Unpublished 

Communication), have shown one of the primary mechanisms of seed treatment action is to 

weaken the seed coat. Thus, physical scarification may improve both treated and control 

germination and partially mask the effect of the seed treatment. A subsequent experiment 

conducted in Chapter 5 showed that while there was no significant difference in seed coat 

damage after spraying between treated and control seeds, there was a significant increase in 

damage between sprayed and un-sprayed seeds, which would seem to support this hypothesis. 

Interestingly, when comparing dipped to sprayed control, both T50m and % Germ were similar, 

the main difference was that the control sprayed seeds had higher uniformity. This may have 

been the effect of abrasion allowing the seeds to have more synchronous germination. Physical 

damage to, or removal of the outer layers of the seed has been shown to synchronize 

germination. Bhatt et al. (2019) found mechanical removal of the perianth significantly increased 

germination synchrony in two species of desert perennials. In two separate papers Regnier 

(2020a, b), observed a similar trend of scarification improving synchronicity for Samanea 

tubulosa and Cassia ferruginea.  

 

Another interesting piece of evidence comes from a comparison of ‘Grazeland’ Alfalfa and its 

response to spraying and dipping. Notably the ‘Grazeland’ seed had no coating pre-applied. The 

effect size of treatment on RGI for the dipping method was lower than ‘Equinox’, indicating a 

cultivar dependent effect on response, potentially requiring treatment concentration to be 

optimized for each cultivar. The more interesting result was the effect of treatment on sprayed 
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‘Grazeland’ seed. Unlike dipped seeds, the response to treatment for sprayed ‘Grazeland’ seeds 

was a strong inhibition of germination. Particularly, a strong -significant- inhibition of % Germ, 

completely opposite of the effect of treatment in sprayed ‘Equinox’ alfalfa.  

 

Now it is impossible to say definitively without additional experimentation, but the two main 

differences between sprayed ‘Grazeland’ and sprayed ‘Equinox’ are the cultivar and the presence 

of a seed coating. Given there was no inhibition of germination for dipped ‘Grazeland’, it would 

seem to suggest that absence of seed coating must explain this atypical response.  

 

For dipped Equinox, both coated and uncoated seeds were tested with no significant effect of 

coating, however for spraying only coated seeds were ever tested. It is likely the seed coating 

provided some level of protection from the abrasion and collisions experienced during the 

vortexing process and in the absence of a coating, the seed may have had more severe damage. 

These wounds and abrasions may then trigger an endogenous production of ROS, which is a 

well-established wound response phenotype (Prasad et al. 2020, Savatin et al. 2014, 

Beneloujaepharjri et al. 2013, Leon et al. 2001). Thus, with the addition of exogenous ROS, the 

levels of ROS in uncoated seeds that experience more damage, may be in excess of optimal 

levels required for germination and cause oxidative damage, resulting in inhibited germination.  

 

Regardless of the cause of these differences, it is apparent that dipping and spraying seeds with 

the exact same concentration of seed treatment are not equivalent treatments and should not be 

treated as such. This result is consistent with research conducted by Riccioni et al. (2019) who 

found when treating pea seeds with essential oils, the treatment was more effective when applied 

via immersion than by spraying. Intriguingly however, Riccioni et al. (2019) did note that while 

spraying was less effective than immersion under laboratory conditions, in their field trials, the 

sprayed seeds actually outperformed the seeds treated by immersion, which is potentially fruitful 

avenue for future experimentation on the seed treatment.  

 

4.5 Conclusion & Connection to the Next Study 

 We have determined the optimal concentration of seed treatment for each of the five species of 

interest and confirmed that the treatment could in fact increase biomass independently of 
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speeding germination, at least in carrots. Thus, the intention was to use those optimal 

concentrations to determine the mechanism of action. However, as RGI was not developed when 

the mechanistic experiments of Chapter 5 were begun, and decisions were made using MGT 

instead, the subsequent experiments with alfalfa made use of the wrong concentration. Moreover, 

we have demonstrated that spraying and dipping/soaking are not comparable treatments, and thus 

to accurately assess the mechanism based on the prior research conducted in our lab the 

experiments should be conducted by dipping or soaking. However as with concentration, this 

discovery was made too late for most of the experiments to be adjusted and as such most of the 

experiments used spraying, and insufficient samples sizes to detect the desired effects. Thus, the 

experiments of Chapter 4, highlight the mistakes made in the design of the experiments for 

Chapter 5. In Chapter 5, the treatment application method will be highlighted for each 

experiment and caution should be taken in relating the results between experiments with 

different treatment application methods as these treatments may not be directly comparable.  
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5.  DETERMINING THE SEED TREATMENT MECHANISM OF ACTION 

5.1 Introduction 

While the observation of phenotypic changes induced by the catalytic seed treatment are 

interesting, these observations leave several unanswered questions; namely, how does the 

treatment induce these changes to germination, and by what means does a single application of a 

seed treatment induce long lasting increases to biomass? 

 

Fortunately, several recent studies have been conducted on hydrogen peroxide and iron-based 

seed treatments which provide insight into potential mechanisms by which this catalytic 

treatment may function (Boutchuen et al. 2019, Maswada et al. 2018, Das et al. 2016, Dhulgande 

et al. 2016, Wojtyla et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 2014, Barba-Espin et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2010, 

Rosner et al. 2003, Narimanov et al. 2000). The first question this raises however, is if hydrogen 

peroxide and iron can both be used independently as germination enhancing seed treatments, 

does the catalytic seed treatment, which combines both, improve upon the effectiveness of either 

treatment alone? It has been well established that the combination of hydrogen peroxide and 

ferrous sulfate undergoes the Fenton-like reaction wherein hydroxyl or Fe (IV) oxidants are 

formed, as such it is expected that having undergone this Fenton-like reaction the catalytic seed 

treatment should induce as different response than either component alone (Chen 2019, 

Ebrahiem 2017, Kishimoto et al. 2013, Barbusinski 2009, Linxiang et al. 2009). Certainly, the 

research conducted by Mostafa et al. (2020 & 2018), indicates that seeds treated with catalytic 

seed treatment outperform those treated with hydrogen peroxide alone, however a comparison to 

ferrous sulfate alone was not performed. As such, this paper explored the differences in response 

for seeds treated with ferrous sulfate, hydrogen peroxide and the catalytic seed treatment.  

 

Of course, hydrogen peroxide treatment and iron are not the only germination enhancing seed 

treatments, another common treatment used to enhance germination and improve stress 

resistance is osmopriming (Chen & Arora 2013 & 2011). One of the pronounced responses to 

seed osmopriming is the decrease in expression of the ROS scavengers superoxide dismutase 
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(SOD), and catalase (CAT), and the increase of hydrogen peroxide scavenger ascorbate 

peroxidase (APX) (Chen & Arora 2011). These changes point to the general importance of ROS 

regulation during germination and suggest that there may be a common mechanism shared 

between the various germination enhancing seed treatments, especially since the research of 

Barba-Espin et al. (2010) found a similar pattern of decreased SOD and CAT expression while 

APX expression rose in response to a hydrogen peroxide seed treatment. 

 

Given the diverse roles of ROS in plants, it is expected that the effects of the catalytic seed 

treatment cannot be distilled down to a single effect (Bailly 2019, Mhamdi & Breusegem 2018, 

Kumar et al. 2015, El-Marrouf-Bouteau & Bailly 2008). To this end, the impacts of the treatment 

were partitioned into three broad categories: physical effects, biochemical effects and hormonal 

effects and experiments were designed to test the influence of the catalytic seed treatment on 

responses within each category. Several responses were assessed for each category that were 

considered probable mechanisms of action of the seed treatment based on preexisting research, 

with the end goal of piecing together a picture of the various mechanisms which occurred 

simultaneously in response to the seed treatment and produced the previously reported 

improvements to germination and root growth induced by the catalytic seed treatment (Mostafa 

et al. 2020, 2018, Tanino et al. 2016).  

 

Specifically, these experiments build on prior research on the effect of hydrogen peroxide on 

seed coat integrity, ROS localization, effects on ABA catabolism, and links to NO signaling 

(Wojtyla et al. 2016, Barba-Espin et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2010, Muller et al. 2009, Lizkay et al. 

2004, Rosner et al. 2003, Schopfer et al. 2002, Narimanov et al. 2000). Similarly, we are 

building on the prior research on iron-based seed treatments by assessing the effects on starch 

mobilization and root growth (Boutchuen et al. 2019, Maswada et al. 2018, Das et al. 2016, 

Dhulgande et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 2014). Given the ability of the Fenton reaction to 

produce oxygen and prior research showing that the treatment raises dissolved oxygen levels, the 

effects of the catalytic treatment on oxygen availability to the seed were also studied (Olkowski 

et al. 2014, Buda et al. 2003). Furthermore, given the extensive links between the roles of 

ethylene and ABA during germination, the effects of treatment on ethylene response mutants was 

explored (Arc et al. 2013).  
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To investigate these mechanisms, with the goal of establishing a clear picture of how the 

catalytic seed treatment functions, experiments were conducted using alfalfa, Arabidopsis, and 

wheat.  

 

5.2 Materials and Methods  

5.2.1 Seed Varieties, Cultivars and Mutants 

Seeds from alfalfa (Medicago sativa) ‘Equinox’ (harvested 2018), wheat (Triticum aestivum) 

‘CDC Utmost’ (harvested 2017, University of Saskatchewan) and several Arabidopsis thaliana 

‘Columbia’ mutants were used for experiments in this section as outlined below.  

 

The following Arabidopsis mutants and controls were used: ‘Columbia’ control (harvested 2018, 

Iwate University, Japan), Ethylene Insensitive Protein 2 mutant (ein2-1, harvested 2016, Iwate 

University, Japan), Ethylene Receptor 1 mutant (etr1-1, harvested 2017), ‘Columbia’ (harvested 

2019, University of Saskatchewan), cyp707a1, (harvested 2020, University of Saskatchewan), 

cyp707a2, (harvested 2020, University of Saskatchewan) and cyp707a3, (harvested 2020, 

University of Saskatchewan). The alfalfa was generously donated by Dr. Biligetu’s lab at the 

University of Saskatchewan. Ethylene mutants were sourced from Dr. Abidur Rahman’s lab at 

Iwate University along with the 2018 ‘Columbia’, while ABA mutants and the 2019 ‘Columbia’ 

were ordered from TAIR, genotyped by Sheng Wang, and grown out for harvest.   

 

5.2.2 Effects of Individual Seed Treatment Components  

Many experiments have been conducted on the effect of hydrogen peroxide alone on seed 

germination (Barbra-Espin et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2010). Which begs the question, how does the 

Hydrogen Peroxide-Ferrous Sulfate differ from a pure hydrogen peroxide treatment? To 

determine the relative effect of individual seed treatment components on germination, 0.5g of 

wheat seed was sprayed and germinated according to the methods described previously (Section 

4.2.3 & 4.2.4). The seeds were treated with either a pH 6.6, 0.1M phosphate buffer, a buffered 

0.0174M Ferrous Sulfate solution, a buffered 1.740M Hydrogen Peroxide solution or buffered 

T30 treatment solution. After 240 hours, the RGI and component parameters were calculated 
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according the formulas in Table 3.5. Three Petri dishes were prepared for each condition with 

~20 seeds per dish and the experiment was replicated 3 times.  

 

5.2.3 Physical Effects  

5.2.3.1 Seed Coat Breakdown 

Prior research on the Hydrogen Peroxide-Ferrous Sulfate seed treatment by Kamal Mostafa, 

(unpublished presentation) found that the treatment functioned in part by weakening the seed 

coat. Given that scarification or weakening of the seed coat can enhance germination, this raised 

concerns that damage to the seed coated suffered during spraying treatment (Section 4.2.3) could 

mask the effectiveness of the seed treatment due to the physical abrasion of the seed coat in 

controls (Schellenberg and Biligetu 2015).  To assess the effect of vortexing on the seed coat 

(testa) and determine if there was an interaction with treatment, alfalfa seeds were imaged after 

spraying according to the procedure from Section 4.2.3. Prior to image acquisition, the fungicide 

was washed off the testa.  Subsequently, images of alfalfa were examined for traces of seed coat 

damage under a Leica dissecting scope at 2.5x magnification. Thirty-one seeds from each 

condition were rated on a four-point scale: No Damage, Incidental Damage, Moderate Damage 

or Severe Damage. Seeds were scored as having No Damage if there were no visible marks or 

scratches on the seed coat. Seeds were scored as having Incidental Damage if any damage to the 

seed coat was observed that did not penetrate the testa. Seeds were scored as having Moderate 

Damage if any damage visibly penetrated the testa but did not affect the underlying cotyledon or 

embryo. Finally, seeds were scored as having Severe Damage if any damage was observed that 

affected the cotyledon, embryo, or the entire seed coat. This scale was standardized by selecting 

a sample seed from each category and using it as a baseline for scoring. 

 

To accurately determine if vortexing itself affected the seed coat, 25 seeds had their fungicide 

coating removed by washing under continuously flowing distilled water until the blue coating 

could no longer be observed and the seed coats were imaged with no additional treatment.  

 

The resulting ordinal data was analyzed using WMW U-tests to assess if there was a difference 

between treated and control seeds after spraying, and if there was a significant shift in seed coat 
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damage for the group of sprayed seeds compared to untreated seeds where the fungicide was 

washed off. 

 

5.2.3.2 Seed Coat Weakening  

The catalytic seed treatment was originally being evaluated by Andrew Olkowski and Bernard 

Laarveld as a means to more efficiently break down manure and was found to target lignin with 

its aromatic rings.  Consequently, it was postulated the treatment should affect the integrity of 

the testa for more rapid germination (Tanino et al. 2016, Olkowski et al., 2014). For this 

experiment, the cracking of the testa at 48 hours was used as a proxy to assess the treatment’s 

effect on seed coat integrity.  For this purpose, images of 48 hour old alfalfa seedlings from 

Section 5.2.4 were scored on a three point scale based on damage to the seed coat according to a 

scoring of, Limited, Moderate, or Extensive damage as detailed below.  

 

Seedlings were scored as Limited if the only visible disruption to the seed coat was at the site of 

radicle emergence. Seedlings were scored as Moderate if there were small cracks in the seed 

coat, away from the site of radicle emergence. Finally, seedlings were scored as Extensive if 

there were large rents or tears in the seed coat.  

 

The resulting ordinal data was analyzed using a WMW U-Test. 

 

5.2.4 Biochemical Effects 

5.2.4.1 Starch Breakdown 

Experiments on an iron pyrite seed treatment found that it functions by generating hydrogen 

peroxide, which along with the iron, catalyzes a non-enzymatic breakdown of starch in the seed 

(Das et al. 2016, Srivastatva et al. 2014). This property of hydrogen peroxide and iron was also 

observed by Brown (1936). This non-enzymatic breakdown of starch was evidenced by an 

increase in reducing sugars in the leachate, resulting in faster germination and growth (Das et al. 

2016, Srivastatva et al. 2014). Consequently, it was posited that the Hydrogen Peroxide-Ferrous 

Sulfate seed treatment may act in a similar fashion.   
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In order to assess the induction of non-enzymatic breakdown of starch by the seed treatment, 20 

wheat seeds were sprayed (Section 4.2.2, 4.2.3) with either a T30 treatment solution or a pH 6.6 

phosphate buffer control solution control. After spraying, the seeds were placed in distilled water 

and left to soak for 4 hours. After 4 hours the leachate was collected, and Benedict’s Solution 

was used to test for the presence of reducing sugars.  Benedict’s solution was prepared with 

10mL dH2O, 1g Sodium Carbonate, 1.73g Potassium Citrate and 0.173g Cupric Sulfate * 5H2O.  

2mL of Benedicts solutions was added to 1mL of leachate and the resulting solution was heated 

for 3 minutes in a boiling water bath. For standardization, a 1% sucrose solution with 100µL of 

0.1M HCL was heated and subjected to the same test. This experiment was conducted three 

times (Aryal 2019). 

 

5.2.4.2 Oxygen Availability 

Observation of the seed treatment during formulation revealed the generation of many bubbles. 

Given the ease by which hydrogen peroxide can generate oxygen, and the results of prior 

research, it was posited that one of the modes of action for the seed treatment was to increase the 

oxygen availability during germination (Olkowski et al. 2014). There is a dearth of research on 

the effects of anoxia and hypoxia on seed germination and photomorphogenesis (Ray et al. 2016, 

Abbas et al. 2015, Tang et al. 2014, Hoang et al. 2013, Power & Fonteyn 1995, Gay et al. 1991). 

Generally, hypoxia and anoxia reduced germination, and impeded growth, although anoxia was 

found to be protective against prolonged darkness during germination. Additionally, in some 

species that are adapted to hypoxic conditions like wild rice, a degree of hypoxia was found to be 

germination stimulating (Abbas et al. 2015, Power & Fonteyn 1995). While limited, some 

research on increasing oxygen availability has been conducted, research on vegetable seeds 

found that both germination percentage and speed of germination are positively correlated with 

increasing oxygen availability (Yasin & Andreasen 2016).  Furthermore, germination and shoot 

growth was enhanced when plants were grown in media formulated with a polymer that slowly 

released oxygen (MacDonald et al. 2020). Additionally, a study on hickory found germination 

steadily increased in speed and completeness as atmospheric oxygen was increased from 3% to 

100% (Bradford et al. 2007). Bradford et al. also tested percentages up to 21% oxygen on a range 

of species (cauliflower, carrot, rice, lamb’s lettuce, tomato, and wheat) and for each species 

germination speed and capacity increased with oxygen concentration (Bradford et al. 2007).  
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This indicated that increasing oxygen levels around the seed during germination can act as a 

stimulant to germination and growth. 

 

To assess the effect of treatment on oxygen availability, percent dissolved oxygen was measured 

using a VWR Symphony SB88PL Dissolved Oxygen probe in a 15ml Falcon tube, (120mm 

height, 17mm diameter) filled with 5ml of distilled water and sealed with parafilm. An initial 

measurement was taken with just the 5 mL of distilled water in the tube to determine the pre-

experiment dissolved oxygen level. Subsequently, 1g of wheat seed was sprayed with phosphate 

buffer or T30 treatment (Section 4.2.2, 4.2.3) and dropped into the tube. Once the seeds had been 

placed into the tube, dissolved oxygen measurements were taken hourly over the course of 4 

hours at 23oC. Controls for this experiment consisted of tubes prepared in like fashion except 

without seeds, these consisted of tubes containing distilled water with 4μl of phosphate buffer or 

distilled water with 4μL of treatment solution. Each time course was repeated three times. 

 

5.2.4.3 Reactive Oxygen Species 

Reactive Oxygen Species Detection and Localization 

Examination of reactive oxygen species during germination revealed their role in germination is 

multi-faceted (Wojtyla et al. 2016, Gomes & Garcia, 2013). Notably, several studies found ROS 

generation during germination followed a unique spatial localization during germination (Li et 

al. 2017, Singh et al. 2014, Daudi et al. 2012, Lizkay et al. 2004).  It was posited that external 

application of ROS through the seed treatment might alter the production and localization of 

ROS during germination.  To assess the effects of the treatment on ROS production and 

localization in germinating seeds, alfalfa seeds were stained with 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine (DAB) 

to assess hydrogen peroxide production, and Nitro Blue Tetrazolium (NBT) to assess superoxide 

production, at 0, 24 and 48 hours post spraying using the methods described previously (Section 

4.2.3) with either buffered Treatment solution (T30) or a 0.1M phosphate buffer control.  

 

DAB staining was performed using a solution of 1mg/mL DAB in dH2O, prepared with 0.5% 

Tween 20, 20% 0.1M HCL and 10% 0.1M Na2HPO4 (Daudi et al. 2012). Alfalfa seeds at each of 

the three time points were incubated at room temperature (25ºC) in the staining solution for 30 
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minutes on a shaker at 1200 rpm, then transferred to distilled water prior to being photographed 

(Li et al. 2017). 

 

NBT staining was performed following the protocol outlined by Singh et al. (2014), using a 

solution of 0.5mM NBT in 10mM Phosphate buffer at pH 6.6. Alfalfa seeds from each of the 

three time points were incubated at room temperature (25ºC) for 25 minutes on a shaker at 1200 

rpm, then transferred to distilled water prior to being photographed.  

 

Five seeds were stained for each treatment condition-dye pairing, and the experiment was 

repeated 3 times for a total of 15 samples per treatment.  

 

Effect of Quenching Hydrogen Peroxide Synthesis on the Seed Treatment 

Several experiments found diphenoliodium (DPI), a known hydrogen peroxide synthesis 

inhibitor, negatively impacts germination (Li et al. 2017, Liu et al. 2010). To assess the role of 

hydrogen peroxide in the seed treatment, the treatment was prepared with and without a 

proportion of the buffer replaced with 0.1mM DPI. Samples of 110mg of Alfalfa seeds were 

treated (Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3) and divided into 5 plates, approximate 15 seeds per plate. The 

seeds were placed an incubator for 120 hours under the conditions described in section 4.2.4, 

after which, the RGI and component parameters were calculated according the equations in 

Table 3.5. This experiment was repeated three times and the resulting germination time data was 

analyzed using a WMW U-Test. 

  

5.2.4.4 Nitric Oxide 

Studies have shown the effect of ROS on germination is tightly interlinked with Nitric Oxide 

(Arc et al. 2013b, Liu et al. 2010, Sarath et al. 2007). In this study, two experiments were 

conducted to assess the impact of the seed treatment on Nitric Oxide. The first experiment 

attempted to quantify the level of nitric oxide present in the seed during germination after the 

application of catalytic seed treatment. The second experiment assessed the effects of increasing 

or decreasing the availability of Nitric Oxide on the seed treatment’s efficacy. 
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Nitric Oxide Quantification 

Nitric Oxide quantification was performed using an Invitrogen Nitric Oxide Assay Kit according 

to the protocol developed for seeds by Liu et al. (2010), which uses the Griess reaction and 

spectroscopy to estimate the concentration of Nitric Oxide present. This kit was used following 

the protocol outlined in Liu et al. (2010) for assessing Nitric Oxide levels in treated seeds, 

200mg of Alfalfa seeds were sprayed (Section 4.2.2, 4.2.3) and NO levels were quantified. For 

the first rep data was taken at 1, 24, 30, 36 and 48 hours post spraying, in the second rep data 

was taken at 3, 6, 6, 12, 24, 36 and 48 hours post spraying. It was intended for both 3, and 1-hour 

time points to occur at the same time, however an unexpected delay resulted in the shifted time 

points and insufficient reagents remained for a third attempt.      

 

Effect of NO Scavenger and Donors on the Seed Treatment 

Experiments by Liu et al. (2010), found a hydrogen peroxide seed treatment was unable to 

restore normal germination after it was suppressed by the nitric oxide scavenger 2-(4 

carboxyphenyl) 4,4,5,5 Tetramethylimidazoline 1 Oyxl 3 Oxide (cPTIO). Thus, to assess the role 

of Nitric Oxide in the seed treatment, the treatment was prepared with and without a proportion 

of the buffer replaced with 0.1mM Sodium Nitro Prusside a NO Donor or 0.1mM cPTIO a NO 

scavenger (Liu et al. 2010). A sample of 110mg of Alfalfa seeds were treated (Sections 4.2.2, 

Section 4.2.3) and divided into five plates, approximately 15 seeds per plate. The seeds were 

placed in an incubator for 120 hours after which, the RGI and component parameters were 

calculated according to the equations in Table 3.5. This experiment was repeated three times and 

the resulting germination time data was analyzed using WMW U-tests. 

 

5.2.5 Hormonal Effects 

To better understand how the seed treatment affects seed germination, experiments were 

conducted to study its impact on three phytohormone-systems:  Abscisic Acid, Gibberellins, and 

Ethylene.  

 

5.2.5.1 Abscisic Acid and Gibberellins  

During germination, the Abscisic Acid and Gibberellin systems are very tightly associated. ABA 

is involved in the suppression of germination and GA with the release of germination (Shu et al. 
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2018, Vishal & Kumar 2018, Liu et al. 2010, Rodriguez-Gacio et al. 2009). To better understand 

how these two plant hormone systems interact with the seed treatment, two experiments were 

conducted, one quantifying hormone levels in alfalfa seeds, and the other on Arabidopsis ABA 

catabolism mutants. 

 

Abscisic Acid & Gibberellin Quantification 

Quantification on Alfalfa cv. Equinox seeds was performed using Mass Spectroscopy, on a fee 

for service basis through the Mass Spectrometry facility at the University of Saskatchewan under 

the supervision of Dr. Haixia Zhang.  

 

Samples of 100mg of ‘Equinox’ alfalfa seed were treated by dipping in T30 treatment solution, 

according the protocol outlined in Section 4.2.3. One hour after dipping, seeds were washed once 

with reverse osmosis water, to remove excess iron that could interfere with hormone 

quantification. The seeds were subsequently frozen at -80ºC for at least 1 hour prior to 48 hours 

of freeze drying with a Labconco freeze drier. Dried samples were ground for 3 minutes at 1200 

rpm with a 4mm ceramic grinding media in a 5mL cryotube using the Geno/Grinder. Powdered 

sample (50 ± 1mg) was subsequently weighed into a 2-mL microtube. 

 

Extraction solvent (1mL: 80:19:1 methanol:water:formic acid) with deuterated internal standards 

(d6-ABA, d3–PA, d3–DPA, d4–7-OH-ABA, d2-GA1, d2-GA7 and d5-ABA GE) was added to each 

sample to extract the phytohormones. Samples were vortexed for 5-10s (Vortex Maxi Mix II, 

Thermo Scientific), then placed on a Thermo mixer C (Eppendorf AG, Germany) set to 1200 

rpm at room temperature for 30 minutes. After mixing, samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes 

at 12,000 rpm (Thermo Legend Micro 17, ThermoFisher Scientific, Germany). Supernatant (800 

µL) was transferred to a new 2-mL microtube. To the remaining pellet, 500 µL of extraction 

solvent without internal standards was added, and the vortex, mix, centrifugation process was 

repeated, 500 µL of supernatant from this second extraction was added to the 800 µL of 

supernatant from the first extraction for a total volume of 1300 µL of extract. The extract was 

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 12,000 rpm and 390 µL from this extract solution was transferred to 

a new 2-mL microtube. The extract solution was then evaporated to dry using a speed vac 

(Labcoco Corp. Kansas City, MO), before reconstitution with 130 µL of 79:20:1 water: 
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methanol:formic acid. The reconstituted solution was vortexed for 15 seconds and mixed for 30 

minutes at 1400 rpm, then 110 µL of solution was transferred to a liquid chromatography vial 

containing a 150 µL insert. 

Quantification was carried out using a Thermo Vanquish Flex Ultra Performance Liquid 

Chromatograph coupled to a TSQ Altis triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, 

San Jose, CA). From the vial, 10 µL were injected and analytes were separated using an Agilent 

Zorbax Eclipse Plus C18 column (2.1 x 50mm, 1.8 µm) and a 5mm guard column prior to 

analysis using multiple reaction monitoring in the negative ion mode. The transitions, collision 

energies and RF lens for the compounds were recorded in Table B1, and the binary solvent 

gradients was recorded in Table B2. 

 

Area ratios for each analyte were determined from the area of the analyte peak divided by the 

area of the labelled standard’s peak. An eight-point calibration curve was prepared by serial 

dilution of standard solutions for quantification. Using the area ratios, compared with the 

calibration curve, and the weight concentrations for each hormone or metabolite were calculated 

on a µg/g dry weight basis. For the preliminary analysis, a single biological replicate was used to 

determine the range of standards needed for comparison.  

 

Effect of Treatment on Abscisic Acid 8’-Hydroxylase Mutant Germination and Root 

Growth 

Three ABA mutants were selected for this experiment cyp707 a1, a2 & a3, all three genotypes 

have mutations to the genes encoding an ABA 8’-Hydroxylase enzyme (Liu et al. 2010, Liu et al. 

2009, Okamoto et al. 2006), which catalyzes the first step in ABA catabolism.  However, the 

expression profiles, and subsequent effect on germination vary between mutants.  

 

Germination 

Arabidopsis seeds were soaked for one hour in a solution of 29mM Hydrogen Peroxide, 0.29mM 

FeSO4 seed treatment solution. After treatment, the seeds were transferred to Petri dishes 

containing modified Hoaglands agarose media, with 15-30 seeds per dish. Germination was 

defined as when the radicle was visible to the naked eye and tracked at 24, 34, 42, 48 hours, and 

every subsequent 24 hours until 120 hours had passed. Six plates were prepared for each 
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genotype and treatment condition and the trial was repeated three times. Subsequently, the RGI 

was calculated according to Formula 3.1 and bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals were used 

to compare mean RGI values for treated and control germination for each genotype, and the 

control seeds of each genotype with the ‘Columbia’ control.  

 

Root Growth 

Six to eight seedlings from the germination experiment were re-plated onto fresh medium at 48 

hours, the location of the root was marked, and root growth was photographed at 72 and 96 

hours. The photographs were analyzed using Image J to calculate root growth. The effect of 

treatment and genotype on root growth at both 72 and 96 hours was assessed using a WMW U-

test.  

 

Root growth was measured in two different ways. Firstly, by considering total root length at each 

time point. An average root length curve was produced for ‘Columbia’ and each mutant and 95% 

confidence intervals were produced for the curve using a polynomial model. Secondly, by 

comparing the raw root growth in mm between control and treated seedlings at each time point.  

After 196 hours, the same plates were photographed an additional time, and while root growth 

was not assessed, lateral root counts were performed for all the plates, and the effect of treatment 

on lateral root formation was assessed using a WMW U-test.  

 

This experiment was repeated three times, however due to time-restrictions imposed by COViD-

19 one of these replicates was a pseudo replicate which means, two replicates were made from a 

single batch of treated seeds. 

 

WMW U-tests were used to compare treated and control root growth and lateral root counts 

between treated and control seedlings for each genotype. Given the need to adjust the 

experimental design due to COVID-19, a less restrictive p-value of 0.1 was used as the criteria 

for significance. 
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5.2.5.2 Ethylene 

Effect of the Treatment on Ethylene Mutants 

Arabidopsis seeds of ‘Columbia’, and two mutants with impaired responses to ethylene, Ethylene 

Insensitive Mutant 2 (ein2-1) and Ethylene Response Mutant 1 (etr1–1) kindly provided by Dr. 

Rahman’s lab at Iwate University, Japan were soaked at room temperature for 1 hour in pH 6.6 

phosphate buffered 0.029M H2O2 treatment solution with a 100:1 Hydrogen Peroxide:Ferrous 

Sulfate ratio or in a solution of 0.1M phosphate buffer at pH 6.6 (Beaudoin et al. 2000). The 

seeds were then transferred to Petri dishes containing a modified Hoaglands agarose media, 15-

30 seeds per Petri dish, where germination was tracked at 23ºC under continuous light at 60 

hours and 84 hours post seeding. Afterwards, the RGI values and component parameters were 

calculated and compared using WMW U-tests.  This experiment was repeated four times. 

 

5.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted for all germination experiments following the methodology 

outlined in section 4.2.8, where data was assessed for normality and heteroscedasticity, and an 

analysis method was chosen based on those properties.  

 

For data sets where the data was non-normal and heteroscedastic, a non-parametric bootstrap was 

performed on the mean difference in RGI values between two conditions to produce 95% 

bootstrapped confidence intervals of the mean difference. For those data sets, the test was treated 

as significant if the 95% confidence interval of the mean difference of RGI values did not 

include 0 (Wood, 2005).  

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Effects of Individual Seed Treatment Components  

The germination response of Alfalfa to the various components of the seed treatment varied. 

Comparing each of hydrogen peroxide, ferrous sulfate and T30 treatment solution to the buffer 

control, the effect on the composite RGI was non-significant p>0.05. The mean and median RGI 

values for control seeds were the largest, followed by Hydrogen Peroxide on its own (Figure 
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5.1A). T30 treatment solution resulted in the lowest median RGI values, while Ferrous Sulfate 

had the lowest mean RGI values, and the largest WMW odds ratio (Figure 5.1A, Table A18). 

Following the same tie breaking logic applied in Chapter 4, we can thus say that Ferrous Sulfate 

alone appeared to have the largest effect on germination.  These conclusions corresponded to 

differences in the germination curves for each treatment solution wherein a clear differentiation 

between the various responses was observed (Figure 5.1B).  

 

 

 

Observing the effect sizes for each treatment when compared to the pH 6.6 phosphate buffered 

controls, hydrogen peroxide alone had a small effect on RGI, with only a 1.298:1 odds of the 

RGI for a given Petri dish with seeds treated with hydrogen peroxide being lower than a random 

Petri dish of control seeds (Table A18). In contrast, both Ferrous Sulfate and T30 treatment 

solution had an effect size more than twice that of hydrogen peroxide; 3.072:1 odds of Ferrous 
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Sulfate seeds having a lower RGI than controls and 2.826:1 odds of T30 treated seeds having a 

lower RGI than controls.   

 

Comparing the component RGI parameters between these different treatments is challenging, as 

the mean and median values are noticeably skewed particularly for T50m (Table 5.1). However, 

in general, the % Germ component of RGI tracked with the RGI responses, with Ferrous Sulfate 

inducing the strongest enhancement compared to controls and hydrogen peroxide the weakest. 

Additionally, all treatments reduced uniformity of germination compared to controls, however, 

the T30 treatment solution reduced uniformity less than either hydrogen peroxide or Ferrous 

Sulfate separately.  As for T50m most of the conditions had the same median time, and thus the 

mean provided a more useful picture of the germination speed. In this case, time for 50% 

germination decreased more strongly for the T30 treatment solution and this enhancement was 

weakest for Ferrous Sulfate.  
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5.3.2 Physical Effects  

5.3.2.1 Seed Coat Breakdown 

Most of the seed suffered only incidental damage to the seed coat after spraying (Figure 5.2). 

Furthermore, while there was a slight shift in the severity of seed coat damage for treated seeds, 

this effect was not significant (p>0.05).  However, when compared to unsprayed seed, there was 

a significant shift (p<0.05) in damage for both treated and controls seeds (Table A19, Figure 

A3), indicating that the spraying application method itself likely damaged the seed coat.   
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5.3.2.2 Seed Coat Weakening 

After 48 hours of incubation, germinated alfalfa seeds showed signs of coat weakening, with half 

of the observed seeds showing signs of extensive seed coat weakening (Figure 5.3). However, 

there was no significant difference in seed coat weakening between treated and control seeds 

(p>0.05) (Table A20, Figure A4). 
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5.3.3 Biochemical Effects 

5.3.3.1 Starch Breakdown 

Benedict’s Test failed to detect any reducing sugars in the leachate of either control or treated 

seeds (data not shown). The sucrose-aqueous acid check solution however did undergo a colour 

change indicating that reducing sugars were present and the test was functional, but the level of 

reducing sugars in the leachate were below the detection threshold or absent for both control and 

treated seeds.   
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5.3.3.2 Oxygen Availability 

When buffer alone (without seeds) was placed in the falcon tube, the dissolved oxygen content 

remained stable, however, when treatment solution alone was placed in the tube, dissolved 

oxygen content increased dramatically, more than doubling the oxygen concentration compared 

to the buffer control (Figure 5.4). When seeds were included, the oxygen content in distilled 

water steadily declined. However, when the seeds had been sprayed with the T30 seed treatment 

prior to being placed in the falcon tube, this effect was abated (Figure 5.4). In fact, dissolved 

oxygen content in the water rose 8% compared to the initial concentration in distilled water 

before declining as the experiment progressed, indicating the seed treatment increased the 

availability of oxygen to the treated seeds. 
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5.3.3.3 Reactive Oxygen Species 

DAB staining failed to detect hydrogen peroxide on the seed coat at 0 hours after treatment 

application with either the T30 treatment solution or the phosphate buffer control (Figure 5.5). At 

48, and 72 hours, peroxide production was detected at the growing root tip of both control and 

treated seeds (Figure 5.5). No differences were observed in the distribution of DAB staining 

between treated and control seeds. Sectioning of the seeds after DAB staining revealed no 

internal staining (data not shown).  

 

NBT staining failed to detect superoxide radicals on the seed coat at 0 hours after treatment with 

either the T30 treatment or a phosphate buffer control (Figure 5.6). At 48 hours after treatment, 

superoxide production was detected in the growing root tip for both treated and control seeds. 

However, at 48 hours, control seeds also exhibited spotted staining along the entire length of the 

radicle, which was absent in treated seeds. At 72 hours, both treated and control seeds exhibited 

superoxide production only at the root tip. The stain at 72 hours was also much lighter indicating 

a lower level of superoxide production. 

 

Application of the hydrogen peroxide synthesis inhibitor, DPI, did not significantly shift the 

distribution of RGI values in controls seeds (p>0.05) (Figure 5.7, Table A21). However, 

application of both T30 solution and DPI simultaneously quashed the effect of the T30 treatment 

solution compared to controls (Figure 5.7, Table A21). In fact, while T30 application reduced 

RGI values in the absence of DPI (3.961:1 odds ratio), it increased RGI values in the presence of 

DPI (0.715:1 odds ratio).    

 

Looking at the trends for individual component parameters response to treatment and DPI, the 

application of DPI reversed the effect of treatment on every parameter. While the application of 

T30 treatment solution resulted in faster T50m times, higher % Germ and lower uniformity 

compared to controls, when DPI was applied with treatment, compared to the DPI alone T50m 

was slower, % Germ was reduced, and uniformity was increased (Table 5.2). The values for each 

parameter for Treatment + DPI seeds were comparable to the parameters for the phosphate buffer 

control.   
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5.3.3.4 Nitric Oxide 

The NO concentration in treated seeds was four-fold higher than control seeds one hour after 

spraying (Figure 5.8). NO concentration in treated seeds rapidly declined but remained elevated 

compared to control seeds until 24 hours post-treatment after which nitric oxide concentration 

remained relatively flat (Figure 5.8).  

 

Application of both the NO Donor SNP and the NO scavenger cPTIO reduced the effectiveness 

of the seed treatment compared to controls (Figure 5.9, Table A22). This effect was most 

pronounced for SNP, where the WMW odds of treated seeds having a smaller RGI than control 

seeds dropped from 3.961:1 for the check to 1.916:1 for seeds where SNP was present (Table 

A22). The effect was much less pronounced for cPTIO where the ratio only fell to 3.714:1. 

Furthermore, neither SNP nor cPTIO alone had a significant effect on germination time 

compared to the check controls, although for both cPTIO and SNP the odds ratios were less than 

0, indicating that if there were an effect of either chemical, it appeared to inhibit germination 

(p>0.05) (Table A22).  
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Additionally, across all three conditions (check, cPTIO and SNP), the response of treatment was 

consistent, with the same trends across all component parameters. The treatment resulted in 

faster T50m’s, higher % Germ and reduced uniformity (Table 5.3).     
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5.3.4 Hormonal Effects 

5.3.4.1 Abscisic Acid and Gibberellins 

Hormone Quantification 

Preliminary quantification of ABA metabolites found the catalytic seed treatment reduced the 

concentration of both ABA and ABA-GE in alfalfa seeds 1 hour after the dipping treatment 

(Figure 5.10C). These two compounds represent the active and inactive pool of Abscisic Acid in 

the seed, respectively. Treatment also induced a decrease in the concentration of ABA 

catabolites PA and DPA, which may indicate either subsequent breakdown of DPA occurred, or 

that the treatment elevated the precursor, 8’-Hydroxy-Abscisic Acid, which could not be detected 

using this protocol (Figure 5.10D&E).   

 

Preliminary quantification of GA found treatment increased GA1 concentration but had no effect 

on GA3 concentration (Figure 5.10B). 
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Germination 

Comparing the average germination curves of the three Arabidopsis mutants to controls, the 

effects are quite striking (Figure 5.11).  All three mutant lines have somewhat inhibited 

germination compared to ‘Columbia’, though the manner of the inhibition seems to vary, with 

control seeds of both cyp707 a1 and a2 trending towards reduced germination speed and 

capacity, while a3 appears to only trend towards a reduced germination speed (Figure 5.11). The 

difference in the effect of treatment on the mutants is also quite pronounced, with the effect of 

treatment on cyp707 a1 being especially notable. 

 

 

Using RGI to quantify the effects of both the mutants and treatment on germination for the three 

8’-ABA Hydroxylase mutants revealed that untreated cyp707a1 and a2 mutants had significantly 

impaired germination compared to ‘Columbia’, while cyp707a3 mutant’s germination was 

comparable to ‘Columbia,’ (p<0.05) (Figure 5.12, Table A23a). 
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Application of seed treatment significantly enhanced germination for ‘Columbia’ and all three 

8’-ABA Hydroxylase mutants (Figure 5.12, Table A23b, A23c). However, while the effects were 

significant for each of lines, the size of effects varied, with the effect being most pronounced for 

cyp707 a1 seeds where the treatment had a hedge’s g effect size of -1.78, indicating that the RGI 

values were 1.78 standard deviations from the mean lower for treated seeds than controls (Table 

A23c).  By contrast, the hedge’s g effect sizes for cyp707 a2 mutants, cyp707 a3 mutants and 

‘Columbia’ were -0.68, -1.29 and -0.90 respectively (Table A23a & A23b). Based on the rule of 

thumb interpretation guidelines suggested by Cohen, the effect size of treatment for cyp707a1, 

a3 and ‘Columbia’ would all be considered large, while the effect of treatment on cyp707a2 

would be considered a medium effect (Lakens 2013, Cohen 1988).  
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Comparing the values and trends of the various component parameters for RGI, it is apparent 

that compared to ‘Columbia’, cyp707 a1 and a2 had higher T50m values, lower % Germ, and 

higher CVt, indicating these mutants trended towards slower, less complete and less uniform 

germination than ‘Columbia’ (Table 5.4). In contrast, cyp707 a3 had T50m and % Germ values 

comparable to ‘Columbia’, but CVt values were elevated, indicating that the germination of 

cyp707 a3 mutants trended towards being less uniform than ‘Columbia’ (Table 5.4). 

 

 

 

Subsequent observation of the effect of treatment on the values of various component parameters 

revealed that the treatment affected ‘Columbia’ and the three 8’-ABA Hydroxylase mutants 

similarly (Table 5.4). In general, treatment resulted in lower T50m values, higher % Germ and 

had no effect on CVt. The effect on % Germ was much larger for both cyp707 a1 and a2 mutants 

as for both ‘Columbia’ and cyp707 a3 mutants the controls achieved nearly complete 

germination (Table 5.4). Also of note, the effect of treatment on cyp707 a2 mutant’s T50m 

values was limited, and treatment decreased CVt values for cyp707 a3 mutants (enhanced 

uniformity) (Table 5.4).   
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Root Growth  

Observing the root growth of ‘Columbia’ and the three cyp707a mutants revealed differences in 

the effect of treatment. Firstly, treatment induced longer average root length, based on curves 

with 95% confidence intervals, in cyp707 a1 and a3 mutants, while there was no effect on 

‘Columbia’ or cyp707 a2 mutants (Figure 5.13).  

 

 

Secondly, looking at the absolute root growth length in millimeters over time, treated cyp707 a1 

seedlings had significantly elevated root growth between 48-72 hours, while treated cyp707 a3 

seedlings had significantly elevated root growth between 72-96 hours, other differences were 

non-significant (p<0.1) (Figure 5.14, Table A24). Interestingly, looking at the odds ratio effect 

sizes at both times points, cyp707 a1 and a3 had odds ratios greater than 1, indicating the 

treatment enhanced the absolute root growth length, while both ‘Columbia’ and cyp707 a2 had 

odds ratios of less than 1, indicating that the treatment impaired the absolute root growth length 

for those genotypes (Table A24).  
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Lateral Root Growth 

Treatment significantly increased lateral root numbers in both ‘Columbia’ and cyp707 a1 but not 

a2 or a3 mutants by 196 hours post soaking (Figure 5.15, Table A26).  However, looking at the 

effect sizes tells a slightly different story in which all four Arabidopsis lines had odds ratios 

above 1, indicating that a random plant that had been treated would have more lateral roots than 

a random control plant. The effect was most pronounced in ‘Columbia’ with an odds ratio of 

3.75:1, with lower WMW odds ratios for cyp707 a1 (2.71:1), a2 (1.337:1) and a3 (2.322:1) 

(Table A26). 
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5.3.4.2 Ethylene 

Comparing the average germination curves for treated and control seeds of ‘Columbia’ and of 

two ethylene response mutants revealed differences in the treatment response (Figure 5.16).  

 

When the RGI values for treated and control seeds of each line were compared, it was found that 

the effect of treatment was non-significant in each instance (p<0.05) (Figure 5.17, Table 

A27).  However, the WMW odds ratios confirm what was apparent from looking at the 

germination curves, specifically that the treatment had the largest effect on the germination of 

the ein2-1 mutant with an odds ratio of 2.155:1, and a smaller effect on ‘Columbia’ with an odds 

ratio of 1.208:1, however the effect of treatment on etr1-1 seeds was to raise RGI (impair 

germination) as the odds ratio was less than 1, 0.413:1 (Figure 5.16, Table A27).   
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The response of 2018 ‘Columbia’ sourced from Iwate University —used in this experiment— 

had a much weaker response compared to treatment than the 2019 ‘Columbia’ sourced from the 

University of Saskatchewan.  

 

 

 

Looking at the component parameters that make up RGI, in general ‘Columbia’ had higher CVt 

values, slower T50m values and enhanced % Germ, which was also observed for the etr1-1 

mutant, however the detrimental effects were less pronounced for ‘Columbia’ than etr1-1 (Table 

5.5). In contrast, ein2-1 followed a similar pattern to what has been observed in other 

experiments with smaller T50m values, large % Germ, and similar uniformity compared to the 

control values (Table 5.5). 
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5.4 Discussion 

5.4.1 Seed Treatment Components 

The experiments from Section 5.3.1 failed to detect any significant difference between alfalfa 

seed germination between seeds treated with a pH 6.6 phosphate buffer control, T30 treatment 

solution, buffered hydrogen peroxide, or buffered ferrous sulfate. However, the non-significant 

results may not reflect an actual lack of difference between the four conditions, but instead 

reflect a failure in the experimental design related to the difference between spraying and 

dipping/soaking, more on that later. 

 

With the above in mind, what can be learned from this experiment? Despite the small effect size, 

hydrogen peroxide alone appears to enhance germination, which is consistent with the results of 

prior research (Wojtyla et al. 2016, Barba-Espin et al. 2010, Rosner et al. 2003, Narimanov et al. 

2000). Though as predicted T30 seed treatment appears to be more effective at enhancing 

germination than hydrogen peroxide alone, though the sample size is insufficient to draw a 

definitive conclusion (Mostafa et al. 2018). Additionally, evidence from Whittaker et al. (2010), 

suggests the difference in effect between the two treatments may be more than simply one of 

magnitude. When Biden’s pilosa L. seeds were treated with a hydrogen peroxide or Fenton 

solution then grown in the dark, the hydrogen peroxide solution inhibited germination, while the 

Fenton solution enhanced it (Whittaker 2010). Even more interestingly, the effect of the Fenton 

reaction could be reversed, now negatively impacting germination, by exposure to 15 minutes of 

red-light immediately following treatment (Whittaker 2010). This suggests a likely interaction 

between the catalytic seed treatment and the seed’s light-response pathway.     

 

Intriguingly, ferrous sulfate alone appears to be twice as effective as hydrogen peroxide at 

enhancing germination, this harkens back towards experiments on the effectiveness of iron pyrite 

as a seed applied germination stimulant (Boutchuen et al. 2019, Masawada et al. 2018, Das et al. 

2016, Srivastava et al. 2014). Many experiments have been conducted on the effect of ferrous 

sulfate (FeSO4) and ferric sulfate (Fe2(SO4)3) —the key distinction between the two being the 

oxidation state of the iron, with ferrous sulfate being Fe (II) and ferric Fe (III)— on growth and 

yield when applied either as a biostimulant-fertilizer or when applied in excess for iron toxicity 

(Dhulgande et al. 2016, Yan et al. 2016, Muller et al. 2015, Dorlodot et al. 2005, Bartakova et al. 
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2001). However, there are few papers on the effects of either ferrous or ferric sulfate on 

germination, with only Dhulgande et al. (2016) and Bartakova et al. (2001) assessing those 

chemicals. Dhulgande (2016) only reported final % Germ and found no differences between 

seeds exposed to ferrous sulfate and controls, with both having 100% germination, but 1 or 2% 

ferrous sulfate inhibited shoot growth.  Bartakova et al. (2001) assessed the effects of ferric 

sulfate on seed germination and observed a complete inhibition of seed germination after the 

application of 2.0mM of ferric sulfate at pH 2.6, which is the opposite effect observed in this 

experiment with 17.4mM of ferrous sulfate at pH 6.6. Yet, the experiments on seed applied iron 

pyrite, a form of ferric iron, produced a strong enhancement of germination, though none of 

these treatments were applied at such low pH levels (Boutchuen et al. 2019, Masawada et al. 

2018, Das et al. 2016, Srivastava et al. 2014). The differences between these experiments 

highlight the importance of both the pH and oxidation state on the effect of treatment. 

Additionally, it has been demonstrated that iron deficiency results in lower shoot and root fresh 

weights, thus, the increase in iron availability may also play a role in seed treatment response 

(Thoiron et al. 2005). Returning to our experiment, it was observed that the T30 treatment 

solution had a smaller effect on germination enhancement than ferrous sulfate, which opens the 

question, why use the catalytic seed treatment instead of ferrous sulfate.   

 

Comparing the component parameters of RGI (T50m, CVt & % Germ), despite the apparent 

lesser effect of the T30 treatment solution (which contain both ferrous sulfate and hydrogen 

peroxide) relative to ferrous sulfate alone, the individual effects of hydrogen peroxide and 

ferrous sulfate are mostly complementary. WMW odds ratios are the easiest way to compare the 

effects. For ease of comparison, all odds ratios are formatted such that values greater than one 

represent the distribution being shifted towards enhanced germination characteristics when 

compared to the buffer control distribution, ie. faster, more complete, more uniform germination, 

while values less than one represent the opposite. The largest effect is the effect on % Germ, 

where ferrous sulfate had an odds ratio of 4.799, hydrogen peroxide 2.053 and T30 treatment 

solution 2.950. These results indicate that, while hydrogen peroxide and ferrous sulfate both 

improve germination capacity, there is negative interaction between the two which makes the 

combination less effective than ferrous sulfate alone. This may signify the need for further 

optimization of the hydrogen peroxide:ferrous sulfate ratio to maximize the effectiveness of the 
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treatment at enhancing germination capacity.  The next largest effect was on uniformity, and 

unfortunately when applied by spraying, both hydrogen peroxide and ferrous sulfate reduced the 

uniformity of germination, with odds ratios of 0.336 for ferrous sulfate, 0.365 for hydrogen 

peroxide and 0.484 for T30 treatment solution. Despite these negative effects on uniformity of 

germination, it appears that the interaction between the two chemicals trends towards improving 

the uniformity over either chemical on its own. Additionally, as mentioned in Chapter 4, when 

treatment is applied by spraying, it tends to negatively affect uniformity, however, the opposite 

held true when seeds were dipped or soaked. Finally, the smallest effect was on T50m where 

ferrous sulfate had an odds ratio of 1.078, hydrogen peroxide 1.119 and T30 treatment solution 

1.351. Here again, both hydrogen peroxide and ferrous sulfate enhance germination speed, and 

the interaction between the two appears to create a greater enhancement than either on their own 

or even the sum of the effects (0.078+0.119 < 0.351), suggesting that in terms of T50m, there is a 

positive interaction between the two chemicals. 

 

In summary, while ferrous sulfate is particularly effective at enhancing germination capacity, it 

has an adverse effect on uniformity and only a weak enhancement on germination speed. In 

contrast, hydrogen peroxide has a weaker effect on germination enhancement and a strong effect 

on germination speed. While ferrous sulfate was the most effective treatment in this experiment, 

looking at the component parameters suggests the potential for the combined treatment solution 

to be more effective due to better uniformity and speed, if the ratio between the two chemicals 

could be optimized to minimize the negative interaction on germination capacity. Based on the 

research on iron phytotoxicity, and how it is often driven by endogenous Fenton reactions 

producing ROS, the issue may be an overabundance of hydrogen peroxide (Morrissey & 

Guerinot 2009). While the exact mechanisms for ferrous sulfate effects on germination are still 

unknown, the research on iron pyrite suggests one possibility, it may function by producing 

hydrogen peroxide when it reacts with water, which would seem to reinforce the overabundance 

of hydrogen peroxide hypothesis (Srivastava et al. 2014, Brown 1936). Indeed, as shown in 

Table 4.2, a 50:1 hydrogen peroxide:ferrous sulfate ration, not 100:1 which was used for this 

thesis may actually be superior ratio in terms of RGI. Moreover, the results of research by 

Whittaker et al. (2010) suggest that the germination enhancement promoted by the catalytic seed 

treatment may be related to the red-light response pathway.   
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5.4.2 Physical Effects 

The concerns that spraying may mask the physical effects of the treatment appear to be 

warranted. Comparing seeds sprayed with buffer solution and sprayed with T30 treatment 

solution, there was no significant effect of treatment on seed coat integrity. Although looking at 

the WMW odds ratio, we can say that if the experiment were to be repeated with a larger sample 

size, a small effect of treatment might be detected. However, when either of the sprayed 

conditions were compared to unsprayed seeds, there was a significant difference in the amount of 

damage to the seed coat observed. This indicated spraying itself damaged the seed coat 

considerably, which would explain the differences in response between dipped and sprayed seeds 

observed in Chapter 4, especially considering the effect of the treatment on the seed coat 

integrity reported by Mostafa (unpublished presentation) and the effects of ROS on the seed coat 

(Muller et al. 2009, Lizkay et al. 2004, Schopfer et al. 2002).  

 

The most likely explanation is that the physical abrasion that occurs during vortexing damages 

the seed coat, and make the seeds more permeable to water, thereby enhancing germination for 

both treated and control seeds, and partially masking the effect of the seed treatment by making 

its effects on the seed coat unnecessary. Intriguingly, a small experiment published by a high 

school science class on the effects of vortexing, found very little difference in germination 

between non-vortex and vortexed seeds, which suggests that any masking effect may be due to 

an interaction between the abrasion and the treatment and not due to a vortex enhancement of 

germination (HTHS Team #16, 2016).  

 

Similarly, there was no difference in seed coat integrity between spray treated and control seeds, 

with nearly half of the samples for both conditions having extensive weakening of the seed coats 

by 48 hours. In the previous experiment comparing unsprayed seeds with spray-vortexing, 

unsprayed seeds had a higher prevalence of no damage and very low incidences of serious 

damage compared to both sprayed control and sprayed catalytic seed treatment.  Based on this 

previous result on unsprayed seeds, the high prevalence of weakening might be due to the 

damage inflicted during vortexing. The experiment on seed coat weakening should thus be 

repeated with the inclusion of an unsprayed condition, to test if the effect of the catalytic seed 
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treatment is being masked, and a dipped treatment condition to see how the seed coat is affected 

by the different application methods.  

  

5.4.3 Biochemical Effects  

5.4.3.1 Starch Breakdown 

Failure to detect any breakdown of starch in the leachate suggests the experimental design was 

inappropriate, as the breakdown of starch during germination is a well established phenomenon 

(Srivastava et al. 2014, Siddiqui & Khan 2011, Murata et al. 1968). Either the time point chosen 

was too early to detect the mobilization of starch, or the test used was not sensitive enough to 

detect the concentrations of reducing sugars present in the leachate. Thus, the experiment was 

inconclusive, and the hypothesis that the seed treatment may act similarly to iron pyrite by 

inducing a non-enzymatic starch break should be revisited in future experiments. Additionally, 

exploration of induction of treatment induced enzymatic breakdown of starch also bears 

consideration as Sarath et al. (2007) have observed a hydrogen peroxide seed treatment induced 

an increase in alpha-amylase activity. For future experiments, using one of the more sensitive 

assays than the Benedict’s test such as the Nelson-Somogyi test or the 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid 

assay which were compared by Gusakova et al. (2011) would be preferable. 

 

5.4.3.2 Oxygen 

Measuring oxygen levels in a sealed tube of water after the addition of four microliters of T30 

treatment solution revealed that the solution increased oxygen levels within the tube, likely as a 

product of the Fenton reaction, wherein the ROS react with hydrogen peroxide to evolve oxygen 

and regenerate ferrous iron (Buda et al. 2003). In contrast, when four microliters of buffer alone 

were added to the sealed tube, oxygen levels declined slightly before remaining stable. When 

seeds were included, oxygen levels declined in both controls and the T30 catalytic seed treatment 

but declined markedly less under the T30 treatment. In fact, oxygen levels initially increased in 

the T30 treatment within the first 2 hours even in the presence of seeds.  Thus, the treatment 

solution increased oxygen levels in the tube, and oxygen availability to the imbibing seeds, 

which as demonstrated by MacDonald et al. (2020), Yasin & Andreasen (2016), and Bradford et 

al. (2007) enhanced germination and growth.  Intriguingly, Yasn & Andereasen (2016), and 

Corbineau et al. (1995 & 1994) report that carrot seeds were hypersensitive to oxygen 
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deprivation and hypoxia which may partially explain the robust response of carrot to the catalytic 

seed treatment reported in Chapter 4. Notably, carrot germination rapidly declined as oxygen 

content dropped below 10%, whereas non-dormant wheat experienced only small declines even 

when oxygen content dropped as low as 1.8%, indicating that sensitivity was species dependent 

(Yasin & Andearsen 2016, Bradford et al. 2007). These differences in sensitivity to oxygen 

levels may explain why the response to treatment was so much more robust in carrot than wheat, 

as the increased oxygen availability induced by the catalytic treatment may have a larger effect 

on carrot than wheat. The reports on the effect of oxygen levels on seed germination coupled 

with the clear enhancement of oxygen levels by the catalytic seed treatment demonstrated in this 

paper makes a clear case for the importance of oxygen generation to the seed treatment effect. As 

such, it is likely one of the mechanisms by which the treatment enhances germination. To truly 

assess the importance of the enhanced oxygen levels to the treatment’s function, additional 

experiments would need to be run using an oxygen scavenger like oxyrase and observing to what 

extent the treatments effect on germination and growth was quashed (Ho et al. 2003). 

Additionally, experiments on carrot in a low oxygen environment should be conducted to 

determine if the treatment can alleviate the hypoxia induced inhibition of germination.   

 

In addition to its effects on germination, MacDonald et al. (2020) reported an increase in shoot 

biomass for plants grown in oxygen enriched media. Furthermore, Ehret et al. (2010) also 

reported that sustained high concentrations of oxygen around the roots resulted in enhanced 

growth of peppers and cucumbers. The results of these papers indicated that oxygen 

enhancement may have impacts on enhancing growth and not just on germination.  

 

5.4.3.3 ROS 

The effect of treatment on ROS production in the germinating seed was inconclusive. Certainly, 

no differences were observed in hydrogen peroxide production and distribution between control 

and treated seeds between 0 and 72 hours post treatment. However, NBT staining revealed 

differences in superoxide production and distribution between control and treated seeds at 48 

hours. Specifically, in control seeds, speckles of staining were observed in the growing radicle in 

the region distal from the root tip. These speckles were largely absent in treated seeds, 

suggesting physiological differences induced by the treatment that affects subsequent ROS 
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signaling. Curiously, these speckles have previously been associated with lateral root formation 

(Ishibashi et al. 2017, Li et al. 2015). Prior studies on the treatment both in this paper and others 

have found enhanced lateral root production in treated seedlings, which would seem to contradict 

the observed staining pattern here (Mostafa et al. 2020, Tanino et al. 2016). Given that no 

speckles were observed at 72 hours in either control or treated germinating seedlings, it is 

plausible that the time of initiation had shifted with the treatment, either due to an advancement 

of germination, or due to the treatment inducing earlier ROS signaling. However, a study on a 

Medicago truncatula lateral root-organ defective mutant found enhanced superoxide 

accumulation in the Root Apical Meristem and spotting along the length of the root, which was 

associated with small root epidermal cells and a reduction in lateral root formation (Zhang et al. 

2014). These characteristics of the mutant could be reversed by applying ABA or DPI, which 

suggests that an over accumulation of superoxide may also be detrimental to lateral root 

formation, and that the absence of speckling, as seen in mutants rescued with DPI or ABA, can 

also be associated with enhanced lateral root initiation and growth (Zhang et al. 2014).  

 

When DPI, which is known to inhibit hydrogen peroxide synthesis by inhibiting Nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidase activity, was applied to the seeds via 

spraying, there was a slight, non-significant enhancement of germination compared to controls 

which were only sprayed with buffer (Liu et al. 2010). These results contradict prior research on 

the effects of DPI on seed germination, which found that the same concentration significantly 

inhibited germination of Arabidopsis and switchgrass (Liu et al. 2010, Sarath 2007).  Since there 

was no significant difference between the controls and DPI treated seeds, then one might expect 

that the effect of DPI is uniformly that of germination inhibition and that low concentrations 

have no effect. As for the two possible explanations for why alfalfa responded atypically to the 

application of DPI, it is possible that different species are affected negatively at different 

concentration of DPI, or it is possible that the application by spraying rather than soaking the 

seeds in DPI altered the effective dose on the seed.  

 

Regardless, the distribution of treated seed RGI values was significantly different between 

control and treated seeds in the absence of DPI, with the treatment acting as a germination 

stimulant. In contrast, when DPI was present, the effect of treatment was non-significant, and 
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when compared to the DPI+ control, was even a potential germination inhibitor. Thus, as was 

initially predicted, the hydrogen peroxide synthesis inhibitor, DPI, appears to quench the effects 

of the seed treatment. This occurs despite the presence of hydrogen peroxide in the seed 

treatment, suggesting that de-novo synthesis of hydrogen peroxide is induced by, and is 

necessary for seed treatment function. Finally, while a comparison with the DPI control would 

seem to indicate that the effect of treatment was reversed when coupled with DPI, comparing the 

distributions of buffer control and DPI treated seeds, the two appear to be similar, suggesting that 

the effect of DPI is better described as entirely quenching the effect of the seed treatment, and 

not reversing it.  

   

5.4.3.4 NO 

As predicted, there was an initial burst of NO production in both control and treated seeds, with 

treated seeds having more robust generation of NO than the controls. These results fall in line 

with what was observed by Liu et al. (2010) in Arabidopsis treated with water or hydrogen 

peroxide, where an initial burst of NO was found at 3 hours, with a rapid decline by 6 hours. 

However, unlike Liu et al. (2010), in alfalfa, NO levels in both control and treated seeds rapidly 

decreased to similarly low levels after the initial burst. This difference may be the result of using 

alfalfa instead of Arabidopsis seeds. Regardless, it appears that the treatment causes an initial 

NO burst upon application but had no long-term effect on NO production within the seed. 

 

Based on the results of Liu et al. (2010), it was expected that the NO scavenger, cPTIO, would 

inhibit seed germination, and the NO donor, SNP, would enhance seed germination.  

Additionally, it was expected that the seed treatment would be unable to release the inhibition 

caused by cPTIO, as per Liu at al. (2010) in which the germination enhancing effect of hydrogen 

peroxide was dependent on NO. However, research by Sarath et al. (2007) on switchgrass would 

seem to contradict that observation, as they found inhibition of cPTIO could be partially relieved 

by hydrogen peroxide application. These results are more aligned than they initially appear based 

on statistical tests, since in both experiments, the germination inhibition was weaker when 

cPTIO was applied with hydrogen peroxide, suggesting both are actually describing the same 

effect, but that the samples size in Liu et al. (2010) may have been insufficient to detect the 

effect.  These trends closely resemble what was observed in this study, where cPTIO appeared to 
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have an inhibitory effect on germination that the treatment was able to offset. However, unlike 

hydrogen peroxide, when seeds were treated with both cPTIO and the seed treatment, the 

resulting distribution of RGI values including the mean and median resembled that of the 

controls, suggesting that the T30 treatment solution is much more effective at relieving the 

inhibition of cPTIO than hydrogen peroxide, and thus that it may be less NO dependent than a 

pure hydrogen peroxide seed treatment. However, the effect of cPTIO on germination was much 

smaller than expected, and as such was non-significant, as was the effect of treatment in both 

cases. Statistical testing suggests these effects are non-significant, and yet, given the notable 

differences between the effects observed by Liu et al. (2010), and Sarath et al. (2007), and those 

observed in this experiment it seems likely that the effect of both cPTIO and treatment solution is 

muted because of the spray application method, making the experimental design flawed.  

 

The results with SNP are more puzzling, as the expected enhancement of germination from SNP 

did not materialize (Liu et al. 2010). Instead, SNP appeared to have no effect, or a slightly 

inhibitory effect on germination. Furthermore, the effect of treatment was found to be non-

significant when co-applied with SNP, which would suggest that the two are not complementary. 

Given what we already know about the seed treatment inducing a NO burst, it seems likely that 

the extra NO added by SNP may be excessive. Though another possible explanation is a 

difference in response, as the NO quantification was performed on dipped seeds and the SNP 

application was performed by spraying. 

 

In conclusion, NO is certainly involved in the mechanism of the seed treatment, however, as was 

demonstrated earlier, the T30 seed treatment does not function identically to a pure hydrogen 

peroxide seed treatment. These experiments have demonstrated one reason for the differences 

between a hydrogen peroxide seed treatment, and the catalytic seed treatment in the nitric oxide 

independent effects, such as improved oxygen generation as part of the Fenton reaction, or 

changes related to the application of ferric iron. 
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5.4.4 Hormonal Effects 

5.4.4.1 ABA/GA 

As was mentioned previously, there is variation in the temporal expression for each of the three 

genes encoding the enzyme regulating the first step in the breakdown of ABA, 8’-ABA 

Hydroxylase. Thus, to understand how this variation affects germination, the role each enzyme 

plays in seed development and germination must also be considered. The experiments conducted 

in this paper demonstrated that both the 8’-ABA Hydroxylase deficient mutants, cyp707a1 and 

cyp707a2, significantly inhibited germination compared to controls. However, this does not 

mean those genes are normally expressed during germination. In fact, it has been demonstrated 

that in Arabidopsis, only the mRNA for CYP707A2 is expressed at high levels during imbibition 

(Okamoto et al. 2006, Kushiro et al. 2004). If CYP707A1 is not expressed during germination, 

why do cyp707a1 knockout mutants exhibit depressed germination? Evidence indicates that 

CYP707A1 is one of several enzymes responsible for regulating the inactivation of ABA in seeds 

while the seed is maturing, and that cyp707a1 mutants hyper-accumulate ABA (Matakiadis et al. 

2009, Okamoto et al. 2006). Although cyp707a2 mutants also hyper-accumulate ABA compared 

to controls, they do so at significantly reduced levels compared to cyp707a1, particularly under 

non-optimal nitrate conditions, and cyp707a3 mutants have ABA levels similar to ‘Columbia’ 

controls (Matakiadis et al. 2009, Okamoto et al. 2006). Therefore, based solely on ABA levels in 

the seeds, we would expect cyp707a1 mutants to express the largest inhibition to germination, 

followed by cyp707a2 mutants, with cyp707a3 mutants showing similar germination to controls, 

which was precisely what was observed in this study. 

 

While differences in ABA levels do explain a great deal of the variation in germination times 

observed for the three mutants, it is unlikely to be the entire story, as it does not account for the 

temporal expression of each gene during germination. After all, only CYP707A2 is highly 

expressed during germination, if it is indeed the main driving force for the catabolism of ABA 

during germination, we would expect a larger inhibition of germination for cyp707a2 than for 

cyp707a1 (despite the discrepancy in ABA levels), yet that is not the case. Does CYP707A2 

really play a unique role in germination? Evidence from Liu et al. (2010, 2009) and Matakiadis 

et al. (2009) suggests it does; both have demonstrated nitric oxide/nitrates play an important role 

in the regulation of CYP707A2, which is not apparent for the other two genes. The most 
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compelling piece of evidence comes from the work of Matakiadis et al. (2009) who found 

application of nitrate significantly reduced ABA levels in cyp707a1 but not cyp707a2 mutants. 

In other words, cyp707a2 mutants were non-responsive to exogenously applied nitrate. This 

phenomenon was also observed by Duermeyer et al. (2018), who observed CYP707A2 is directly 

regulated by the NIN-like protein 8 (NLP8) transcription factor, which is a downstream element 

of nitrate signaling. Liu et al. (2010, 2009) have specifically reported imbibition was 

accompanied by a burst of NO, which they hypothesized was converted from nitrate as a signal 

to initiate germination. What this means is that CYP707A2 is uniquely positioned to respond to 

an imbibition induced signal, with subsequent break down of ABA allowing germination to 

proceed. 

 

What does this mean for the seed treatment? Liu et al. (2010) tested a hydrogen peroxide seed 

treatment with Arabidopsis and demonstrated it enhanced seed germination. This in itself is not 

novel, there have been a lot of studies on hydrogen peroxide and seed germination (Wojtyla et al. 

2016, Barba-Espin et al. 2010, Rosner et al. 2003, Narimanov et al. 2000). However, they also 

demonstrated the application of cPTIO a NO scavenger, or DPI a hydrogen peroxide synthesis 

inhibitor reduced the expression of CYP707A2, and that application of SNP, a NO donor, could 

restore normal expression, whereas the application of hydrogen peroxide could only restore 

normal expression for DPI, not for cPTIO (Liu et al. 2010). They concluded there was strong 

NO-dependency of the hydrogen peroxide seed treatment-induced CYP707A2 expression and 

subsequent breakdown of ABA leading to germination enhancement. 

 

As discussed in section 5.4.3.4, while cPTIO does impact the effectiveness of the treatment, it 

appears that treatment might still have a positive effect on germination in the presence of cPTIO 

comparable in effect size to the check, which is one potential difference between the catalytic 

treatment and hydrogen peroxide alone.  

 

Liu et al. (2010) did find that there was a significant effect of hydrogen peroxide on germination 

even in cyp707a2 mutants. As was also reported in that paper, in our own research it is evident 

that the treatment also impacts other elements of germination beyond ABA catabolism or 

induces an alternate ABA catabolism pathway. Certainly, research on 8’ ABA Hydroxylase 
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double mutants, with no treatment applied, suggests that ABA catabolism during imbibition is 

very slow when ABA707A2 is knocked out, but remains fast even in the cyp707a1-cyp707a3 

double mutants (Okamoto et al. 2006). One highly likely candidate for hydrogen peroxide’s 

effect in cyp707a2 mutants is induction of GA production, which has been reported by several 

sources (Ishibashi et al. 2017, Bahin et al. 2011) and appears to be confirmed by our preliminary 

hormone quantification. 

 

In terms of germination, looking at the effect sizes it is apparent that cyp707a1 mutants had a 

stronger enhancement of germination due to treatment, likely as a result of high levels of ABA in 

the seeds, making them especially responsive to the upregulation of CYP707A2 by the treatment. 

The weakest response was for cyp707a2 mutants, which supports the importance of CYP707A2 

to the germination enhancement induced by treatment, as despite the high levels of ABA in the 

seeds they are less responsive to the treatment. Responses between controls and cyp707a3 

mutants are similar and likely reflect the fact that CYP707A3 does not have a large effect on 

ABA levels in the seeds, or on the catabolism of ABA during imbibition, evidence suggests it 

plays a role later in the germination process (Liu et al. 2010). 

 

Turning to the effects of the catalytic seed treatment on root growth and lateral root formation, 

there are some differences between the results of this study and previous work on the seed 

treatment. Notably in this study, there was no difference observed in primary root growth 

between treated and controls seeds for ‘Columbia’ whereas research by Mostafa et al. (2020, 

2018) and Tanino et al. (2016) found the treatment generally enhanced primary root growth. The 

lack of difference in root growth was also observed for cyp707a2 mutants but intriguingly, the 

treatment did enhance primary root growth for both cyp707a1 (48 – 72 hrs) and cyp707a3 

mutants (72 – 96 hrs) (Figure 5.14). These differences in timing of root growth response may 

reflect differences in when each gene is expressed.  The possible explanation likely involves 

multiple factors.  Firstly, T50m’s for both ‘Columbia’ and cyp707a2 have very small differences 

between treated and control seeds, with differences of 1-4hrs. In contrast, cyp707a1 and 

cyp707a3 both expressed much larger differences in T50m’s between control and treated seeds, 

with differences of 7-12hrs. These differences translate to increased time for root growth over 

the 96 hr observation period for treated seeds of both cyp707a1 and cyp707a3 mutants and may 
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explain why there is a pronounced effect of treatment here but not in the cyp707a2 mutant. 

Secondly, the increase in CYP707A1 and CYP707A3 transcripts by 48 hours observed by Liu et 

al. (2010), may be important for relieving ABA suppression of primary root growth, which 

occurs when ABA is present at higher levels, while low levels may actually be stimulatory. If 

this were the case, we would expect cyp707a1 and cyp707a3 mutants to exhibit reduced root 

length compared to controls due to the inability to upregulate one of the enzymes needed to 

release the ABA inhibition of root growth (Yang et al. 2019, Sun et al. 2018). That is precisely 

what was observed in Figure 5.13, for both untreated cyp707a1 and cyp707a3 mutants the root 

lengths are reduced at all time points compared to ‘Columbia’, this despite the fact that cyp707a3 

mutants had comparable T50m times to ‘Columbia’, indicating the suppression is not due to 

slower germination in the mutant. The effect on root growth was particularly pronounced in 

cyp707a1, likely due to the slower germination, but it may also suggest that CYP707A1 is more 

important for releasing the suppression on primary root growth, given Liu et al’s. (2010) 

observations which show larger fold increases in mRNA transcripts for CYP707A1 than 

CYP707A3 at 48 hours post imbibition. Thus, as expected, cyp707a1 and cyp707a3 mutants 

show decreased root growth compared to ‘Columbia’, however the treatment is effective at 

reversing that suppression resulting in a robust enhancement of root growth in both mutants. 

 

Overall, these findings suggest that the enhancement of root growth induced by treatment in 

cyp707a1 and cyp707a3 mutants ‘Columbia’ may be two-fold, but that the main way in which 

the treatment enhanced primary root growth is through earlier germination, which is why no 

differences were found for ‘Columbia’ or cyp707a2 mutants, as the treatment had limited effect 

on germination times, despite lowering RGI values. As seen in Chapter 4 however, when 

advanced germination is accounted for, there is still some effect on root growth, consequently, 

there must be another effect that enhanced root growth. One possibility is increased CYP707A2 

expression releasing the inhibition on root growth, especially in the mutants where CYP707A1 

and CYP707A3 expression is suppressed. Though these effects on growth may be the result of 

one of the other mechanisms discussed earlier. 

  

Finally, the treatment also appears to affect lateral root growth, with treatment inducing a greater 

number of lateral roots in ‘Columbia’ and cyp707a1 mutants, while lateral root counts were 
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unaffected by treatment for cyp707a2 mutants. In cyp707a3 mutants, there was a trend towards 

higher lateral root numbers for treated seedlings but variation was high and ultimately the 

difference was non-significant. These trends suggest that like germination, CYP707A2 is crucial 

for the enhancement of lateral root development in response to treatment. However, it appears 

that all three of the ABA 8’ Hydroxylase genes play a role in the development of these lateral 

roots since control ‘Columbia’ seeds displayed higher lateral root counts than any of the 

untreated mutants. Interestingly, as the effect size of treatment was smaller for all three mutants 

than ‘Columbia’, this does suggest the enhancement of lateral root initiation by the treatment is 

dependent on the activity of all three CYP707A family enzymes.  Prior research has found that 

cyp707a2 mutants have suppressed lateral root growth compared to controls, and that the lateral 

root production is hypersensitive in these mutants to ABA (Zheng et al. 2012). Research by Smet 

et al. (2003) has demonstrated that there is an ABA sensitive checkpoint where immediately after 

the development of the lateral root primordium it is sensitive to ABA. At this checkpoint even 

very low levels of ABA, 10x less than that needed to surpass germination can suppress lateral 

root development, interestingly it was discovered that accumulation of ROS, specifically 

hydrogen peroxide and superoxide was essential after this stage (Manzano et al. 2014). These 

findings on lateral roots once again suggest a key role for CYP707A2 in the response to catalytic 

seed treatment and provide insight into how the treatment enhances lateral root production. 

 

5.4.4.2 Ethylene  

Understanding why there are opposite responses in terms of trends to the catalytic seed treatment 

by the ethylene response mutant etr1-1 (where it inhibited germination) and the ethylene 

insensitive mutant ein2-1 (where it enhanced germination) requires understanding what role each 

gene plays in the ethylene response pathway. Fortunately, the roles of each of these genes is well 

characterized. Both are ethylene response mutants, meaning that they are non-responsive to 

ethylene, but they play different roles in the ethylene response pathway (Arc et al. 2013, Cheng 

et al. 2009). Based on the model of ethylene response detailed by Arc et al. (2013), and Bisson 

and Groth (2010), the burst of NO induced by treatment application enhanced ethylene synthesis; 

ethylene then binds to ETR1 receptors, preventing the recruitment of CTR1, and thereby 

disinhibiting EIN2 activity, which promotes germination. Thus, in etr1-1 mutants, ethylene is not 

bound by ETR1 resulting in constitutive suppression of EIN2 which suppresses germination. In 
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ein2-1 mutants, ETR1 still detects ethylene and transduces a signal, however EIN2 is non-

functional and unable to trigger the cascade leading to germination (Arc et al. 2013). So, both 

genes result in an insensitivity to ethylene, and, when functioning normally, will enhance 

germination in response to ethylene. So why are the responses to treatment different?     

 

The exact mechanisms are unclear, however, a comparison of gene expression in etr1-1 and 

ein2-1 mutants during germination revealed that CYP707A2 gene expression was reduced by 

5.5x in etr1-1 mutants compared to controls, while its expression was unaffected in ein2-1 

mutants (Cheng et al. 2009). As elucidated above, given the importance of CYP707A2 to the seed 

treatment response, this may offer a partial explanation for the difference in treatment response. 

If ethylene in the absence of ETR1 acts as an inhibitor of CYP707A2 transcription, it would 

effectively act in opposition to the treatment. Yet, if this were the primary cause, we would 

expect a reduced response, not an inhibitory response to treatment. 

 

Interestingly, Beaudoin (2000) has reported that both ein2-1 and etr1-1 suppressed germination 

compared to ‘Columbia’ controls, however, it was also noted that root growth for both mutants 

was less sensitive to ABA than ‘Columbia’. Additionally, etr1-1 and ein2-1 mutant germination 

response was hypersensitive to increases in ABA, indicating responsiveness to ABA depended 

on location and time (Beaudoin 2000, Ghassemian et al. 2000). Additionally, etr1-1 mutants 

were more sensitive to ABA suppression of germination than ‘Columbia’ or ein2-1 mutants 

(Beaudoin 2000) which provides another example of differential responses between these two 

mutants.  

 

A second corroborating difference between ein2-1 and etr1-1 mutants comes from a study on cell 

cultures developed from each mutant as well as ‘Columbia’ in which these mutants expressed 

differential responses to ABA (Novikova et al. 2020). Specifically, cell growth/replication was 

inhibited by ABA for both ‘Columbia’ and ein2-1 mutants, however cell growth/replication was 

enhanced by ABA for etr1-1 mutants (Novikova et al. 2020). Notably, unlike other cells, etr1-1 

cells began to die, and ABA application rescued them, allowing proliferation to resume 

(Novikova et al. 2020).   
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The observed difference in germination between ‘Columbia’, ein2-1 and etr1-1 mutants in 

response to treatment seems to be explained by the above observations, specifically, the 

phenotypic difference observed in etr1-1 mutant response to ABA in cell growth and CYP707A2 

expression (Novikova et al. 2020, Cheng et al. 2009). However, the report by Beaudoin (2000) 

suggested that during germination, etr1-1 mutants should be more responsive to ABA, which 

would suggest etr1-1 should be more responsive to a treatment that reduces ABA levels 

(Beaudoin 2000). Thus, due to the contradictions in the literature, the difference remains an open 

question, however the results on cell growth would explain why etr1-1 mutants in this study had 

an opposite response to treatment, as a treatment induced reduction in ABA would be harmful to 

etr1-1 cells undergoing division, while promoting growth for ‘Columbia’ and ein2-1, suggesting 

it may be the more parsimonious explanation. 

 

Additionally, it should be noted there was no observed response in ‘Columbia’ to treatment in 

this experiment, while the response was present in the ABA experiment, a different batch of 

‘Columbia’ was used for each experiment, with this experiment performed on aged Arabidopsis 

seeds sourced from Iwate University in Japan, while the previous experiment was conducted on 

freshly harvested Arabidopsis sourced from the University of Saskatchewan. It is possible there 

are differences in the two lines of Arabidopsis, however the most likely explanation for this 

difference comes from aging, as research on ABA levels indicates a decline with time and after-

ripening, and lower ABA levels would leave less room for a treatment which reduces ABA to 

affect germination (Millar et al. 2006). This hypothesis would suggest a potential interaction 

between the treatment and the dormancy state of the seeds. 
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6. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

In this thesis, we examined the importance of choosing appropriate parameters to measure and 

characterize germination, developed protocols to optimize the catalytic seed treatment for 

different species and finally examined possible mechanisms of catalytic seed treatment action. In 

Chapter 3, a set of 10 parameters were tested (% Germ, MGT, T50m, T50, CVt, v, Z, FGE, LGE 

or TSG) of which, three parameters (% Germ, T50m and CVt) were identified to be non-

correlated and were collectively used to create the RGI. Because these three parameters were 

non-correlated, it was posited that failing to include any one of them would produce an 

incomplete picture of germination dynamics, since the underlying property of germination 

represented by the missing parameter could not be determined from the remaining two. While it 

is possible that additional parameters may need to be added to this set to produce a complete 

picture of germination, of the 10 parameters tested, there were no other probable candidates for 

inclusion. Some possible parameters to test in subsequent analysis as candidates for 

incorporation into the RGI are U, slope at inflection point, first germination count, pairwise risk 

ratio and energy of emergence (Table 3.1).  

 

Furthermore, while the data set used for developing RGI is quite large, consisting of 420 alfalfa 

germination curves, cross validation with open data from other labs should be conducted to 

confirm the lack of correlation between the three variables. Moreover, this data should be 

sourced from other species, to confirm that these parameters are not linked in other species, due 

to differences in the germination dynamics, with particular care taken to choose a large set of 

monocot data to test if the differences in germination dynamics and seed development between 

monocots and dicots influence the validity of the RGI model (Steinbrecher & Leubner-Metzger 

2017, Locascio et al. 2014, Vicente-Carbajosa & Carbonero 2005, McDonald 1994). Another 

area for fruitful research would be measuring the RGI of seed lots followed by subsequent 

germination of those seed lots in the field to determine if RGI is a good predictor of enhanced 

emergence in the field. Ultimately, while these additional experiments will solidify the 

framework established in this paper, RGI is a useful tool now, and we are recommending that 
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germination papers report RGI and the three component parameters used to produce it. The 

utility of doing so is clearly demonstrated by the shortcomings of the commonly reported % 

Germ and MGT measurements as well as the popular TGI, GI, and GRI% indices, which all 

proved incapable of differentiating between various different germination curves (Table 3.6).  

 

This is a pressing issue, as nearly half of the papers examined in this thesis reported only a single 

germination parameter, most frequently % Germ (Table 3.4), which means that except for 

germination capacity, none of the other germination dynamics were being measured. Given what 

we found with a small example of our own experiments, when only % Germ was measured, 70% 

of the time we would have drawn a different conclusion than if all three germination dynamics 

were included, similarly if only MGT was reported, we would have drawn a different conclusion 

50% of the time if all dynamics were reported (Table 3.18). If these trends hold true, it suggests 

that an alarming number of papers that include germination data are drawing conclusions about 

germination that do not accurately reflect on the germination process, instead only capturing a 

single aspect of the germination process. This discrepancy may lead to difficulties in translation, 

if for example, a study demonstrated enhanced germination capacity, but impaired germination 

speed, the resulting % Emerge might actually decline if the slower germinating seeds were 

planted deeply and ran out of energy prior to emerging. By capturing all the dynamics of the 

germination process, we can more accurately predict the behaviour of the seeds.  

 

Another major issue we discovered with germination experiments was the over-reliance on 

germination curves for making judgements. Firstly, germination curves are more difficult to 

compare statistically, but more concerning was they were frequently reported alongside numeric 

germination parameters under the assumption that these were two ways of representing the 

dynamics of the same event. However, if T50m, % Germ, and CVt were calculated for the 

aggregate germination curve, these values are different than the mean values for each parameter 

calculated from the full data set, which can lead to different conclusions (Table 3.16 & 3.17). 

Notably, in our own experiment based on visual inspection of the curves in Figure 3.7, we might 

be unsure which of T30 or T50 was superior, but the average RGI value calculated for the two 

would suggest T50, while if the values of the aggregate curve were used to calculate RGI it 

would suggest T30. Thus, indicating the curve and the raw data are not actually showing the 
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same thing. So long as the Averaging Method is used to generate the aggregate curves, the % 

Germ will remain consistent, however the other parameters may vary. Given these discrepancies, 

we advise caution in mixing analysis of germination curves and germination parameters.      

  

One of the primary goals of this paper was to optimize the catalytic seed treatment for five 

different species, and the shortcomings of reporting and making decisions on only a single 

germination parameter was merely the first of several experimental design errors that hampered 

the interpretation of these results. Unfortunately, RGI was not developed until after the majority 

of experiments were conducted for both Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. Consequently, decisions on 

what constituted the optimal seed treatment were made based on MGT. As such, for alfalfa and 

carrot, two of the three species on which emergence experiments were conducted, the chosen 

treatment was sub-optimal. Subsequent analysis revealed that instead of using the T30 treatment 

solution for the alfalfa, T50 treatment should have been selected.  Similarly, the T10 treatment 

should have been selected for carrot (Figure 4.4 & 4.7). Furthermore, not only was the treatment 

concentration inappropriate, subsequent analysis suggested that the preliminary results which led 

to the continued use of a 100:1 hydrogen peroxide to ferrous sulfate ratio were also incorrect, 

and that further experiments on the optimal ratio needed to be conducted.  

 

Even more crucially, experiments were designed based on prior research conducted in our 

laboratory where seeds were being treated by soaking and a large effect size on germination was 

consistently observed (Tanino et al. 2016). For the experiments conducted in this paper, the 

effect size from prior experiments was used to calculate the number of samples required to detect 

an effect with a target p-value of 0.05, to ensure we had room to detect weaker effects the target 

effect size was reduced by 50%. This means that these experiments were designed to detect an 

effect of an expected size. It was assumed that the effect size of soaking and spraying would be 

similar. As was demonstrated in Section 4.3.5, the effect of treatment in dipped seeds was much 

greater than in sprayed seeds. In fact, the WMW odds ratio was nearly four times greater. 

Comparing these effect sizes to the rule of thumb guidelines, we find the effect size of treatment 

for dipped seeds is large, while the effect size for sprayed seeds is small (Chen et al. 2010). Thus, 

dipping is comparable to soaking but spraying is not.  
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This conclusion has far reaching consequences. Given that all the sample sizes were chosen to be 

able to detect an effect of a particular size for a given level of alpha (ie. chosen p value), this 

means that while the conclusions reached for any experiment where spraying was used are 

technically correct, any instance where an effect was not detected may instead reflect this failure 

of experimental design, and not the absence of an effect. Using the package WMWssp for power 

analysis in R, standardizing power based on the ability to detect a significant effect for alfalfa in 

Figure 4.5, we calculated we would need nearly 3 times as many samples as we used for the 

spraying experiments to be able to detect the small effect of treatment when applied by spraying 

(Happ et al. 2019). Given the infeasibility of going back and expanding all of the experiments 

conducted with spraying, much of the analysis on these experiments consisted of commentary on 

trends and raw values, rather than the results of significance testing since it is predicted that if the 

experiment were repeated with an appropriate sample size to detect a small effect, then some of 

these values would be significant, and the general trends would hold up. It is suggested that for 

future experiments, the seed treatment be applied by soaking or dipping, and if application by 

spraying is deemed necessary, experiments should be designed to detect a small effect of 

treatment. Indeed, the combined results shown for Alfalfa where the sample size is larger (Figure 

4.5) demonstrated this principle, where, when the additional data is added, the significance 

testing is able to detect the effect of treatment.  

 

With that said, there were some interesting findings in Chapters 4 and 5. Notably, despite the 

weak effect, carrot germination was found to respond quite strongly to treatment and the 

treatment also enhanced root and shoot biomass, in addition to emergence time when the sprayed 

seed was planted in soilless mix (Figure 4.12). Given the hypothesis that spraying results in a 

lower dose on the seed, this would seem to indicate the initial prediction that carrot is more 

sensitive to the seed treatment than the forage and field crops was accurate. In fact, of the various 

sprayed seeds tested, carrot was the only species with a strong effect of treatment (for T10) and a 

moderate effect for T30; for the other crops the effect of sprayed treatment was always weak. 

This indicates a very real application potential for catalytic seed treatment on carrots, particularly 

if the enhancement in root growth was sustained, similar to the yield boosting impacts of iron 

pyrite on carrot reported by Das et al. (2016).  
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While the small effect sizes resulting from spraying made it difficult to draw definitive 

conclusions, research on each of the individual catalytic treatment components bears further 

examination. Notably, whether ferrous sulfate is indeed an equally effective or more effective 

treatment alone, or if with further optimization of the ratio between the two ingredients the 

catalytic seed treatment can ultimately prove more effective at enhancing germination. Literature 

also suggested a potential role for the red-light response pathway in the seed treatment’s 

mechanism.  

 

Additionally, our experiments on soaked Arabidopsis seeds confirmed that similar to pure 

hydrogen peroxide seed treatments, the CYP707A family of ABA 8’-Hydroxylase catabolism 

mutants play a crucial role in the response to treatment, particular CYP707A2 (Liu et al. 2010). 

Preliminary evidence on hormone levels supports this conclusion as the treatment was found to 

increase GA1 levels and decrease ABA levels (Figure 5.10). Furthermore, the burst of NO 

occurring when imbibition begins is enhanced by the treatment (Figure 5.8).  However, the 

catalytic seed treatment appears to be more NO independent than a pure hydrogen peroxide seed 

treatment, likely as a result of the interaction between the two components and the germination 

stimulating properties of ferrous sulfate alone. While these experiments revealed the Fenton-like 

reaction increased oxygen availability to the seed during germination (though no experiments 

were conducted using oxygen scavengers to demonstrate the importance of this aspect), the exact 

mechanism by which ferrous sulfate, and ferrous iron more generally, enhanced germination is 

still a mystery (Figure 5.4). One probable mechanism that bears re-examination with a more 

sensitive test is the non-enzymatic breakdown of starch reported by Srivastava et al. (2014).  

 

We found no significant effect on treatment on seed coat damage and integrity, suggesting that 

the breakdown of the seed coat is not the primary mechanism by which the treatment enhances 

germination (Figure 5.2 & 5.3). We also discovered that the effect of treatment could be 

quenched by inhibition of de-novo synthesis of hydrogen peroxide (Figure 5.7). Despite these 

insights into the mechanisms of germination enhancement, the means by which growth is 

enhanced remain obscure. Nevertheless, the experiments on Arabidopsis found the seed 

treatment significantly enhanced lateral root production (Figure 5.15). In fact, based on the 

inconclusive results of the experiments conducted in soilless mix —which may have been due to 
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the small effect size of treatment applied by spraying— it is difficult to conclude if the growth 

enhancement was primarily driven by earlier germination or if there is a real enhancement in 

growth rate. However, the experiments are carrot were promising and future experiments on 

dipped seeds may yield additional evidence to support a germination time independent 

stimulation of growth. Overall, this thesis has demonstrated the promise of the catalytic seed 

treatment and revealed some of the potential questions that need to be answered before the 

treatment can be brought to market. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

In summary, based on the results of this research we recommend a transition to reporting RGI 

and all component parameters for all experiments on germination. To facilitate this, we have 

developed an excel spreadsheet which automatically calculates RGI and component parameters 

from a germination time series (Appendix X).  

 

Furthermore, we have determined likely optimal concentrations for spraying the catalytic seed 

treatment on alfalfa, hybrid bromegrass, carrot, sainfoin and wheat. These values will likely need 

to be re-determined for dipping or soaking, as we have also demonstrated that the effect of 

treatment is dramatically impacted by application method. Moreover, we have demonstrated the 

treatment is effective at enhancing germination and lateral root growth in Arabidopsis. 

 

Finally, we have demonstrated the catalytic seed treatment’s germination enhancing function is 

partially dependent on the activity of CYP707A2, an 8’-ABA hydroxylase enzyme, and de-novo 

synthesis of hydrogen peroxide by NADPH oxidase. We also identified changes to NO levels, 

and oxygen availability as other mechanisms by which the seed treatment enhanced germination. 

We have also observed a shift in the temporal/spatial expression of superoxide in the growing 

radicle, which may drive the changes in lateral root development.  

 

While there are still unanswered questions about how the treatment enhances growth and the 

potential interactions with red-light, these experiments give insight into the mechanisms by 

which the treatment functions and provide a foundation for future experiments.   
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